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ABSTRACT 

This thesis contains an investigation of the potential of low finesse in-fibre Fabry-Perot 

interferometer sensors for the measurement of strain. There are a number of areas of modem 

engineering applications where there is a need for an alternative to conventional resistive strain 

gauges; particularly where a number of such sensors can be multiplexed onto a common carrier 

so that one system can be used for multi-point strain measurements. Hence, the emphasis is on 

low finesse sensors which are suitable for multiplexing. 

This thesis concentrates on the use of white light interferometer (WLI) techniques to measure the 

optical path changes produced in the sensors by the application of strain. Since thermal effects 

also produce phase changes in the fibre Fabry-Perot interferometer (FFPI) which are 

imdistinguishable from strain changes the investigations have included both thermal and strain 

responses of the sensors. 

An analysis is presented of the methods which can be used to determine the centre of the WLI 

pattern and the signal-to-noise required for reliable identification of this centre. This analysis is 

then extended to predict the performance of multiplexed systems and define the optimum 

reflectivity for n identical serially multiplexed sensors. 

Two approaches were investigated for making low finesse fibre Fabry-Perot systems. The first 

was based on internal dielectric mirrors and fusion splicing techniques and the second involved 
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tiie use of in-fibre Bragg gratings as reflectors. For both cases manufacturing teclmiques are 

described in detail. 

Structural strain monitoring using optical fibre strain sensors requires a sensor with high tensile 

strength. For sensors made using dielectric coatings an4 fusion splicing this necessitated the 

development of techniques for coating only the core region of the fibre and also for splice 

strengthening by annealing using a CO2 laser. 

Experimental measurements have been made for strain and temperattu'e sensing using single and 

multiplexed fusion spliced sensors. These measurements have been combined with modelling to 

predict the maximmn nvunber of sensors which can be serially multiplexed given practical values 

of sensor parameters, laimched power from the source, receiver optical efficiency and system 

noise. 

The need to find sensors with improved tensile properties led to the development of a totally new 

tjrpe of low coherence fibre Fabry-Perot sensor based on multiple independent Fabry-Perot 

interferometers, using grating pairs at different wavelengths with the same grating spacing. 

These multiple FFPI sensors are almost overlapping in the fibre and so the sensor has a total 

length only slightiy longer than the grating spacing. The reflected light from these complex 

grating structures forms a synthetic low coherence source which can have greatiy improved 

coherence properties compared to the reflection from a FFPI consisting of a single grating pair. 

The performance of these multiple grating-based FFPI sensors has been modelled and 

experimental measurements are presented with dual and triple FFPI sensors to confirm the 

predictions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Fibre optic strain sensors have significant potential for the testing and smreying of various 

structures in mechanical and civil engineering [Fuht et al, 1902; Escobar et al, 1992]. 

Examples include glass fibre reinforced anchors, stress monitoring in the evaluation of the 

structural integrity of buildings, bridges, dams, storage tanks or prestressed elements. These 

optical strain sensors will have to provide broad dynamic range, high strain resolution and, in 

certain applications, absolute measurements (e.g. for quasi-static strain measm-ements [Ohba et 

al, 1989]). The sensors may be embedded within or surface bonded to the structure and can 

monitor the material not only throughout its initial processing but also dming long term use. 

Therefore the development of reliable fibre optic sensors and their integration within a stracture 

(composite) is important for the further development of smart structmres. These have been 

discussed by many authors [Udd, 1989; Measmes, 1990]. 

To be successful, these optical fibre monitoring sensor systems will require reliable and high 

performance sensors. Optical fibre sensors have a number of unique advantages over 

conventional sensors that make them extremely amenable to monitopng of several parameters. 

These advantages, in particular, include small size and light weight, papacity to withstand harsh 
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operating temperatures and pressmes, immunity to electromagnetic interference, abitity to lend 

themselves to multiplexing, compatibility with composite materials, and an all passive, all 

dielectric configuration. The small size of optical fibres allow them to be consolidated into 

composite materials, usually without degrading stmctvu-al integrity. The feature of immunity 

from electromagnetic interference reduces the need for shielding and greatiy lowers cost, while 

their dielectric nature avoids the possible creation of electrical pathways when embodied within 

structures. Optical fibres as sensing elements have been developed and used to monitor 

parameters, including strain [Butter and Hocker, 1978], temperature [Hocker, 1979], magnetic 

and electric fields [Dakin et al, 1977], acoustic vibrations [Alcoz et al, 1990], chemical 

concentration [Jackson, 1985], by determining changes in optical intensity, phase, polarisation, 

wavelength, pulse propagation time or modal content. 

Optical fibre interferometric sensors using highly coherent sources have received most attention 

for scientific and industrial applications due to their high resolution. However, these sensors 

face some drawbacks including limited unambiguous measurement range (which, for normal 

interferometric sensors, can only be determined to within one period of the interferometer 

transfer fimction) and the requirement for highly stabilised sources. These sensors have had 

only limited application in monitoring strain, displacement and temperature because of their lack 

of self initialisation. For example, if there is any interruption to the interferometer (by, say, 

turning off the power) all the gathered information is lost and new initial conditions must be 

determined when the power is reconnected. These shortcomings may be overcome by the use 

of white light interferometry (WLI) which employs a low coherence somce. This is discussed 

further in section 4.5.1. 

The usefulness of optical fibres in sensor systems may be enhanced if multiplexed or quasi 

distributed configurations are adopted, since information can be obtained from several sites 

using a single instmmentation system. This is particularly attractive for large composite 
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stinctures like hulls of boats or aircraft wings for which strain or other measiu-ands need to be 

monitored over a large area. Optical fibre sensors can be multiplexed by methods which are not 

possible with conventional measurement systems and successful multiplexing is essential if a 

cost-effective structural sensor monitoring system is to be developed. A consideration of 

multiplexed performance is an important part of the analysis of the sensors developed dining 

this investigation. 

Of particular interest in this thesis is the construction of a multiplexed optical fibre sensor 

system for the measurement of strain using white light interferometry. This sensor system 

could also be useful in monitoring temperattu'e. Such an optical fibre strain sensor would be the 

optical equivalent of an electrical resistive strain gauge. Electrical strain gauges are the primary 

means of measurement in stress analysis. Although these gauge types work reliably in a large 

range of applications, the increased use of new materials (like composites) and use of materials 

in an extended range of environments (including high and low temperatiure environments) 

leaves room for a range of altemative gauges that are more compatible with these materials and 

unaffected by these enviromnents. Resistance strain gauges employ thin film metallic foils in 

the form of folded grids, and are bonded with a stutable adhesive to the stractiu'e for which 

strain measiu:ements are requked [Neurbert, 1967]. These gauges are thin, fragile, may be 

difficult to handle and cannot be multiplexed easily. Proper and careful bonding procedmes of 

these electrical gauges is essential (which at times may be ciunbersome and time consmning) if 

the integrity of these gauges is to be maintained over long periods and large temperature 

variations. Unfortunately existing electrical strain gauges are vulnerable to electromagnetic 

interference; this necessitates that they be shielded, thus making them expensive and possibly 

significantiy altering the overall integrity and weight of the monitored structure. The optical 

sensor system developed here allows several sensors on a single strand of single mode optical 

fibre with no requirement for shielding. 
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The ultimate goal of strain sensing has been the measiuement of an arbitrary state of strain. In 

practical strain gauging, the magnitudes and directions of the principal strains and stresses are 

unknown. These have been obtained by taking three independent strain measurements using 

three or four resistive strain gauges [Neiubert, 1967] which are arranged at different angles to 

each other, forming the strain rosette. Such a resistive strain rosette has to be screened from 

electromagnetic interference. The analogue of this, namely an optical fibre strain rosette based 

on a Fabry-Perot interferometer has been reported [Valis et al, 1990] and does not require 

shielding as it simply uses foiu: dielectric optical fibres. This efficient integrated optical sensor 

has fewer optical components and hence the operational costs may be lower. 

Using single-mode optical fibres, the two interferometric configurations which have been 

studied extensively for strain applications are the Michelson [Measures, 1990; Valis et al, 

1991] and Mach-Zehnder types [Hocker, 1979; Sirkis, 1988]. TheSe have shown good stram 

sensitivity. However neither of these methods offer both high resolution and the ability to 

measure the parameter of interest in a highly localised region of the structure. These sensors are 

imable to be deployed in an artay on a single fibre; neither do they possess the self referencing 

property which is vital in ensuring a practical sensor. 

When measurement of strain over several sites of a structure is performed using conventional 

technology, it is necessary to festoon the structure with a multitude of strain gauges. This 

presents multiplexing and calibration problems. Optical fibre technology provides a simpler 

method for gathering data from many points, with negligible crosstalk. An early attempt at 

Sfrain monitoring in structures using optical fibre MachTZehnder interferometers suffered from 

lack of localisation, and failed to give the absolute value of the measurand [Rowe et al, 1986; 

Skkis, 1988]. These requirements (localisation and initialisation), along with the need to 

multiplex several sensors on single sfrand of fibre sharing the same optoelecfronics, are of 

paramoimt importance if these devices are to play a major role as reliable and acciuate sensors. 
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The advantages of multiplexed fibre optic sensor systems in a nimiber of application areas have 

been recognised [Brooks et al, 1985; Dakin, 1987; Kersey and Dandridge, 1988]. However, 

these schemes have been limited by high levels of excess induced noise [Brooks et al, 1985]. 

In other instances the measurements were hampered by low phase detection sensitivity and the 

sensing scheme required long lengths of delay fibres [Brooks et al, 1987] which may cause 

some practical difficulties. An intrinsic multiplexed scheme [Kersey and Dandridge, 1986] 

suffered from high levels of optical cross-talk arising from multiple reflections occurring in the 

system. Better multiplexing approaches are desirable for performance and cost reasons. The 

need to devise an optical fibre sensor system that can be used reliably and be able to offer 

absolute measurements when applied to a structure is a major challenge in optical sfrain gauge 

development. The performance of such a sensor system has to be comparable to, or even better 

than, the conventional resistive strain gauge. It is useful therefore to consider the criteria for 

multiplexing of sensors and of modem sfrain gauge measurement, so that the practical 

requirements can be fulfilled. 

The overall capacity of a sensor network to gather information is limited by the bandwidth and 

signal-to-noise ratio of detected optical signals and the need to avoid undesirable cross 

modulation between signals from apparentiy independent sensors. The choice of a suitable fibre 

optic multiplexing scheme has to take into account, among other factors, the method of 

separating each sensor's information from the single data sfream, the number of addressable 

sensors for the proposed scheme and the allowable cross talk level [Brooks et al, 1985; 

Kersey, 1988b]. 

Furthermore, for optical fibre sfrain gauges to be competitive with conventional strain sensors, 

it is logical to base the suitability of optical fibre strain sensors on the existing standards of 

strain gauging [Neubert, 1967; Handerek et al, 1992]. These require that, in order for the 

gauge to be applied in inaccessible areas, it ought to have a small size and be of low weight, so 
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as not to significantly alter the mass of the monitored stracture. It is desirable that the gauge 

have minimal temperature sensitivity while exhibiting a high sfrain sensitivity. The gauges are 

normally surface bonded or embedded within stracmres, and should be able to monitor the 

stracture when it is subjected to a time-varying sttess, without experiencing fatigue. The gauge 

should possess the feature of remote sensing which gives the possibility of conducting 

measurements in the laboratory and extemal environments. The gauge assembly should allow 

easy, demountable, secure coimection to a signal processing unit located remotely from the 

sensor assembly. The sfrain gauge should have a straightforward attachment to the stracture, so 

that lengthy procedures which require specialised expertise are not necessary. 

These are very exacting requirements which cannot be satisfied by a single sensor which can 

operate in all situations and enviromnents. Thus it is necessary to develop a variety of sensors 

which can perform adequately in a limited range of situations. The sensor and sensing 

teclmiques investigated in this thesis represents one of these possibitities. The work involves 

constraction techniques of the sensor, and an investigation of its performance and limitations. 

1.1 Aims of the research 

The aims of the research were to: 

• fabricate an optical fibre sensor suitable for the measurement of sfrain, and 

• evaluate the performance of the sfrain sensor when used in a suitable multiplexed 

system. 

In order to meet the aforementioned requirements of both multiplexing and strain gauging, a 

sensor had to be sought which provided an atfractive altemative to the resistive strain gauge. 
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The two optical fibre sensors which exhibit both high sensitivity and localised measurements 

are the intrinsic fibre Fabry-Perot interferometer (FFPI) and in-fibre Bragg grating sensors. 

In-fibre Bragg gratings (IFBGs) are currentiy used for a variety of sensing applications [Meltz 

et al, 1989; Morey et al, 1994] and in development of a range of devices including, optical 

filters and Fabry-Perot filters [Morey et al, 1992]. These devices are atfractive for sensing 

applications due to their intrinsic nature and wavelength-encoded operation. The wavelength 

encoding is an absolute parameter, a feature that is usefiil for quasi-static measmements. In this 

thesis the concenfration has been on FFPI sensors. IFBCjs have been used, as described later, 

but only to constract one type of FFPI. If IFBGs are made to form an intrinsic FFPI gauge then 

the device formed has the potential to realise an FFPI galige with high mechanical strength. The 

useful characteristics of the intrinsic FFPI gauges include: 

• Light is guided within the fibre. This ensures robustness as optical alignments are 

insensitive to extemal influences. 

• The possible range of FFPI gauge length (a few millimetres to several centimetres) 

allows the fabrication of sensors which span the tneasiuement range of available 

resistive gauges (02 mm -102 mm, [Dally and Riley, 1978]). 

• The gauge diameter does not exceed that of the fibre itself. This allows the easy 

embodiment of strain sensors within the composite material. 

• An mtrinsic optical FFPI gauge offers lead insensitivity since light is guided to and 

from the sensor within the same fibre. 

• An FFPI optical fibre gauge is amenable to serial multiplexing because it is a single 

fibre and can be addressed from one end. 
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• The Fabry-Perot fibre optic strain sensor has the unique ability of being easily 

embodied within composite materials, whereas resistive strain gauges normally 

require a surface for attachment. 

• The gauge can be coated with suitable material to protect the fibre from moisture 

absorption [Mason er a/., 1992]. 

The constraction and practical demonstration of a multiplexed optical fibre Fabry-Perot sensor 

system for the measurement of strain using white light interferometry is described in this thesis. 

Two approaches were investigated in making low finesse fibre Fabry-Perot interferometers, 

one is based on a dielectric coating and fusion splicing technique, the other on Bragg grating 

reflectors configured to make an FFPI. A multimode laser diode or a super-luminescent diode 

as low coherence soiurces were used, one for the fusion spliced EFPI sensor measurements and 

other for Bragg grating-based FFP sensor measurements. The sensor elements were fabricated 

using a single-mode fibre (Coming Hexcore 780, 5/125 |im). An absolute measurement is 

achieved through self-calibration, and each time the system is turned on self calibration is 

executed. A single receiver interferometer at the output selectively reconstracts the interference 

associated with individual sensors when its optical path difference is timed to match that of each 

sensor (to within the coherence length of the source). The sensing scheme used in this research 

took advantage of the principle of white light interferometry which has important advantages 

over other methods in overcoming problems of measurement ambiguity and intensity 

fluctuations. It offers extended unambiguous measurement range and has the abitity to 

determine absolute path imbalances. The combination of white light interferometry and intrinsic 

multiplexed fibre Fabry-Perot sensors offers a multiplexed sensor system having the additional 

features of localisation and lead insensitivity. 
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1.2 Content summary 

Chapter 2 gives a short infroduction to the optical fibre sensing system by considering the 

general optical fibre sensor requirements and the basic components of such a measurement 

system. Chapter 3 looks at the progress that has been achieved with optical methods and non-

optical alternatives for the measurement of strain. A discussion of optical fibre temperature 

sensors is also given in this chapter since the fibre Fabry-Perot (FFP) sensor is also sensitive to 

temperature. In chapter 4 a brief discussion on the various interferometric multiplexed optical 

fibre sensing schemes is presented, with an indication of the progress of these multiplexed 

sensor systems. Chapter 5 gives details of the process which has been used for fabrication of 

the intrinsic fibre optic Fabry-Perot sensors, which involved a vacuum deposition technique 

followed by fusion splicing. It is apparent from the attention given to optimal fusion parameters 

that care has to be taken in choosing the proper coating films. This is followed by the predicted 

performance of these sensors with a calculation of their thermal and strain sensitivities in 

chapter 6. The sensors' co-dependency on temperature and strain presents problems when 

monitoring static strain. This results in a change in phase of light propagating along a 

stracturally integrated optical fibre subject to a change in temperature but without any applied 

force, and this effect is termed 'thermally induced sfrain'. A method used to minimise thermally 

induced sfrain is also analysed. White light interferometric sensing using multimode laser diode 

sources is discussed. An analytical model which predicts the maximum possible number of in

line FFP sensors that can be serially multiplexed using low coherence demodulation is also 

given in this chapter. This is followed by the results obtained with both single sensor and 

multiplexed sensor measurements of temperature and strain, which are reported in chapter 7. 

This chapter includes a comparison of experimental results with the analytical model given in 

chapter 6. System limitations are discussed to appraise the overall sensing scheme and system 
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performance. A new technique used to constract a "dual/triple FFPF' sensor based on in-fibre 

Bragg grating reflectors and the measurements obtained with this sensor using low coherence 

interferometry are discussed in chapter 8. This technique could be a promising altemative for 

use for certain apptications including high sfress monitoring. Finally, chapter 9 gives the final 

conclusion for this thesis together with suggestions for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OPTICAL FIBRE SENSOR SYSTEMS 

An optical fibre sensing system in its basic form consists of an optical source, an optical fibre 

Unk, a sensor (modulator) and a detector. For measurement purposes, the light propagating 

within the fibre will be characterised by one or more features such as intensity, phase, pulse 

propagation time, wavelength or polarisation. The parameter to be measured (measurand) 

modulates one or more of the aforementioned properties of tight, and this modulated tight is 

collected by the same or different fibre and retumed to the detector where it is converted to an 

electrical Signal. Light modulation can occur within the fibre itself, where it is direcUy 

modulated by the measurand. Such a sensor is called intrinsic and examples include temperature 

measurement using an in-fibre Bragg grating sensor [WOsinski et al, 1994] and sfrain 

measurement using a fibre Michelson interferometer [Valis et al, 1991]. Altematively in an 

extrinsic sensor the optical fibre may simply guide tight tO and from a location at which an 

optical sensor head is located, as in tiquid flow detection [Nguyen et al, 1984]. Extrinsic 

sensors suffer from low efficiency because of light losses and also tend to be bulky and 

fragmented in nature. Intrinsic sensors, on the other hand, have the advantage of high 

sensitivity and versatility, and also high stabitity since tight is contained in the flbre and no 

special sensor heads are required. In the following sections the basic components of optical 

flbre sensors are discussed. 
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2.1 Light sources 

The sensing system contains an appropriate tight source having spatial and specfral power 

distribution S(x, y, z, X). The power distribution is typically symmetrical around the cenfral 

wavelength, X, with a fuU width at half maximum, AX. The coherence length of such a source 

Ic is given approximately by [Culshaw and Dakin, 1988] Ic ~ XVAk. Typical optical fibre 

sensor light sources are semiconductor sources (light emitting diodes (LEDs), superluminescent 

diodes (SLDs), laser diodes), incandescent lamps and highly coherent lasers (gas, ion, sotid 

state). 

2.1.1 Semiconductor sources 

Semiconductor sources are the primary optical sourpes used for communication and sensor 

apptications. Their small size and configuration, whicl̂ i allow for efficient launching of tight 

into optical fibres, long Ufe, relatively low cost and low power consumption and significant 

optical output power has given them prominence over altemative sources. Semiconductor 

optical sources are forward biased p-n junctions which emit tight through elecfron-hole pair 

recombination radiative processes. These devices exist in twO different forms having different 

optical properties, the basic device being the tight emittmg diode and the other the laser diode. 

The LED reties on spontaneous emission as a means of photon generation. The optical output 

power generated by the LED ideally varies Unearly with the forward driving current [Gloge, 

1977]. However with increased temperature the optical output power decreases and a change in 

spectral emission towards longer wavelength is observed [Bergh and Dean, 1976]. LEDs have 

a poor coupling efficiency into single mode fibre due to their relatively large emitting areas. 

Typical line-widths of LEDs operating in the region of 800 - 900 nm at room temperature, are 

between 25 and 50 nm while those of LEDs emitting in longer wavelength regions is between 

50 and 160 nm [Seiuor, 1992]. Two types of devices have been designed for high radiance. 
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namely the surface emitting LED and the edge emitting LED. If the edge emitting LED is driven 

with an increased current density, population inversion occurs, and this provides single pass 

gain by stimulated emission ampUfication. Such a device, called a superluminescent diode has a 

higher optical output power than an LED, a more uni-dfrectional output and narrower specfral 

tine-width (20 to 30 nm) [Culshaw and Dakin, 1988]. However, the output power of this 

device is non-linear with driving current and decreases with an increase in temperature. One end 

of this device is made optically lossy to suppress laser action. 

The small enutting area of a laser diode is weU suited for launching tight into single-mode 

fibres. This device has far more stringent requirements than the LED, and its operation reties on 

a threshold current at which stimulated emission takes over from spontaneous emission. The 

threshold current of laser diodes is a function of temperature and ageing [Culshaw and Dakin, 

1988]. These devices need some form of optical power moiutoring along with thermal and 

electrical stabitisation. The efficiency of laser action reduces in the visible region making it quite 

difficult to produce lasers at wavelengths shorter than red. Sunilarly, reports regarding long-

wavelength laser diodes have indicated that they are rather inferior in terms of power and phase 

noise obtainable in comparison with typical 800 nm laser diodes. Typical tine widths of 

commonly used laser diodes are between 1 and 5 nm [Senior, 1992]. 

2.1.2 Incandescent lamps and lasers 

Among other optical sources briefly discussed are the incandescent (incoherent) lamps and 

lasers which have been used for varied sensing or industrial apptications. Tungsten-halogen 

lamps are usually used in situations where broadband sources are required. They have a limited 

tife of about 2(X)0 hours, and have a very poor coupting efficiency into optical fibres. For 

operation, incandescent lamps rely on an electrically heated tungsten filament which converts 

most of its input electrical energy into radiant energy. Its non-synunetrical specfral radiance 

approximates that of a black body which has a temperature and wavelength dependence 
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described by Planck's law. Although it has a broad spectrum, which spans the useful optical 

fibre region (400 to lOCX) nm), much of the power is wasted because the specfral power 

distribution spreads beyond the low attenuation window for most fibres. For apptications 

requiring effectively a single wavelength, the specfral energy density is too low for 

measurements with reasonable signal-to-noise ratios. Consequentiy, incandescent sources have 

been used only for simple intensity modulated sensors. 

Lasers which are available include solid state lasers (e.g. neodymium YAG, with wavelengths 

1064 nm or 1320 nm), gas lasers (e.g. He-Ne, 632.8 nm or 1150 nm), and ion lasers (e.g. 

Ar+, 457.9 nm to 514.5 mn [Culshaw and Dakin, 1989]). These lasers, when pumped with an 

appropriate energy source, may exhibit a high degree of coherenee and stabitity and have been 

used for various scientific and industrial apptications. Although these sources offer, in some 

instances, several wavelengths they have not been used much in sensing apptications mainly 

because of their size. Fibres havmg cores doped with an appropriate rare earth ion (for example 

Er3+ emitting at 800, 980 and 1550 nm) [Urquhart, 1988] may be used as amplifiers, or they 

can be configured as lasers or broadband superluminescent sources. Sources based on pumped 

monomode optical fibres for fibre optic interferometric sensors have not yet received significant 

attention; this may be because of the noise arising from spontaneous emission sets the timit on 

the signal-to-noise ratio. Optical fibre amplifiers may be of interest in apptications involving 

multiplexed fibre sensor networks when it is desirable to increase the number of sensor 

elements in a network. 

2.2 Optical fibres 

Single mode step index fibres were used exclusively in this work because monomode fibre 

systems have optimum resistance to fibre perturbation. Furthermore, unlike multimode step 

index fibres, single mode step index fibres maintain the spatial coherence of the ttansmitted 
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beam, have very low loss and thus are compatible with interferometric sensor systems 

[Jackson, 1994]. They have a step index stracture with a fransparent core of refractive index ni 

surrounded by a transparent material of lower refractive index 112 which forms the cladding 

(figure 2.1). Electromagnetic waves at optical frequencies are confined and guided through the 

core by total internal reflection. 

"2 

'n(r) 

°1 

Core 

(a) 

2a 

Fig. 2.1 Step mdex fibre (a) refractive index profile, (b) fibre geometry. 

2.3.1 Properties of optical flbres 

The basic properties of tight propagating in an optical fibre are iUustrated using a simple ray 

model, even though this model has significant limitations when considering single-mode optical 

fibres. A ray incident at an angle 9 at the core-cladding interface, which is greater than the 

critical angle 9c, will be totally uitemally reflected at the interface as shown in figure 2.2. 
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Fig. 2.2 The transmission of tight ray in optical fibre. 

The symmetry of the fibre ensures that the same ray will undergo simtiar total intemal reflection 

at all core-cladding interfaces and thus be guided through the core. Only rays incident at angles 

greater than the critical angle 9c are guided whereas others are partially reflected only. The 

critical angle 9c (for a step index fibre) is given by [Jenkins and White, 1976] 

9c=sin~^ (2.1) 

For polychromatic tight equation 2.1 becomes non-unique since the refractive index varies with 

wavelength. 

An important consideration is the maximum angle of acceptance 9a for a tight ray into an optical 

fibre. Figure 2.3 shows a meridional ray (A) striking the fibre core at an angle 9a with respect 

to the axis of the fibre. This ray is refracted at the air-core interface and then transmitted to the 

core-cladding interface at the critical angle 9c. Rays entering the fibre at an angle 9 < 9a wiU 

meet the core-cladding boundary at an angle greater than the critical angle and hence be guided 

along the core. Rays entering the fibre at angles 9 > 9a wiU be only partiaUy reflected at the 

core-cladding boundary and thus wiU suffer high loss in propagating in the core. This 9a 

defines the acceptance cone for rays which will propagate in the core with low loss. The 

acceptance angle 9a can be expressed in terms of refractive indices of the media involved. 
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namely air (UQ), the core (nO and cladding (n2). This expression leads to the numerical arpemre 

(NA) given by [Senior, 1992] 

NA = UQ sin 9a = -̂ n^^ - n2^ . (2.2) 

This defiiution of NA is trae for meridional rays but for skew rays which do not pass through 

the axis of the fibre, the equation needs to be modified by a geometrical factor [Senior, 1992]. 
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Figure 2.3 Acceptance angle for a single mode fibre 

For fibre of diameter approaching the wavelength of tight, the ray theory fails and the 

propagation of light in an optical fibre must be described by electromagnetic wave theory. 

Interference between wave components produces standing waves, orthogonal to the direction of 

propagation, which are caUed modes. The modes that will propagate are caUed guided modes 

while the others are leaky modes [C!ulshaw and Dakin, 1988]. The guided modes do not have a 

unique optical path for the injected tight to foUow as it propagates through the optical fibre, but 

a large number of paths, which have different propagation constants. The propagation constant 

p of any guided mode in the fibre is defined [Senior, 1992] by 

P2<P<Pl , (2.3) 
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where 

p2 = 27m2/A, and pi ^litni/X, (23a) 

where X is the free space wavelength of the propagating tight. The number of modes in the 

fibre, N, has been shown [Senior, 1992] to be equal to AYVn, where V is the normatised 

frequency of the fibre given by (Ina/kXni^-nj^y^. When V < 2.405 then only the lowest 

order spatial mode can propagate and the fibre is classified as single mode; otherwise it is 

multimode. 

The refractive index of glasses used in optical fibres varies with wavelength and so wave 

velocity is a function of wavelength, which produces dispersion. Dispersion mechanisms 

within the fibre cause broadening of the fransmitted tight pulses as they fravel along the fibre, 

primarily limiting the maximum possible modulation bandwidth for a particular length of optical 

fibre. Velocity variation caused by the variation of material refraptive index of the fibre is 

described as material dispersion. In fibre waveguides dispersion due to the stractures 

themselves is known as waveguide dispersion. The single mode step index fibre has the 

additional advantage of low intermodal dispersion, because only one mode is fransmitted, and 

thus has very low loss and high bandwidth compared with multimode fibre. 

2.3.2 Intrinsic loss mechanisms in optical fibres 

The losses occurring in single mode fibres are caused primarily by the combined effect of 

absorption and scattering (Rayleigh and Mie) in the optical fibre waveguide [Senior, 1992]. 

Absorption in the ulfra-violet range is due to electronic transitions in glass. There are absorption 

peaks in the mfra-red region associated with vibrations of a range of bonds, principally oxygen-
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siticon bonds. The major impurity absorption loss at wavelengths of 1.37, 1.23 and 0.95 ̂ im 

are due mainly to OH absorption. Careful manufacturing processes can reduce some of these 

losses. 

The scattering loss due to smaU-scale locatised refractive index variations, caused by locatised 

density variations throughout the glass fibre, is caUed Rayleigh scattering. These variations act 

as scattering objects imbeded in an otherwise homogeneous stracture. Rayleigh scattering is 

dominant at shorter wavelengths because of its l/X^ dependence. It is dependent on the 

temperature at which the preform was drawn and the scattering produces an attenuation 

coefficient (JR) which is given by the Rayleigh scattering formula [Senior, 1992] 

, , = ^ « 2 ! £ ! A H X , (,,4) 

where X is the optical wavelength, n is the refractive index, p is average photo-elastic 

coefficient, Pc is the compresSibitity at a fictive temperature Tf (the temperature at which glass 

attains a state of thermal equitibrium and is closely related to the annealing temperature of glass) 

and k is Boltzmann's constant. 

Mie scattering is caused by scattering from larger refractive mdex variations. This arises from 

the non-perfect cylindrical stracture of the fibre waveguide which may result from kregularities 

in the core-cladding interface, core-cladding refractive index variations along the fibre length, 

diameter variations, sfrain and bubbles (all comparable in size to the guided wavelength). Mie 

scattering may be reduced by careful manufacturing processes [Senior, 1992]. 

Optical fibres can also suffer radiation losses at bends or curves on then: path. Higher order 

modes are susceptible to radiation loss at bends which are large in comparison with the fibre 

diameter (macroscopic bends). Expticit wavelength dependent bending loss has been shown to 
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exist for a specified bend radius. Large losses can be induced at a definite critical bend radius, 

Re (for single mode fibres), which is given by [Senior, 1992] 

R, = ^ 2 ^ ( 2 . 7 4 8 - 0.996:^)-^ ^ (2-5) 
(ni-n2) Ac 

where n̂  and n.^ are the core and cladding refractive indices respectively, X is the wavelength of 

the propagating tight, and X^ is the cut off wavelength for the single mode fibre. Random 

stresses in a fibre which may be due to cabting processes or temperature variations cause 

microscopic bends and may result in tight coupting out of the fibre [Palais, 1988]. These losses 

may cause significant errors in the case of intensity based measurements. 

A further loss consideration with any optical fibre sensing system is the interconnection loss 

effects between system components [Senior, 1992]. There is always a thin film of air frapped 

between any two interconnected optical components. Accordingly, there are losses associated 

with connectors since a portion of tight will be reflected back into the fransmitting flbre at the 

interface because of the Fresnel reflection associated with the changes m refractive index at the 

interface. For normal incidence at a simple glass-air boundary, the reflected fraction of tight (R) 

is given by the Fresnel equation [Bom and Wolf, 1969] 

R = P I - P a 
ni-nn. 

(2.6) 

where ni and na are the core and air refractive indices respectively. This intrinsic joint loss can 

be nunintised through use of index matching fluid in the gap between jointed fibres or by the 

use of physical contact joints. 

The total intrinsic loss is fairly small around the 800 to 900 nm region. This first low-loss 

window is commonly used for fibre optic sensing because high power sources and sensitive 
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detectors operating in this wavelength region are inexpensive. In the region from 13(X) nm to 

about 1600 nm, glass losses are lower which makes it pr^tical for long distance optical 

communication links. This region is sometimes referred to as the second window. These low 

loss regions are bounded on the short wavelength side by scattering and on the longer 

wavelength side by infrared absorption. 

2.4 Light detectors 

Optical detectors rely on the absorption of an incident photon with appropriate energy to 

produce either an electron-hole pair (in the case of semiconductors) or generate a free electron 

(in vacuum photodiode or photomultiptier mbes) [Andonovic and Uttamchandani, 1989] 

Intemal photoemission devices (semiconductor photodiodes), with or without intemal 

(avalanche) gain, provide good performance and are compatible with optical fibre systems. In 

semiconductor photodetectors, incoming photons generate an elecfron-hole pair to produce an 

electrical current. These devices are weU-suited for optical fibre based systems because of their 

small size, tight weight, low cost, fast response and use of low operating voltages. In order to 

create an elecfron-hole pair, an incoming photon should have enough energy to raise an electron 

across the band gap. Photo-conductive detectors are reverse-biased devices and the electric field 

developed across the p-n junction sweeps mobile carriers (holes or elecfrons) to their respective 

majority sides (p and n material). 

A planar diffusion p-n junction is a photodiode whose frequency and specfral response are 

govemed by the thickness of semiconductor layers and doping concenfration. It is characterised 

by a low efficiency and low responsivity because of its relatively large p and n doped regions 

and sraaU depletion region. Further improvement in the performance of the device led to the 

p-i-n photodetector with a wider intrinsic semiconductor layer between thep and n regions. In 

fibre sensor systems the p-i-n photodetector is used most commonly because of its high 
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efficiency. For greater sensitivity an avalanche photodiode with an intemal gain is used [Senior, 

1992]. Its disadvantages are that it requires a relatively high voltage (100 - 200 volts) for its 

operation and it is intrinsically noisier than the p-i-n device. For this work, the detector used 

was a p-i-n silicon photodetector which has a peak responsivity around the 800 nm region of 

the spectram. 

2.5 Sensor limitations 

The performance of sensor systems is limited in general by several types of noise, which may 

mask the signal. Thermal (or Johnson) noise arising from the thermal random motion of 

electrons within the detector load resistor and from within active elements in the ampUfier sets 

the lowest noise timit of system components. The thermal noise mean square current in the load 

resistor is given by [Palais, 1988] 

_ 4 k T B 
2 = ^ ^ ^ ^ , (2.7) 

RL 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, B is the receiver's electrical 

bandwidth and RL is the load resistance. 

In photodetectors the incoming optic signals generate random discrete charge carriers, giving 

rise to a signal disturbance caUed shot noise. Shot noise increases with an increase in optic 

power and is due to the quantised namre of charge (electrons and holes) and tight (photons). 

Also, other sources of noise exist which will further degrade the performance of the sensing 

network. The most relevant are those associated with (a) the type of source being used and (b) 

the sensing scheme used. 

Fluctuations in the amptitude or intensity of the output from semiconductor injection lasers 

leads to optical intensity noise caUed laser amptitude noise. These fluctaations result from a 
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range of effects which affect the process responsible for laser action. Also, when a laser diode 

is used as a source for an interferometer of path difference, /, an optical phase shift Acj) is 

induced in the mterferometer arising from a source frequency instability Av, giving rise to laser 

frequency noise given by [Clulshaw and Dakin, 1989] 

A(t) = 27mi/Av/c, (2.8) 

where c is the speed of tight in free space. 

A white light interferometer may suffer from environmental noise which may be due to 

vibration during the scaniung of the receiver interferometer. In addition, a multiplexed sensor 

network may be a source of noise due to cross-talk between sensor channels, and which is 

dependent on the multiplexing scheme and source coherence length [Kersey, 1988b; Brooks et 

al, 1987]. It is possible to minimise some of the aforementioned noise limitations, and cross

talk noise may be reduced by proper choice of sensor type (e.g. low finesse FFP to reduce the 

effect of multiple reflections). The choice of sensor components (broadband sources) may play 

a major role in reducing phase noise since a white tight interferometer has very low levels of 

phase noise because of its operation near zero optical path difference [Chen et al, 1992]. Both 

thermal noise and dark current noise may be reduced by lowering the temperature of the 

photodetector, but shot noise represents a fundamental irreducible level. Vibrational effects can 

usuaUy be reduced to an acceptable level by careful system design. Suitable packaging of the 

interferometer such as putting the sensor in a styrofoam enclosure and using a vibration isolated 

table may significantiy minimise the envkonmental noise. These have been used in this work to 

minimise some of the noise sources as outlined in section 7.7. 
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2.6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the components of an optical fibre sensor and their tinutations have been 

discussed very briefly. Optical sensing systems are usually subject to a variety of types of noise 

including shot noise and elecfronic noise arising from the elecfronic circuitry. Different sensing 

apptications will require different types of fibres. Single-mode fibres are used when 

preservation of spatial coherence is to be maintained, such as in interferometric sensors or 

polarisation sensors. Multimode fibres are used when no phase or polarisation information is 

required, e.g. in intensity-based measurements. The choice of tight source depends upon the 

selected modulation mechanism but the choice of modulation must be made concurrentiy with 

the multiplexing scheme. The detector to be used must have spectral characteristics which match 

those of the source. In the work described in the thesis the low coherence source was (mostiy) 

a multimode laser diode (LT016MD) of nominal cenfre wavelength of 810 nm and coherence 

length of ~ 150 îm. The choice of this tight source was a compromise between its higher 

optical power and its fairly low coherence length. In later stages of this work a 

superluminescent diode of centre wavelength 835 nm and coherence length of ~ 70 p.m was 

also used for the measurements with in fibre Bragg-based fibre Fabry-Perot interferometers. 

During the initial stages of the research, involving the fabrication of in-tine fibre Fabry-Perot 

sensors, a single-mode communications fibre (X = 1300 nm, 10/125 |im) was used as test fibre 

because of its low cost. Once the technique of sensor fabrication was mastered, a single mode 

Flexcore 780 fibre (Coming 5/125 .̂m) was used for the white tight interferometry sensor 

measurements. AU measurements used a siticon p-i-n detector. 
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CHAPTER 3 

REVIEW^ OF STRAIN MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

3.1 Introduction to strain 

The fundamental objective of strain monitoring is the safety of loaded stractures. Sfrain refers 

to the fractional deformation produced in a body by the apptication of stress [Neubert, 1967]. 

Associated with each type of stress is a corresponding type of sfrain, i.e tensile, compressional 

or shear. A simple case of pure tensile sttess is shown in figure 3.1, in which a rod of diameter 

d experiences an elongation AL due to the apptied stress F. The rod sintilarly experiences a 

corresponding lateral confraction Ad. 

^cpo 'l{L?_9. J 

•L„+ AL-

Figure 3.1 Elongation of sfressed stracture. 
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Consider an element of length Lo which is elongated to L^ + AL The tensile strain (e) is defined 

as the ratio of the increase in length to the original length, i.e. 

e = 
AL (3.1) 

Sfrain is a dimensionless quantity but convention is to use microsttain (|iE) (i.e. sfrain x 10"^). 

The sfrain suffered by a rod in compression is defined in a similar manner, namely the ratio of 

the decrease in length to the original length. Hooke's law estabtishes that, up to a limit, the 

relation between sttess and the corresponding strain is tinear [DaUy and Rtiey, 1978]. This 

relationship aUows for the determination of stractural stresses from strain measurements. The 

sfress required to produce a given sfrain is dependent on the nature of the material under stress. 

The sfress (a) per unit sfrain (e) defines the elastic modulus (Eg) of the material, i.e. 

Ee = a / e . (3.2) 

The typical sfress-sfrain relationship for most metals is iUustrated hi figure 3.2 

Sttess 
(c) > Elastic region 

E= ACT / AE = tan9 

Sttain (e) 

Figure 3.2 Sttess / sttain relationship of most metals. 
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Associated with the elongation is a cortesponduig lateral confraction of a structure, as can be 

seen from fig. 3.1. In the elastic region, the ratio of the lateral sfrain to the longitudinal strain 

(Poisson's ratio) is a constant which has a value of approximately 0.3 for most commonly used 

metals. 

Where accurate strain measurements are not possible, sfresses can be estimated theoretically and 

stractural safety achieved by very conservative design. This becomes unacceptable as the 

demand for minimum weight and maximum strength and performance increases. The 

requirement in industries, such as the aircraft industry, for maximum strength-to-weight ratio in 

the materials caUs for an accurate and retiable means of sfrain monitoring. It is fortunate that 

most of the critical regions of a stracture under stress occur invariably on its surface [Neubert, 

1967]. In monitoring these stresses, one important consideration is the sensing gauge length. 

Sfrains cannot be measured at a point with any type of strain gauge and, consequentiy, at a 

given point sfrains cannot be measured without some degree of ertor. This error wiU have a 

dependence on the gauge length. This may be illusttated by the simple (though important) case 

of a cantilever under a bending moment, where the strain On the top surface varies Unearly from 

zero to a maximum at the clamped end [Neubert, 1967], as shown in figure 3.3. A strain gauge 

bounded by points Q and P would measure an intermediate value somewhere between (EQ) and 

(ep). It is evident from figure 3.3 that one requirement of a sfrain measuring device should 

generally be high spatial resolution (smaU gauge size) so as to give near point-wise 

measurements. This linear stress-strain relationship for the simple cantUever has been exploited 

m this research as a means to test the strain sensitivity of sensors. 
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Figure 3.3 Sttain distribution along axis of a sfressed cantUever. 

3.2 Conventional methods of strain measurement 

Over the years, strain measurement techniques have been sought so as to produce a gauge 

which embraces the desired qualities of high spatial resolution and strain sensitivity with 

minimal temperature sensitivity, ease of gauge attachment and negligible effect of the gauge on 

the stracture, stabitity of gauge caUbration with time and dynamic loading, ease of multiplexing, 

and distinct direction sensitivity with low ttansverse sensitivity [Neubert, 1967]. This section 

reviews some of the basic methods of strain measurement. The principles employed in strain 

gauge constraction can be used as a classification for these gauges into the foUowing 

categories. 
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3.2.1 Mechanical strain gauges 

These are devices which measure extension (A/) when attached to a test stracture under load, 

and are caUed extensometers. The elongation of a stressed stracture over base lengths (5 - 20 

cm) is measured by an extensometer clamped to the stracture. Considerable mechanical 

magnification (~ 4000) using composite lever systems is necessary in order to provide the 

experimenter with a suitable measurement of sfrain [Hetdnyi, 195()]. The commonly used types 

were the lever type extensimeter due to Kennedy and the Haggenberger extensiometer [DaUy 

and RUey, 1978]. Measurements down to 50 îm were possible with these gauges [Hetenyi, 

1950]. Their size and weight Umit the frequency response and thus they are better suited for 

quasi-static measurements. 

3.2.2 Acoustic strain gauges 

An acoustic-mechanical sfrain gauge utitises the change in nattu^ vibrational frequency of a 

steel wke (attached between two knife blades one fixed and other movable) which occurs when 

it is subjected to stress, as shown in figure 3.4. The namral frequency (f) of vibration of a taut 

wire fixed at both ends, length (Lw) is given by [Neubert, 1967] 

f.=^J^ 
^ 2/'yp 

where 

EAL ,̂  , . 
CT = - — . (3.3) 
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Here j is the order of vibration (i.e. harmonic), CT is the tension, p is the volume density of the 

wire and E is its Young's modulus. 

Amplifier 

l\3 

A.C 
Q 

en 
Dummy gauge 

Structure under stress 

Strain gauge 

Figure 3.4 Acoustic sfrain gauge [Neubert, 1967] 

It can be seen that for any harmonic the natural frequency is dependent upon the tension in the 

wire, which in tum is dependent upon the elongation of the wire caused by the sfress in the 

stracmre under test. The steel wire shown between the two knife blades is plucked by a current 

impulse in a smaU electromagnet. Then, the magnet and coU arrangement is used to detect the 

nataral frequency of the vibrating wke. The change in frequency of vibration of the wire was 

determined by measuring a phase shift, with a dummy gauge providing a reference signal. 
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Commerciatiy available gauge lengths varied between 0.02 and 0.1 m. These gauges have 

exhibited a high sensitivity, with a possible determination of displacements of the order of 2.5 

nm [DaUy and Riley, 1978]. On tight stracmres the tensile sfresses of the taut wire may affect 

the sfrength of the stracmre and alter the sfress under mvestigation [Neubert, 1967]. 

3.2.3 Electrical strain gauges 

Electrical strain gauges are the most widely used gauges for stracmral stt-ess analysis with 

inductance, resistance, and semiconductor gauges dominating the market. 

3.2.3.1 Inductance strain gauges 

Inductance sttain gauges explok the ttansformation of a linear displacement of an armature into 

an inductance variation. This is obtained from the relative movement of the armature placed 

between a primary and secondary coU arrangement which varies the mutual inductance between 

the windings. Several inductance gauges have been devised with the transverse armamre type 

offering the highest sensitivity to strain [Neubert, 1967]. Although these gauge types have 

exhibited good strain sensitivity e.g. ~ 10"̂  |j£ per cm indicator deflection, they are not easy to 

handle, are expensive and suffer from unwanted contributions from resistance variations with 

sfrain, which makes them unpopular for sfrain measurement. 

3.2.3.2 Capacitance strain gauges 

A capacitance sttain gauge utitises a variation of capacitance between two capacitor plates, due 

to changes in distance between the plates when subjected to a sttess. They have been used for 

the measurement of both static and dynamic strain. Capacitance gauges, when bonded or 

clamped onto flat surfaces, have been shown to operate within a temperamre range of -250 to 

650OC. Sttain resolution down to 1 ^mi has been obtained with a capacitance gauge of length 25 
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nun and capackor gap separation of 0.25 mm [DaUy and Rileŷ  1978]. Capacitance strain 

gauges are timited in their practical apptication because the accurate determination of smaU 

capacitance variations is difficult, since thek extremely narrow ak gap results in large errors due 

to temperature variations [Neubert, 1967]. 

3.2.3.3 Resistance strain gauges 

The resistance of a conductor of uniform cross-section area A» length L and resistivity K is 

given by [Hetenyi, 1950] 

R = KL/A . (Q) (3.4) 

Kelvin in 1856 noted that the electrical resistance of a conductor varies with stress. This 

variation of resistance with stress (due to elongation and lateral confraction) has been taken 

advantage of m resistance sfrain gauges. A resistance strain gauge is a length of thin metaUic 

foU looped back on itself many times (to increase sensitivity) attached to an insulating backmg 

material [Hetenyi, 1950] as shown in figure 3.4. 

I 

XX 

Backing 

Metal foU 

Fig. 3.4 Typical resistance strain gauge. 
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The gauge is sensitive to the strain along its axial direction XX. However, due to Poisson's 

ratio there may be transverse strains in the YY" direction of about 2%. Consequentiy, a large 

length to width ratio is deskable for minimal transverse sttain sensitivity. The gauge is usuaUy 

protected from humidity by a water-proof layer of suitable lacquer PaUy and RUey, 1978]. The 

gauge sensitivity (G) or gauge factor can be expressed in terms of Poisson's ratio (•&) and 

resistivity (K) by [Neubert, 1967] 

where AR/R is the fractional change in resistance, AUIL is the strain, and AK/K is the fractional 

change m resistivity of the gauge material. Even tiiough most metals have 'd = 0.3 the value of 

the gauge factor of commercial resistive sfrain gauges is 2, owing to the contribution to the 

gauge factor from changes of resistivity with strain [Neubert̂  1967]. 

Resistance sttain gauges are usuaUy operated using balanced bridge circuits. The electrical 

resistance of the sfrain gauge varies not only with sfram, but also with temperature, and the 

gauge factor has a temperature dependence as weU. These deviations from ideal behaviour can 

cause significant errors if not properly accounted for. The error due to thermal output can be 

minimised by connecting into an adjacent arm of the Wtieatstone bridge circuit an identical 

compensating or dummy gauge attached to an identical unstrained stracture. Resistance changes 

are normaUy very smaU and typicaUy, for a 120 fl resistance sfrain gauge with a sfrain gauge 

factor of 2, the corresponding change in resistance is about 10"3 Q, for a sttain of about 10 |jm. 

Sttain resolution depends ultimately on the bridge used- TypicaUy for commercial bridges the 

sfrain mdicator wiU resolve ±2 l̂e with an accuracy of ±0.1% of the reading or 5 jim whichever 

is greater [DaUy and RUey, 1978]. 
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3.2.4.4 Semiconductor strain gauges 

Semiconductor strain gauges are produced from single crystals of germanium or siticon doped 

with the required amount of impurity atoms from group 3 or 5 of the periodic table. These 

devices exploit the variation of resistance in semiconductor strips with stress (piezoresistive 

effect). The fractional resistance variation (AR/R) with sttain (MJL is given by D^eubert, 1967] 

^ = l + 2« + m , (3.6) 
AL/ L 

where -& is Poisson's ratio and m is the product of the piezoresistive coefficient with the 

Young's modulus of the semiconductor gauge in its longitadinal dkection. The advantage of 

semiconductor gauges is that their sensitivity to sfrain is an order of magnimde higher than 

resistance gauges. However, these gauges are timited by several drawbacks. These include 

thek non-linear fractional resistance variation with sttain, the dependence of the gauge factor on 

doping concenfration and temperature, the dependence of gauge resistance on temperamre and 

the variation of gauge sensitivity with strain levels. Meaningful and reliable strain 

measurements using semiconductor strain gauges require sophisticated and precarious 

compensation techniques. 

3.2.4.5 Summary of conventional strain measurement techniques 

From the foregoing discussion of conventional methods of strain measurement, the following 

general conclusions may be drawn: 

• Mechanical strain gauges tend to be bulky and do not aUow remote monitoring since an 

operator must be m attendance. 
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• Acoustic sfrain transducers are not suitable for Ught stractures, and thek long wke 

lengths do not satisfy the requirement for smaU gauge size. 

• Inductance sfrain gauges and capacitance gauges are cumbersome, expensive and 

difficult to implement for large scale monitoring. 

• The high sfrain sensitivity of a semiconductor gauge is attractive but account must be 

taken of the gauge's non-tinear fractional resistance variation with strain, and its 

temperature instabiUties. 

• The most suitable gauge for sttain monitoring is the resistive sttain gauge. 

However, this gauge is susceptible to electtOmagnetic mterference and hke aU 

conventional sttain measurement gauges, does not lend itself easUy to multiplexing. 

Clearly, aU these gauges have one or more undesirable quatity. If these drawbacks can be 

overcome or minimised by optical fibre strain gauges then they wUl be competitive with existing 

conventional sfrain sensors. It is hoped that fibre optic sfrain sensors wiU prove to be more 

versatUe than conventional sfrain gauges. By assessmg the performance of optical strain 

gauges, thek advantages and limitations can be evaluated so that the simations in which they are 

likely to be more effective than the altematives can be clarified. 

3.3 Optical flbre strain sensing 

Strain measurement using optical fibres is of special importance because other measurands (e.g. 

pressure and flow rate) may be converted to a displacement, and finaUy measured as a strain in 

an optical fibre. Various optical fibre sfrain measurement methods have been investigated and 

thek operation and performance are reviewed here. 
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3.3.1 Microbend strain gauge 

Microbend strain sensors are based on distortion-induced modulation of the optical 

transmission through an optical fibre. Light loss in the fibre is due to coupting from 

propagation modes in the fibre to radiation modes. It has been observed that when the wave 

number of distortion equals the difference in wave number between propagation and radiation 

modes a strong loss occurs [GiaUorenzi et al, 1982]. For an optical fibre experiencing a 

periodic distortion along its axis, the power propagating in the fibre couples from propagation 

modes into radiation modes with longimdinal propagation constants p and P' respectively such 

that 

P - P' = ±27C/AM, 

where AM is the wavelength of the periodic mechanical distortion. The microbend sttain gauge 

employs a multimode fibre placed in a corragated stracmre which is subjected to a stress. The 

stress causes an increase in the magnimde of the fibre bends, resulting in reduced fransnutted 

intensity. Figure 3.5 shows an optical fibre sensor based on intensity induced microbend 

losses. 

To detector Input Ught 

^////^///^J/JJJ///?^^^/?/^//M///////////J//J//^^/^m Fibre 

Figure 3.5 Microbend intensity based sensor. 
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The wavelength of the periodic mechanical perturbation depends upon the modal properties of 

the fibre used (and is typicaUy ki the mm range) [GiaUorenzi et al, 1982]. Microbend sensors 

have demonstrated only a timited abUity for stractural monitoring both in tensUe [Lagakos et al, 

1981; Mardi, et al, 1992] and bending sttam [Rogers, 1988], due to their low sensitivity. A 

microbend sensor for momtoring acoustic vibration [Fields and Cole, 1980] had difficulties in 

optknising the optical fibre and acoustic transduction for adequate sensitivky. The method, 

though simple, is only useful when monitoring fairly large strains or displacements, and when 

the requirements in regard to high spatial resolution and accuracy of measurement are not 

critical. 

3.3.2 Interferometric strain gauges 

Single-mode optical fibre interferometric sensors have been shown to possess the greatest 

measurement resolution for a wide range of measurands including strain and temperamre. 

Interferometric optical fibre sensors are based primarily on the detection of the optical phase 

change induced in the radiation field as it propagates along the optical fibre. Since temperature 

as weU as sttain changes the optical phase, the foUowing discussion of interferometric sttain 

sensors wUl also include their temperamre sensmg properties. 

The initial experimental investigations of Butter and Hocker [1978] demonsttated that sttain 

could be monitored using optical fibres. They used a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with bulk 

optic components and fibre arms bonded onto a cantUever beam. The sttain gauge sensitivity (G 

= A(f>/eL) obtained from their experimental results of 1.2 x 10^ m"l (X = 633 nm) compared 

favourably with the theoretical prediction of 1.25 x 10^ m'l which was obtained using 

parameters for bulk-sitica. Pseudo-locaUsation of their system was obtained by bonding a 

desired length of optical fibre to the cantilever beam. The method detected changes of 

measurand by incremental fringe counting, and also continuous observation was needed as to 
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monitor the change of path difference. In such an arrangement it is not always very easy to 

maintain the stabitity or obtain repeatability. 

A hybrid biUk and fibre optic Mach-Zehnder mterferometer for tiie measurement of temperamre 

[Hocker, 1979] over a i m lengtii of fibre (insulated m an enclosure) yielded good temperature 

phase sensitivity. This employed a He-Ne laser (X = 633 nm) as source and a Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer comprised of biUk optical components and two lengths of single-mode fibres, for 

the sensing and the reference arms. Temperature changes in the sensing arm resulted in a 

displacement of the fringes at the output, which were used as a measure of temperature. The 

average fringe shift per unit temperature obtained with this artangement was 13.2 ± 0.5 frmge 

oC'̂ m-i, whUe the predicted value was 17.0 fringes °C-i.m-i, The buUc optic components used 

in the system created atignment problems and the requirement that the motion of the optical 

fringes be observed physicaUy was an added disadvantage. A technique of mode-mode 

interference of the two orthogonal tinear polarisations of the HEn mode m a single high 

bkefringent fibre for temperature sensing has been demonsttated [Eickhoff, 1981]. The two 

orthogonal linear polarisations constimte the two arnis of the interferometer. By equaUy exciting 

these modes, the status of the interferometer could be obtained via the phase diflerence between 

these two beams. The value of phase sensitivity per unit temperature per unit length (A<|) / AT.L) 

obtained with this scheme of 1.66 rad K'̂ m"̂  was in agreement with eartier reported data. This 

sensor has the advantage of using a single fibre only. 

A Mach-Zehnder interferometer comprising both bulk and fibre optic sensing and reference 

arms was also used in investigating the static thermal Sensitivity of bare and jacketed single-

mode fibres [Lagakos, et al 1981a]. Their experimental observations were consistent with 

theoretical predictions, and values of temperature phase sensitivity (A())/(|)AT) for bare and the 

jacketed fibre of 0.68 x 10-5/oC and 1.80 x 10-5/oc (X = 0.6328 \xm) respectively were 

obtained usmg a core siUca fibre whose claddmg was doped with 5% B2O3. The disadvantage 

of thek system was the use of both bidk and fibre optical components which created atignment 
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problems. A more ragged aU fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometer [Uttam et al, 1985] was used 

for the measurement of static strain. This is of advantage because it has no optical interface 

within the sensing region. However, the Umitation of this scheme was that the fibre itself is 

sensitive to the measurand of interest throughout its entke length and this demands the 

confinement of the sensitivity to the required locatity. For the measurement of dynamic sttain a 

heterodyned Mach-Zehnder mterferometer of bulk optical components [Uttam et al, 1985] was 

used and gave a sfrain sensitivity of 0.6 mV/̂ ie/Hz. Heterodyne detection ensured that the 

interferometer output was independent of power flucmations of the laser source. The scheme 

was linuted mainly by the electtonics used. 

A Michelson interferometer is more attractive for high sensitivity sttain and thermal 

measurements than the Mach-Zehnder interferometer because m the Michelson interferometer 

the optical signal traverses the sensing element twice. This was exploited in an aU-fibre 

Michelson temperature sensor which utilised signal recovery based on laser frequency ramping 

with digital phase ttacking [Corke et al, 1983]. Thek arrangement reUed on the creation of a 

movmg fringe pattem at the output of an unbalanced Michelsoh fibre interferometer by linearly 

ramping the laser injection current. Although this scheme was inttoduced as a temperature 

sensor, it was to become the first fibre optic sttain gauge system to meet the requirements of 

locatisation through a signal recovery technique. Signal recovery was obtained by frequency 

ramping of the diode laser output and employing a digital phase ttacking technique. This 

aUowed measurements of static parameters and also eliminated the requirement of active phase 

compensation m the fibre arm. A sensitivity of 141 - 208 rad oC-̂ m'̂  was obtained for a 2 cm 

length of sensing fibre. 

An early attempt at sttain monitoring in stractural materials using optical fibres, suffered from 

lack of locatisation and poor signal recovery [Rowe et al, 1986]. They embedded Coming 

50/125 \im fibre (with the jacket removed) in graphite epoxy material. The sensing 

interferometer was a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and the use of multimode mode fibre 
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warranted the use of RF interferometry. In 1988 Skkis constracted a Mach-Zehnder fibre optic 

sfrain gauge that attempted to locatise the sensing region by means of a geometrical difference 

between the sensmg and reference fibre arms and by adhering the optical fibres only where the 

sttain measurement was to be done. More recentiy, these problems (i.e. locatisation and signal 

recovery) were addressed by using an aU-fibre Michelson interferometer embedded in a 

composite material [Valis et al, 1991]. Phase demodulation performed using a passive 

single-mode 3x3 directional coupler techniques, which had advantages of simpticity and also 

does not involve active elements. Locatisation was achieved by using a pak of mirror-ended 

optical fibres of different lengths. The strain phase sensitivity obtained experimentaUy for tiie 

embodied sensors was 2 x (1.07 ± 0.15) x 10^ rad/m (X = 632.8 nm). The drawback of the 

scheme was the need to provide a high degree of common mode rejection for the two fibres. To 

overcome the problem partiaUy, the fibres were mechanicaUy paired and connectorised, but this 

was cumbersome. 

Induced optical birefringence has been exploited in the analysis of both static and dynamicaUy 

induced strains in optical stracmres [Varaham et al, 1983]. They used a polarisation optic 

strain sensor utitising a dual 45° configuration which was constracted from single mode high 

birefringence bow-tie fibre. This was achieved by spticuig the bkefringence fibre to two similar 

fibres such that the axes of birefringence were rotated approximately 45° with respect to each 

other. Laser Ught was injected into a length of high birefringent fibre which was Ughtiy looped 

to form a polariser. The length that foUowed the loop effectively has one x-polarised mode 

excited and thus provided linearly polarised tight which was injected into a sensing length of the 

same fibre which formed a dual 45° sptice. The locatised nature of the sensor stimulated interest 

in the embodiment of optical fibre sensors into stracmral materials for stress monitoring. The 

jointing scheme, which employed adhesives, had a negative effect on the sensitivity of the 

system. Similar sensor schemes for simultaneous recovery of phase and polarisation in 

interferometers made from bkefringent components have been reported [Akhavan et al, 1985, 

Corke et al, 1985], in which the high resolution of the interferometric sensor is combined wkh 
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the larger measurement range of the polarisation sensor. The last scheme has been exploited in 

sfrain monitoring in an aU fibre system, where the two polarisation modes of a high 

birefringence fibre were used as two fibre Fabry-Perot cavities [Akhavan et al, 1985]. In their 

system, a 10 cm length of high birefringent fibre was used as the sensing element configured to 

form an interferometer with amptimde division at the normaUy cleaved input face of the fibre, 

and reflection at the distal end face of the same fibre. The fibre is equivalent to two 

interferometers, each corresponding to the orthogonal polarisation modes. The two independent 

outputs correspond to two fibre Fabry-Perot cavities. The value of phase sensitivity (A^/AT) 

obtained with this set up for a 10 cm length of sensing fibre was 6.5 x 10^ rad m-i. The 

advantage of the system was its intrinsic temperamre compensation. The resolution of the 

system was limited by the signal analyser used, and it would have been desirable for the 

absolute values of both phases for the fast and slow axes to have been determined. In a similar 

development, a technique which aUows the simultaneous measurement of sfrain and 

temperature apptied to a sensing fibre have been demonsttated [Farahi et al, 1990, Faramarz et 

al, 1990] utitising a birefrmgent optical fibre configured as a fibre Fabry-Perot. Measurements 

were done using a 7 cm length of sensmg fibre [Faramarz et al, 1990] which was enclosed in 

an electricaUy heated fiunace. Sfrain and temperature sensitivities of 10.601 ± 0.021 rad/^iE, 

10.730 ± 0.015 rad/jie and 8.681± 0.031 rad/°C, 8.084 ± 0.023 rad/oC were obtained 

respectively for the slow and fast axes. This scheme has advantages because it could reatise an 

interferometric sfrain gauge with inherent temperature compensation. However, the scheme had 

limitations in measurement range since the unambiguous range was only 2n radians and, also, 

k lacked the strain sensitivity required to make a short (in the mm range) gauge for high 

resolution (< 1 \i£) measurements. Sknilar interferometric sensor schemes employing tension-

induced modal birefringence in single-mode fibres have exhibited limited sensitivity as has been 

discussed elsewhere [Blake etal, 1987; Ohtsuka and Tanak^ 1990; Charasse et al, 1991]. 

Interferometric sfrain gauges based on the use of intemal mirrors in single mode fibres have 

atfracted significant mterest [Lee and Taylor, 1988; Mason, 1992; Measures, 1992; Atidns et 
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al, 1994]. Lee and Taylor [1988] demonstt̂ ated that Fabry-Perot based fibre optic sensors can 

be fabricated with reflective fusion sptices. This was an important development because k 

aUowed the embodiment of these sensors into stractural materials or their adherence to 

stracmres, with minimal intrasion, for the measurement of temperature [Lee et al, 1988a, 

1989] and sttain [Vatis et al, 1990b; Kaddu et al, 1993]. The manufacturing technique used 

to fabricate these FFP sensors was based on titanium dioxide sputtering (this is discussed 

further m chapter 5), except for Vatis et al [1990b] who used reflective fusion sptices based on 

metal vapour deposition. Dielectric mirrors as opposed to metaltic mirrors have a low 

absorption m a broad specfral range. The advantage of this fusion spticing technique is that k 

aUows for the creation of intemal mkrors of varied refleptanceS [Kaddu et al, 1993]. The sfrain 

sensitivity (A^/^) obtamed experknentaUy of 0.840 ± 0.004 (X r: 1300 nm, FFP gauge lengtii 

= 4 mm) compared closely with the predicted result of 0.74 which was calculated using bulk 

Sitica parameters. Sensors of this type could weU be suited for use in high strain sensitivity 

measurements in a locatised region of the stracture, and several of them can be multiplexed on a 

single sfrand of fibre. This is useful, as a large number of sensors may be addressed without 

the usual multiplexing problem of power loss in sptitters. Recentiy, intrinsic fibre optic Fabry-

Perot strain sensors fabricated in single-mode fibres have been used for the measurement of 

combustion chamber pressure [Atkins et al,. 1994]. The FFP interferometer was embedded m a 

metal rod placed in contact with one or more diaphragms that were exposed to the chamber 

pressure. The pressure causes the longimdinal compression of the rod thereby straining the 

embedded FFP sensor. The signal from the FFP interferometer which serves as a strain 

fransducer aUows for the determination of the pressure. The pressure sensitivity obtained 

experknentaUy using a 4 mm FFPI was 6.5 x 10-7 rad/pA (X - 1.3 |im) 

An extrinsic Fabry-Perot cavity formed by an ak gap between an input single mode fibre and a 

reflective multimode fibre (i.e. a low finesse Fabry-Perot) has been used as a strain gauge 

[Murphy et al, 1991, Lesko et al, 1992]. The Fresnel reflection from the glass-ak interface 

formed at the cleaved end of the input single-mode fibre (reference reflection) and the reflection 
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from the air-glass interface at the far end of the air gap due to the reflective multimode fibre 

(sensing reflection) interfere in the input/output fibre. The fibres are held in a sitica mbe and are 

able to move longimdinaUy under the influence of a sttess. This causes a change in the ak gap 

length, thus changing the phase difference between the reference and sensing reflections. 

Measurements obtained using the optical fibre strain gauge compared closely with those 

obtained using a resistance sttain gauge. The extrinsic optical strain gauge may be limited to 

low levels of strain because its signal-to-noise ratio decreases with increase in the air gap. 

Furthermore, the use of cleaved flbre ends separated by smaU air gaps as reflectors may not 

generaUy be suitable for deployment in a practical sensor cable. 

Field deployment of optical fibre interferometric sensors for strain or temperamre measurement 

requires an analogue or digital sensor output so as to be meaningful to the end user. A 

development in this dkection has been a fibre Fabry-Perot strain sensor for the monitoring of 

strain on the wings of an aircraft [Murphy et al, 1992]. Fibre Fabry-Perot sensors were 

surface bonded to the underside of the wings of an F-15 aircraft to monitor both static and 

dynamic strain. The wing was loaded from 0 to 17615 kg (gross weight) and the sensor 

exhibited a high performance with a minimum detectable resolution of 0.01 |ie for a gauge 

length of 19.03 mm. Measurements with the optical gauge agreed closely with the resistive 

strain gauge. In a similar development, intrinsic fibre Fabry-Perot fibre optic sttain sensors 

were used for vibration damping and also for conttoUing the shape of a space-based radar 

sateUite [Mason, 1992]. Two FFP sensors based on intemal mkrors were surface bonded onto 

the main beam of the radar. The information provided by the sensor was used for controlling 

the shape. Sttain resolution to better than 10 |xe was obtained with a 9 mm gauge length. The 

advantage of intrinsic FFP sensors is that the system could weU be extended to a seriaUy 

multiplexed array of FFP sensors, which could probably be used to conttol other aspects of the 

stracture like position or stiffness. 
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Local intemal stress analysis in composite materials has been demonsttated using a Fabiy-Perot 

fibre optic sfrain sensor [Lesko et al, 1992] which provided accurate sfrain measurements. An 

exttinsic FP sensor of the type described by Murphy et a/.[1991] was used as the optical sttain 

gauge and results were in agreement with those obtained usmg a resistance sttain gauge. Using 

a 4 mm gauge lengtii, tiie phase sensitivity of tiie FFP was found to be 5.6 deg |Lie-icm-i. The 

disadvantage of the system was the incremental nature of the sensor readout which necessitates 

sensor initiaUsation whenever the power to the sensor is interrapted. 

A technique for the measurement of the absolute value of optical path length using an optical 

fibre sensor sttain gauge when apptied to quasi-static sttain measurements has been reported 

[Ohba et al, 1989]. A frequency modulated laser diode and dual Fabry-Perot resonators were 

used; one Fabry-Perot operated as a sensing element and the other as a reference. By sweeping 

the frequency of the laser diode, the phase at the output of thp interferometer could be varied, 

even for a constant path difference. This aUowed the determination of absolute path imbalance 

in the reference etalon by simultaneously observing, in ttansimssion, the number of fringes 

from the sensing and reference interferometers. This scheme is of interest because it could be 

extended to a multiplexed system by simply cascading several fibre Fabry-Perot resonators. 

The measurement range of the system was timited by the unstable operation of the laser, which 

mode hopped due to frequency modulation of the source, and the sensitivity was timited by the 

source coherence length. The ambiguity and initiaUsation problems, as related to interferometric 

sfrain sensors which use incremental read out, was further addressed in a technique which 

utiUsed two orthogonaUy polarised identical interference signals (one in the vertical and the 

other in the horizontal), which were phase shifted with respect to each other [Furstenau et al, 

1992]. The interference phase difference between the two signals depends on the bkefringence 

of the interferometer arms, and this birefringence varies with the stress. Simultaneous 

measurement of the continuously varying phase difference between the two signals yields an 

analogue (polarimetric) output, which could be used for initiaUsation of the incremental read 

out. The relative phase shift per unit strain (optical fibre gauge factor) of 0.794 obtained 
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experimentaUy was in agreement with reported data. However, although the problem of 

ambiguity was etiminated, but the cost was a corresponding reduction in the resolution of the 

system. 

Further knprovement m resolution can be made by usmg white tight mterferometty (WLI) [Al-

Chalabi et al, 1983] which solves the ambiguity problem by allowing absolute measurement of 

the differential phase and potentiaUy has a greater multiplexing abitity. A fibre optic sensor 

system exploiting the principles of WU, using a Maph-Zehnder interferometer having botii 

fibre and bulk optical components, has been demonsttated for the measurement of static strain 

[Gerges et al, 1987]. They used a homodyne signal processing approach to lock the 

interferometer to the quadrature pomt nearest to maximum visibitity. This scheme has the 

advantage of an extended unambiguous measurement range and the abitity to measure absolute 

path imbalances. A WLI interferometric temperature sensor using two in-line fibre optic Fabry-

Perot interferometers of equal cavity length, one used as the sensor and the other as the receiver 

interferometer, was reported [Chung and Taylor, 1990]. Although this sensing arrangement 

performed weU for low temperatures k suffered from a decrease in visibitity with temperature 

rise as the cavity length difference between the two fihre Fabry-Perot interferometers (FFPIs) 

increased. This necessitated the changing of FFP pairs with sUghtiy different lengths in order to 

cover the temperamre range of 26 - 108°C (a procedure that may be unsuitable for field 

deployment). An optical force and temperamre sensor [Picherit et al, 1990] based on two 

single-mode fibres, one weakly birefringent and the other sfrongly birefringent, used the 

prmciple of WLI to simultaneously recover the force and temperamre information. The two 

birefringent fibres formed the sensing interferometer while the receiver interferometer was a 

Michelson with mechanical scanning. The low bkefringence fibre is more sensitive to force or 

pressure, whereas the highly birefringence fibre responds more readUy to temperature and these 

were exposed to a force field and a temperature field respectively. By scanning the receiver 

interferometer, phase information caused by force and temperature could be simultaneously 

recovered. Using a 40 cm length of low bkefrmgence fibre (X = 1300 nm) a sfrain resolution 
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of about 0.1 Jim was achieved, while a 15 cm length of high bkefringence fibre was able to 

resolve ~ loC. The system was Umited by low sfram and temperature resolution despite the use 

of long lengths of sensing fibres. An optical fibre Young's interferometer usmg white Ught 

interferometiy techniques has been demonsttated for tiie measurement of temperature and sttain 

[Chen et al, 1991c], with temperature and sfrain sensitivities of 115.2 rad oC-^m-i and 

0.78 rad/pjE respectively. The sensing interferometer arms (i.e. sensing and reference) consist 

of single-mode fibres and sections of free space. These fibres are set at a known distance 

(analogous to the stit separation in Young's double sUt experknent) from each otiier. The free 

space section is used to provide the spatial scan covering the operating range. The output signal 

was processed using a CCD array. This arrangement has advantages of simpticity in 

constraction and also the abitity to minimise the spatial coherence mismatch associated with 

conventional elecfronicaUy scanned receiving interferometers. The use of two arms, however, 

may constimte a common mode rejection problem. The principles of white Ught interferometry 

have been utitised in ntiniature pressike or temperamre probes for physiological apptications 

(for example; measurement of blood temperature) [Meggitt, 1994]. The sensmg interferometer 

was an extrinsic FP formed between a cleaved end of a sinigle-mode fibre and a mirrored 

surface. The mirrored surface was in the form of a short length of a sUvered 600 jim diameter 

smb, which was set in a miniaturised aluminium mbe into which the cleaved end of the sensmg 

fibre had been refrofitted to form a sensing cavity Of ~ 100 nm. A bulk optic FP with one 

mirror scanned by a piezo-electric transducer was used to recover the signal. The sensor 

temperature resolution was determined to be ~ 0.02°C, and was limited by system noise only. 

Fibre optic Bragg gratings have also been used for sttain or temperature measurements [Morey 

et al, 1989; Meltz et al, 1989; Kersey and Berkoff, 1992; Braddy et al, 1994]. Linear m-fibre 

gratings are characterised by a regular periodic variation of the core refractive index which is 

produced by UV photon absorption [Meltz et al, 1989]. The abiUty of the grating wavelength 

to respond to strain or temperature changes in the fibre grating has aUowed its use as a strain or 

temperamre sensor. The intrinsic nature of in-fibre Bragg gratings and wavelength encoded 
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operation make them atfractive for sensing apptications. However, the use of Bragg gratings 

requkes accurate tracking of small wavelengtii shifts of the order of a hundredth of a 

nanomefre. Although some work on wavelength demodulation techniques with timited 

resolution have been reported using filtering concepts [MeUe et al, 1993], the accurate 

determination of the shift in the Bragg wavelength of a fibre Bragg grating sensor remains a 

problem to be solved. Accurate measurement of wavelength with precission reties on costiy and 

slow devices such as optical spectrum analysers or mohochromators which are impractical for 

field deployment owmg to thek size and weight. Sensitive phase shift techniques based on 

unbalanced fibre mterferometers have been used to detect Bragg Wavelength shifts and provided 

higher resolution than could be obtained with simpler methods of wavelength determinations 

[Kprsey et al, 1992a]. In such systems the output phase depends on the wavelength, such that 

it becomes possible to monitor the shift in wavelength of stressed m-fibre Bragg gratings. This 

gives high performance for a smgle grating, but the method is hot weU-suited for interrogating a 

large number of grating sensors. 

A major advance m the field of optical fibre strain gatigmg has been the measurement of an 

aibittary state of sttain using a fibre optic strain rosette. An optical fibre sttain rosette is the 

analogue of an electrical strain rosette (Chapter 1) and has bepn based either on locatised 

polarimeters [Measures et al, 1988] or a fibre optic Michelson mterferometer [Measures, 1990, 

1990a]. The former sensor is limited in its strain sensitivity^ while the later suffers from the 

need to maintain common-mode strain-rejection of the four optical fibre leads. An optical fibre 

rosette which combines the high sttain sensitivity of the Michelson interferometer with the 

single fibre referencing property of the polarimeter is based on a fibre Fabry-Perot sttain gauge 

[Vatis et al, 1990]. The performance of this device is comparable to that of an electrical sttain 

rosette. However, a common weakness for these optical fibre strain rosettes is the lack of self 

initiaUsation, because they are based on incremental read out measurements. Hence they cannot 

be used for absolute measurements nor can they re-initiatise themselves after power tum off. 
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There has been significant progress in the development of fibre optic strain gauges. A 

commerciatiy avaUable optical fibre sttain gauge has been reported [Mason et al, 1992]. This 

gauge is capable of operating with either a Fabry-Perot for locatised measurements or a 

polarimetric sensor for integrated measurements. The Fabry-Perot configuration uses an 

intrinsic cavity with serai-reflective sptices. However, there stiU remains the one major 

problem, in that the absolute relative phase is lost when the system is switched off. 

Intrinsic fibre optic interferometric strain sensors may face considerable timitations if cross 

sensitivities of temperamre and strain are not accounted for. This is discussed further in section 

6.4. It has been shown [Mardi et al, 1992] that, by usmg special types of coated optical fibres 

(for example, standard single-coat, dual-coat or hermetic), the effects of temperamre may be 

minimised. The standard single coat fibre had a single layer of acrylate coating apptied to the 

cladding, the second fibre had a dual acrylate coating apptied to the cladding whUe the hermetic 

fibre had a tiiki amorphous carbon layer between the cladding and the standard acrylate coatmg. 

For these fibres, the extra coating is much more sensitive to sttain than to temperamre, and thus 

it enhances the fibres' strain sensitivity making it much more sensitive to strain than to 

temperature. Consequentiy, for an optical fibre coated with a thick layer, and subjected to a 

longimdinal stress, the fibre experiences a tension/compression in the longimdinal direction, 

which is primarily controlled by the properties of the coating. Thus the axial 

extension/contraction is much larger than would the case be for an uncoated fibre. Longimdinal 

strain has been found to increase 13 fold for a teflon-plastic coated cladding compared to an 

uncoated fibre [Budiansky et al, 1979]. It has also been possible to enhance or reduce the 

strain phase sensitivity of an optical fibre by choosing an appropriate value of the relative 

refractive index difference between the core and cladding [Egalon and Rogowski, 1993]. They 

showed that strain sensitivity can be significantly altered by choosing a large value of the 

relative refractive index difference because the larger the value, the smaUer the induced sttain 

phase shift. The details are not discussed in this work but can be found m that paper. A better 

approach to minimisation of temperature effects on strain measurements has been demonstrated 
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by use of temperamre compensation techniques [Hogg etal, 1991] m which temperamre 

effects appearing as apparent sttain were addressed analyticaUy by thek scheme which used a 

fibre Fabry-Perot mterferometer. In this present research, thermaUy mduced apparent sttains 

have been experimentaUy detemtined for an unloaded cantilever under ambient temperature 

fluctuations and then added algebraicaUy to the observed sttain measurements m order to correct 

for ambient temperature flucmations, (section 7.3.7.1). 

3.4 Conclusion 

There are a variety of appropriate optical fibre sensors av̂ dlable fOr the measurement of strain as 

discussed above. The choice of sensor is dependent upon the desired quatities of a strain gauge 

and also the multiplexing approach. None of the optical fibre strain gauges described embraces 

aU the desired quatities of an ideal strain gauge (section 3.2). The microbend sensor, although 

simple lacks the accuracy and high spatial resolution reijuired of a practical strain gauge. It also 

reties on a complex corragated stracmre, is bulky and therefore is not suitable for sfrain 

gauging. 

A Mach-Zehnder interferometer used as sfrain gauge provides good strain sensitivity. 

However, it has a poor degree of locatisation, contradicting the requirement of a smaU gauge. 

Although as indicated m the foregoing review, the Michelson interferometer can be used for 

sfrain measurements, the need to provide a high degree of conmion mode rejection may limit the 

usefulness of this device for slowly varying measurands such as sfrain and temperature. Single 

fibre approaches (i.e dual mode, polarimetric, fibre Fabry-Perot and Bragg sensors) are 

preferred as they eliminate the problems associated with lead pairing. They are better suited to 

quasi-static strain measurements than the fibre Michelson interferometer. However, they may 

require some form of source modulation for signal processing purposes, unless used in 

conjuction with white Ught interferometry. 
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Polarimetric sensors have been used as a means of extending the unambiguous measurement 

range, but with a concomitant reduction in resolution, which is not a desired quality for 

practical strain gauging. Polarisation maintaining fibres can only offer a coarse means for the 

measurement of strain even though long path lengths are used. The need to use additional 

optical components in the viciitity of the fibre (analyser and in some cases soleit-Babinet 

compensator and WoUaston prisms) to recover the phase information can severely restrict the 

practical use of these sensors. Dual mode sttain sensors are simUarly limited in sensitivity. 

From the foregoing discussion it can be understood that the preferred choice of optical fibre 

strain gauge is either the intrinsic fibre Fabry-Perot or in-fibre Bragg grating. Both of these 

gauges have the abitity to measure strain in a highly localised region of the stracmre, are 

intrinsic, sensitive and lend themselves to multiplexing. Both of these sensors are lead 

insensitive since a single input and output fibre is used. The Bragg sensor can provide absolute 

sfrain encoding but is a lower stram-resolution device than the in-line fibre Fabry-Perot. In 

order to appreciate the characteristics of two beam interferometric strain gauges, these gauges 

have been classified according to their optical configuration as Mach-Zehnder, Michelson, low 

fmesse Fabry-Perot, Polarimetric, modal and fibre Bragg interferometric sensors. Table 3.1 

gives a brief summary of the characteristics of these configurations. 
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sensor type 

Mach-2^hnder 

Michelson 

Fibre Fabry-

Perot 

(intrinsic) 

Low finesse 

Number of 

lead fibres 

4 

2 

1 

Axial strain 

sensitivity 

High (0.1134 

rad (le'^cm'l 

A^633 nm) 

[Valis et al., 

19911 

Very high 

(0.2269 rad 

ixe'̂ cm"^ 

^=633 nm) 

[Valis et al., 

19911 

Very high 

( 0.1186 

rad ne~^cm'^ 

X=1300 nm) 

(equivalent to 

0.244 

rad ne~*cm"^ 

X = 633 nm) 

[Kaddu et at, 

19931 

Requiiement 

of fusion 

splice 

Not required 

Not required 

Required 

Degree of 

localisation 

poor 

Fair 

Good 

Multiplexa-

bility 

Very high 

Low 

Very high 

Multi

parameter 

sensing 

capability 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 
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Dual-mode 

Polarimetric 

In-fibre Bragg 

grating 

1 

1 

1 

Low (0.0021 

radn£"^cm'*, 

X=780 nm) 

[Lu and Blaha 

19891 

Low (0.0021 

radne'^cm"^, 

X.=633 nm) 

[Hogg et al., 

19891 

Low (Ak/ixc = 

0.703 pm/\it, 

X=821.5 nm) 

[Melle et al., 

1993] 

Required 

Required 

Not required 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Low 

Low 

Very high 

Moderate 

High 

Moderate 

Table 3.1 Comparison of locatised fibre optic sttam gauges 

In conclusion, the concept of sttain in relation to stracmral stress analysis has been introduced. 

Conventional and optical strain measurement techniques have been discussed. In order to 

reatise a suitable practical optical fibre sensor system used m a multiplexed configuration for the 

measurement of static sttain over several sites of a stracmre, k is proposed that low finesse FFP 

sensors be used and demodulated usmg white tight interferometry. Accordingly, in-tine fibre 

Fabry-Perot sensors were fabricated and investigated. The sensor was surface adhered onto a 
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mUd steel cantUever beam for longimdinal sttain analysis. The FFP sttain gauge satisfies many 

of the criteria for sttain gauging. This device may be regarded as the optical analogy of the 

resistance sttain gauge. A second altemative device receiving much interest, the in-fibre Bragg 

grating has been taken advantage of in this work in constracting for the first time an intrinsic 

double/triple grating-based fibre Fabry-Perot, called, in this work, " a dual or a triple FFP 

interferometer". The dual/triple FFP interferometer is based on low IFBG reflectors which are 

inttoduced into the core of the same fibre in such a way that two/three pairs of IFBG reflectors, 

with each grating pak reflecting a different wavelength, form the dual/triple FFP sensing 

element. Although, a diffraction phase mask can write reflection Bragg gratings into the cores 

of optical fibres (subject to UV exposure) at only one wavelength, these grating paks, were 

written using the same diffraction phase mask. This optical device has the advantage that it does 

not rely on a fusion spUce, is amenable to multiplexing and can be used to measure several 

parameters including strain and temperamre using WLI techniques. The details of the 

fabrication of the dual/triple FFPI sensors and measurements obtamed usmg these devices are 

discussed in chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 4 

IMULTIPLEXED INTERFEROMETRIC FIBRE OPTIC SENSORS 

With the increasing usage of optical fibre sensors in engineering stracture apptications, a large 

number of sensors may be required in order to momtor the potentiaUy varied number of 

parameters of interest, including sttain. In such stractural systems, the use of an efficient, cost-

effective multiplexed sensor system is often desirable. Various approaches to sensor 

multiplexing have been reported, which may be divided into several categories including 

frequency, time-division, polarisation, and coherence multiplexing [Dakin, 1987; Kersey and 

Dandridge, 1988,1988a]. The development of an efficient multiplexing technique could lead to 

a general improvement in competitiveness with conventional technologies in a broad range of 

apptications. In doing so, it has to be observed that the acmal multiplexing method chosen has a 

significant impact on the overaU sensitivity. This is usuaUy the case when the method of signal 

recovery involves unbalanced interferometers as the performance is normaUy Umited by the 

laser phase noise [Jackson, 1994]. This chapter briefly discusses some of the commonly used 

multiplexed interferometric optical fibre sensor schemes with an indication of thek relative 

degree of success. 

4.1 Frequency division multiplexing 

Frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) in interferometric fibre sensors uses a frequency 

modulated laser source (typically a laser diode) along with a network of unbalanced 
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interferometers to produce a phase generated carrier output signal. Two main approaches have 

been used to provide phase generated carrier outputs, namely (a) a frequency ramped laser 

modulation [Giles et al, 1983] known as frequency modulated contmuous wave (FMCW), and 

(b) a sinusoidal frequency modulation of a laser diode. The principle of FMCW reties on the 

beating between two chirped optical signals, which are delayed in time with respect to each 

other. The period of the beat frequency produced at each interferometer output is dependent 

upon the frequency excursion of the chkp, the chirp rate and the interferometer path imbalance. 

A different optical path difference is assigned to each interferometer, thereby aUowing the beat 

frequency associated with each sensor element to be unique and separable. GUes et al, [1983] 

investigated the FMCW method based on coherence sensing with a modulated laser diode. The 

minimum detectable phase shift was Umited by induced intensity noise. In this early FMCW 

work, in which no attempt was made to extract signals from individual sensors, the raw 

multiplexed outputs were seen to be noisy with intermodulation terms visibly seen. 

Another implementation using the FMCW technique was demonstrated in a serial network of 

three Mach-Zehnder mterferometric fibre optic sensors, with each sensor having a different path 

imbalance (28, 49 and 84 m) [Sakai, 1987]. This work produced relatively poor detection 

sensitivities of ~ 1000 m"ad/VHz primarily due high levels of phase noise which may have been 

produced by the large path sensor imbalances. Additional problems included non-tinearity in 

laser modulation and intrinsic sensor cross-modulation effects. 

The second FDM approach is based on tiie use of smusoidaUy frequency-modulated diode laser 

sources to provide phase generated carrier outputs [Dandridge et al, 1987]. This multiplexed 

sensor scheme used a sinusoidaUy-modulated laser diode which exhibited improved 

sensitivities (-20 ^m rad/VHz) compared to the methods reported by GUes et al, [1983] and 

Sakai et al [1987] employing FMCW. Although tiie metiiod of FMCW is simple in concept 

and has the capabitity to determme absolute path imbalance in each sensor, its sensitivity is 

timited by the large phase noise due to laser injection curtent-driven frequency modulation. 
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Furthermore, any deviation of the frequency versus time relationship from tinearity increases 

the uncertainty in the beat frequency and hence the path imbalance [Culshaw and Dakin, 1989]. 

4.2. Time-division multiplexing 

The concept of time-division multiplexing, used in combination with fast elecfroitics, is a weU-

known technique in communication and radar systems. It normaUy requkes a repetitive short 

pulse whose duration is chosen in such a way that remming pulses, from each sensor, are 

separated in time and therefore do not overlap at the photodetector. The repetition rate must be 

low enough to aUow a pulse to retum from the most distant element of the sensing array before 

the foUowing pulse retums from the nearest sensing element [Brooks et al, 1987]. The time 

differences between sensor retums, are achieved by arranging differing total signal propagation 

delays for each sensing element. 

A technique of time division multiplexing which involved the use of differential path-matched 

interferometry demodulation with a compensating mterferometer was used in addressing and 

demodulating an eight-element intereferometric sensor array [Kersey et al, 1988c, 1988d]. 

The arrangement is based on a transnussive tapped serial artay which utilises low coupting-ratio 

fibre sptitters to couple tight from each sensor to the output fibre bus. The output signals were 

demodulated using phase generated carrier techniques apptied to one arm of the compensator. 

The system, however, was timited by high levels of mtrinsic optical cross-talk between sensor 

elements rangmg from ~ -49 dB to ~ -25 dB, which may have been generated by multiple cross 

coupting in the network. The use of large path imbalances between sensor coils is another 

drawback of the system. 

The issue of phase noise effects in the form of cross-talk, which affect the sensitivity in 

FMCW and TDM multiplexing systems has been addressed in an artay of two unbalanced 

interferometers monkored in fransmission [Brooks et al, 1986, 1987], and in a serial array of 

two reflective Michelson interferometers [Santos and Jackson, 1991] utitising time division 
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addressing with their stams read by coherence mned sensing. The attractive features of 

coherence sensing (section 4.5.1) namely, large unambiguous measurement range and self 

initiatisation, were combined with TDM which enabled sensors of identical path imbalances to 

be addressed. This is attractive as each sensor has equal sensitivity, but a large amount of noise 

was introduced by the gating process used to select a particular chaimel which affected the 

overaU sensitivity. Sensitivities of better than 40 p.rad/VHz at signal frequencies above 600 Hz 

were reported by Brooks et al, whUe Santos and Jackson obtained detection sensitivities of 20 

p,rad/VHz at 3 kHz and 0.3 |j,rad/VHz at 1 Hz with a crosstalk of -65 dB V. The requkement of 

long delay fibres may introduce high intrinsic fibre losses which could limit the number of 

usefuUy addressed sensors. 

A Mach-Zehnder 'ladder topology' (paraUel arrangement) iUuminated with a highly coherent 

source (subject to frequency modulation) to enable signal recovery using phase generated 

carrier techniques was demonsfrated wkh ten sensors [Kersey and Dandridge, 1989]. Optical 

pulses were generated using an acousto-optic modulator and long fibre delay coils positioned 

between each sensor provided the necessary time delays between signals from different 

sensors. For a two-sensor network, detection sensitivities observed were about 15 (irad/VHz di 

a frequency of 1 kHz with a sensor-to-sensor crosstalk level of about 50 dB. Although this type 

of network is attractive in terms of number of sensors being addressed, problems of 

polarisation fading in each interferometer sensor and flucmating sensitivity timits their 

usefulness. McGarrily and Jackson [1992] attempted to solve the problem of polarisation 

fading by using a reflective binary tree arrangement which was capable of supportmg up to 

eight fibre Michelson sensors. In reflective mode, polarisation fading is minirmsed because 

reflections would be at normal incidence (where tight is unpolarised). Michelson sensors with 

Faraday rotator mirrors were used instead of coated fibre ends, further reducing the 

polarisation. The phase sensitivity of this system was 25 ̂ irad/VHz in a 1 kHz bandwidth. The 

system was mainly limited by the phase noise of the laser. 
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4.3 Wavelength division multiplexing 

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) has been used primarily in commumcation systems 

[Lin et al, 1988]. The multiplexing scheme involves guiding optical power to each sensor, and 

back to a corresponding photodetector via a route which depends on a wavelength designated 

for intertogation of that particular channel. The WDM multiplexing scheme is theoreticaUy the 

most efficient technique possible, as aU the tight from a particular source could in prmciple be 

dkected to a cortesponding photodetector with minimal excess loss [Kersey and Dandridge, 

1988a]. However, the use of this technique in optical sensor apptications has not received much 

practical attention for reasons of the complexity of optical devices requked to selectively tap a 

certain wavelength from a fibre bus to its respective sensor elements. Furthermore, the cross

talk between sensors is dependent upon the degree of wavelength discrimination, which is 

reported to be of the order of about 15 to 20 dB [Kersey, 1991]. Consequentiy, WDM is not an 

attractive option for the multiplexing several optical fibre sensors. 

It has been possible to experimentaUy demonstrate a multiplexed sensor array when the 

concepts of WDM are combined with TDM [Kersey, 1991]. In this work. Kersey 

demonsttated, for the first tune, a 14 element multiplexed interferometric sensor array based on 

hybrid WDM/TDM, operated at two different wavelengths. Although, the scheme performed 

quite well, it had a high level of cross modulation. A recent (intensity based) technique worth 

mentioning, is the wavelength division multiplexing of three fibre temperamre sensors, based 

on the temperamre dependence of differential specttal ttansnuttance or reflectance of dielectric 

edge multilayer filters [Wang et al, 1995]. As both tiie refractive indices and titicknesses of 

dielectric layers are temperature dependent, thek ttansmittance or reflectance are also fonctions 

of temperamre, and thus the intensity at a given wavelength is also a function of temperature. A 

resolution of 0.5 °C was obtained with this multiplexing scheme in the range of 30-120 °C, 

but the arrangement had a series of drawbacks including cross-talk, low SNR due to the high 

losses inttoduced by the fUters (which were simply glued to the flbres) and the dependence of 

the sensor output on the modal power distribution in the fibre. A better altemative could be to 
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use in fibre Bragg gratmg sensors instead of the multUayer dielectric filters and employ phase 

sensitive techniques, although low optical power levels retumed to the detector may pose a 

signal-to-noise problem. 

4.4 Polarisation multiplexing 

Polarimetric sensors utitise the relative change in optical path length which occurs between two 

OrthogonaUy polarised modes of a high bkefringence fibre when it is subjected to an extemal 

influence. This scheme is attractive because of the simpticity of its single fibre configuration. 

Simultaneous recovery of phase and polarisation information in interferometers made from 

birefringent components, in which the high resolution of interferometric sensors was combined 

with the larger unambiguous measurement range of polarimetric devices, has been exploited 

[Kersey et al, 1989]. A polarimetric multiplexed fibre sensor scheme addressed in coherence 

has been reported [Chen et al, 1991a], which involved an array of 10 pressure sensors on a 

length of a high birefringent fibre. A Michelson interferometer was used as the processing 

interferometer, thereby introducing a matching time delay to bring the two polarisations back 

into coherence by adjusting one of its mirrors. The spatial resolution obtained with this scheme 

was about 4 cm. Cross-talk between sensmg units and spurious peaks occurred as the number 

of sensing elements along the fibre increased, which limited the sensitivity. In a sinular fashion 

a network of three polarimetric sensors was read in coherence [Santos and Leite, 1993], using a 

low coherence source. The phase sensitivities obtained for the three successive sensors were 

26 |irad/VHz, 35 jxrad/VHz, and 21 .̂rad/VHz, respectively. It was found that the dominant 

noise was due to electtonic noise arising from the electronic circukry which was due to low 

levels of optical power in the system. The method of polarisation multiplexing does not seem to 

be weU-suited for multiplexing a large number of sensors. 
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4.5 Coherence multiplexing 

Coherence interferometry is a sensing scheme based on two interferometers m series, a sensing 

interferometer and a receiving interferometer. The method requires that the source coherence 

length be much less than the path imbalances of both the sensing and receiving interferometers. 

This means that the two beams from either one of the interferometers are mutuaUy incoherent 

and, therefore unable to give a significant fringe contrast. A fringe pattem is obtained at the 

output of the two serially connected interferometers when the path imbalance of the receiving 

interferometer is matched to that of the sensing interferometer [Al-Chalabi et al, 1983] to 

within the coherence length of the source. This method has been utitised in addressing several 

interferometric fibre optic sensors by coherence multiplexing [Brooks etal, 1985]. The scheme 

aUowed for the simultaneous demodulation of an array of fibre optic interferometric sensors 

with an equal number of paraUel receiving interferometers, each of which had its own detector. 

Laser sources of moderate coherence lengths (greater than 1 m) have been used in such sensing 

schemes. Kersey and Dandridge [1986], investigated a coherence multiplexed system of two 

interferometric optical fibre sensors, operated with a frequency-modulated laser source, in 

which it was shown that the relative excess noise in the system increased with an increase in 

source coherence length. Excess noise is due to interferometric conversion of laser frequency-

jitter induced phase in each of the interferometers in the optical system. 

Sensor systems based on coherence multiplexing have been timited by high levels of phase 

noise and sensor cross-talk. This is because, when lasers of moderate coherence lengths are 

used as the tight sources, the interferometer path imbalances are large smce the coherence length 

is also large (m the 2-20 m range [Brooks et al, 1985]). While this has tiie advantage that 

stringent tolerances in optical path compensation between the interferometer pairs are not 

necessary, it gives rise to large levels of source-induced noise (due to the unmatched optical 

path) which severely degrades the sensors' sensitivity. Furthermore, these systems are 

susceptible to environmental instabitities because of the long lengths of the sensing fibres. 

Feedback techniques may be used to provide compensation, but this removes the passive nature 
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of the sensor and may increase the complexity of the system. Although coherence multiplexing 

has several advantages, including the abitity to provide the absolute value of the measurand and 

offers a large unambiguous measurement range, k is oitiy attractive when multiplexing a few 

sensors because, as the number of sensors increases, the signal decreases and this eventuaUy 

results in a poor signal-to-noise ratio. The level of cross-talk and source induced noise can be 

avoided or substantiaUy reduced by exploiting the principles of low coherence interferometry, 

usuaUy known as white light interferometry (WLI), in which broad band sources (for example 

a Ught emitting diode or a superlununescent diode) and nearly balanced interferometers are 

used. The term WLI is normaUy apptied to a sensing technique in which the coherence length of 

the source is very much less than that of a laser, and tight emitting diodes are often used as 

source for this technique. The very low coherence length of these sources (typicaUy in the 

micron range), means that highly mnable and stable receiving interferometers are required so 

that the sensor imbalance is matched within the source coherence length. The terms low 

coherence interferometry and white light interferometry have generally been used 

interchangeably. 

4.5.1 Introduction to white light interferometry 

The principle and apptication of WLI to optical fibre sensors has been discussed by Bossehnan 

and Ukich [1984] and it has been shown that several sensors can be passively multiplexed and 

demodulated using a single receiving interferometer. The sensing interferometer acts as a filter 

which produces a channeUed spectram with a periodicity that is inversely proportional to the 

optical path imbalance [Koch and Ulrich, 1990]. An interference pattem is obtained by 

matching the imbalance m the receiving interferometer to that of the sensing interferometer. In 

contrast to conventional interferometric sensors which generaUy operate as incremental sensors, 

WLI provides a means of identifying both the absolute optical interference fringe order and the 

phase in an unbalanced sensing interferometer. This is possible because of the limited 

coherence length of the source which aUows recognition of the cenfral fringe. A disadvantage of 

using white tight interferometry is the requkement of two interferometers which may increase 
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the complexky over a single measuring system, but the method of WLI provides other 

advantages including high immunity to perturbations of the ttansmission medium, support for 

self initiatisation which is particularly important for the measurement of slowly varying 

parameters. White Ught interferometty sensor systems have been used to monitor measurands 

such as displacement [Gerges et al, 1990; Martin etal, 1991], pressure [Chen et al, 1990, 

1991a; Norton, 1992], sttain [Gerges et al, 1987, Chen et al, 1991c], temperattn-e [Xu et al, 

1993; Kaddu et al, 1994], and refractive index [Trouchet et al, 1992] and provided good 

sensitivity. White tight interferometry has also been used for the measurement of spurious 

polarisation cross couplings and rejections in high bkefringence fibres. Such a measurement is 

of particular apptication to intrinsic interferometric sensors such as the fibre gyroscope 

[Lefevre, 1990]. 

The sensing interferometer in white tight interferometry may be of any type (Michelson, Mach-

Zehnder or Fabry-Perot) and may be either intrinsic or extrinsic. The receiving interferometers 

are normaUy scanned either mechanicaUy (temporal domam), to provide a wide measurement 

range at low repetition, or electtonicaUy with, for example, a CCD photodiode array (spatial 

domain) offering fast read-out over a limited measurement range. A sknple implementation of 

spatial scanning [Chen et al, 1991] used a tilted Fizeau interferometer, formed using two 

optical flats with a smaU angular displacement. Another scheme used a buUc Michelson receiver 

interferometer with a tilted mirror to provide a spatial fringe pattem [Koch and Ukich, 1990]. 

The main advantage of electtonic scanning is that the CCD array is read without moving parts. 

However, in these systems, the interferogram is produced by overlapping two expanded beams 

and detected using a CCD array, and so the fringe visibility is reduced due to a spatial 

coherence mismatch [Chen et al, 1991]. Moreover a charge coupled detector is a source of 

high noise, and the need to coUimate the beam foUowed by its expansion requkes bulk optic 

devices which may comprontise the stabitity of the receiving interferometer. The method of 

electtonic scanning requires a trade off between resolution and dynamic range [Chen et al, 

1990a], which may be critical in terms of operating range (which is set by CCD spacing and 
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length) for certain apptications including coherence multiplexing where large operating ranges 

may be requked. 

Receiving interferometers have also been scanned using a piezo-electric ttansducer (PZT) in 

which several mms of optical fibre are wound around a PZT sttetcher. Variation of the apptied 

voltage provides a tinuted scanning range. A scheme well-suited for use with multiplexing 

several sensors is a receivmg interferometer with a mechanicaUy scanned (temporal domam) 

mirror. This scheme requires high mechanical stabitity, in order to obtain a precise 

measurement of receiver path unbalance to yield the optimal cortelation with that of the sensor 

interferometer. It has advantages of higher signal-to-noise ratio than electromcaUy scanned 

systems [Chen et al, 1992], simpticity, and a large operating measurement range [Koch and 

Ulrich, 1991] and, therefore, a large dynanuc range which is useful when several sensors are 

multiplexed. 

4.5.2 WLI multiplexed sensors 

The technique of WLI aUows an array of interferometric sensors to be multiplexed by exploiting 

the coherence properties of the light from a low coherence source. A number of multiplexing 

configurations for interferometric sensors using low coherence processing have been 

developed, including tapered monomode fibres used as remote sensors in low coherence 

multiplexed systems [Giovannini et al, 1993], low coherence reflectometry in multiplexed 

sensor measurements on an array of remotely located cavities [Sorin, 1993], and white tight 

path-matched differential interferometry [Santos and Jackson, 1991]. Santos and Jackson, 

[1991] used a paraUel array of two fibre Michelson mterferometers apptied to the measurement 

of quasi-static and dynamic parameters. The scheme combined the principles of WLI with TDM 

addressing, using a bulk optic Michelson interferometer as the receiver interferometer. 

An absolute displacement sensor [Koch and Ulrich, 1990] utitising two paraUel coupled 

transducers, both of the Michelson type with an electronicaUy scanned white tight 
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interferometer, provided a good displacement resolution of 20 mn with a timited measurement 

range of 80 p-m. A low coherence technique [Ribeiro et al, 1993] was used to identify the 

individual sensors in a multiplexed artay and to intertogate their measurement smtus. In its 

basic configuration, the output from a low coherence source was directed into a bulk receivmg 

fransmission Michelson interferometer. The output signal was then injected into a 2 x 2 

dkectional coupler and used to iUuminate two bulk Michelson sensing interferometers. The 

system resolution was better than 50 nm with a displacement range of about 200 nm. In this 

case the receiving interferometer output tight is sent to the sensing interferometer because there 

is reciprocity between the sensing and receiving interferometers; The advantage of the system 

was its minimal cross-talk, but the use of bulk optic seiisors and the requirement of additional 

3 dB couplers, with increased number of sensor elements to be multiplexed, were its serious 

drawbacks. The multiplexing potential of low coherence demodulated fibre Fabry-Perot sensors 

of different cavity lengths [NeUen et al, 1994], configured in a paraUel arrangement was 

exploited for the measurement of axial sfram. Temporal scanning was accomptished using a 

bulk Michelson interferometer. The measured Fabry-Perot phase sensitivity of 

(1.69 ± 0.07) X 107 (X = 840 nm) agreed closely witii tiie calculated value of 1.73 x 107. The 

disadvantages of thek system was that the number of sensors for paraUel multiplexmg was 

limited by the necessity to use a chain of 2 x 2 couplers. In addition there are as many fibre 

paths as there are sensors. 

4.6 Conclusion 

The optical multiplexmg methods infroduced and described briefiy here, offer a variety of 

means of poUing a number of interferomettic sensors for parameter monitormg. Not aU of tiiese 

metiiods offer a practical solution to sensor multiplexing. In sensor multiplexing, the major 

requirement is to address and separate effectively several separate parameters (or the same 

parameter at separate location) sknultaneously on a common optical highway. The methods of 

FMCW, TDM, and polarisation multiplexmg are Umited by phase mduced noise and cross-taU:, 

which degrade the sensitivity of the system. The method of wavelength division multiplexing 
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requires complex optical components which are expensive and unatfractive for a practical 

multiplexed sensor scheme. 

For this research it is proposed that the technique of white tight interferometry be used to 

multiplex an array of intrinsic fibre Fabry-Perot sensors in series. The method of low coherence 

multiplexing has the advantages of high signal-to-noise ratio, immunity to source noise, high 

spatial resolution, and the abitity to offer absolute measurements. The principles of white tight 

interferometry can be used in many apptications, including slowly varying parameters with 

several attractive features such as a wide unambiguous measurement range suitable for low 

coherence multiplexing, and its support of totaUy passive interferometric sensors. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DEVELOPIMENT OF INTRINSIC FIBRE FABRY-PEROT 

SENSORS 

This chapter describes the details of the design and construction of practical in-tine intrinsic 

fibre-optic Fabry-Perot sensors based upon a fusion spticing techmque. The fundamental 

requkements of optical fibre sensing and multiplexing given in chapter 1 are apptied to the 

specific problem of fabricating such sensing interferometers. Curtent opinions about fibre 

Fabry-Perot fabrication are discussed to appreciate the method which was chosen. 

5.1 Fabrication Process 

5.1.1 Background 

In 1889 Charles Fabry and Alfred Perot [Vaughan, 1989] first inttoduced thek concepts on 

interference due to waves successively reflected between two partiaUy reflecting sUvered plane 

glass plates set accurately in paraUel. Since that time, there have been very large numbers of 

apptications involvmg the use of the Fabry-Perot interferometer including specfral analysis, 

mettology and parameter monitoring. The fibre Fabry-Perot (FFP) etalon has proven to be 

useful in a wide variety of apptications [Mitchell, 1989; Beheim et al, 1989; Meggitt, 1994] 

including, for example, as an optical spectrum analyser [Douglas et al, 1981], as a laser diode 
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frequency stabiliser, and as a sensing element for the measurement of temperature [Lee et al, 

1988a, 1989], strain [Murphy et al, 1992], ultrasonic pressure [Alcoz et al, 1990], gas 

pressure in intemal combustion engines [Atkins et al, 1994], and electric and magnetic fields 

[Yoshmo et al, 1982]. In its basic form, an FFP interferometer consists of a single mode fibre 

(in some cases a multimode fibre [Gunderson, 1990]) with reflectors at its ends or formed 

within a continuous length of fibre. The reflector mkrors may be metaltic or dielectric, single-

or multi-layered, and may be attached or deposited using various vacuum techniques. 

NormaUy fibre optic Fabry-Perot interferometers employ single-mode fibres because of their 

abitity to guide the light coherently, and so they can be used as interferometer arms. 

Furthermore, single-mode interferometers aUow some design flexibitities which are not 

possible with multimode configurations. The FFP as a sensor element momtors extemal 

perturbations via its spectral reflectance. The specttal reflectance variations can be produced by 

any perturbation which changes the optical path length between the mirrors. This change in 

optical path wiU produce a phase change which can be related to the parameter being measured. 

The FFP interferometers can be pigtaUed and made with arbittary free specfral ranges (resonator 

lengths as high as 200 m and as low as 6 p.m have been reatised). They can be insensitive to 

polarisation changes, have minimal intrinsic loss, can have a range of finesse values up to very 

high values (a finesse of 1000 has been reported [Stone and SttUz, 1991]), and can be tuned 

over more than one free spectral range. An optical fibre Fabry-Perot has the added advantage 

over a conventional Fabry-Perot (FP) of simpticity in that there is no need for precise mkror 

atignment. The FFP sensor elements have been manufactured from single-mode fibres by a 

variety of methods, and the current state of the art of single-mode FFP fabrication is briefly 

described in the foUowing paragraphs. 

Yoshmo et al, [1982] fabricated high finesse FFP resonators by depositing multilayer dielectric 

films onto the ends of potished single-mode fibres using vacuum deposition techmques. In a 

second method, a lapping technique was employed to fabricate high fmesse FFP resonators 

from a piece of single-mode fibre by carefiiUy potishing ks ends, and gluing properly prepared 
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smaU size multUayer dielectric mirtors usmg epoxy resms [Stone, 1985]. Both of these FFP 

resonators performed weU as spectram analysers and mnable filters, but have had limited 

apptication for parameter monitoring because of the non-linearities associated with high finesse 

FP resonators. A summary of these constraction methods used for single-mode FFP sensors is 

given in figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1. Different metiiods of smgle-mode FFP fabrication. 
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Leilabady [1987] developed an extrinsic FFP sensor based on two senu-reflective ak gaps. A 

semi-reflective air gap was fabricated by low-heat fusion spticing of only the cladding regions 

of two ends of single-mode fibres, forming an air gap in the core region of the fibre. The 

second air gap was produced in a similar manner to form the FFP cavky. The cavity was then 

protected using a metaUic sheath. Murphy et al, [1991] also reported an extrinsic FFP 

interferometer based on an ak gap cavity. The constraction of the sensor involved a single-

mode fibre used as the input-output fibre, and a multimode fibre used merely as a reflector. 

These fibres were placed inside a hollow sitica mbe, forming an ak gap that acts as a low 

finesse Fabry-Perot cavity (figure 5.1). This type of sensors performed weU for a particular 

apptication, but the overall size of the sensors is large in comparison with the cross-sectional 

area of the leading fibre. 

Short intrinsic FFP gauges (1-2 mm) used to monitor surface heat transfer rates on turbine 

blades [Kidd et al, 1992] were produced by applying aluminium coatings on the end of a 

cleaved single-mode fibre. An intemal mkror was formed with the aid of a sttengthening bored 

ceramic mbe into which the sensing fibre was held after gluing the coated end to an uncoated 

lead fibre. A critical issue with this type of sensor is its long term temperamre stabitity. 

Changes in the physical stracmre of the glue mean that the joint is expected to become unstable 

after exposure to elevated temperamres, thus timiting the sensor performance. The reflectors 

used in this scheme are generaUy not sukable for use in a practical sensor. Lee and Taylor 

[1988, 1989] described a technique of fabricating semi-reflective sptices in a continuous length 

of fibre based on a fusion spticing technique. A cleaved single-mode fibre (SMF) whose end 

was coated with Ti02 using sputter deposition, was spticed onto a sintilar uncoated fibre to 

form the first mirror. A second senu-reflective sptice fabricated in a sintilar way was added to 

form the FFP cavity. Reflectances of ~ 1-2% were realised using this technique. A further 

technique of fabricating intrinsic FFP sensors in a continuous length of fibre has been used 

Unci et al, 1992] where high reflectivity values (~ 25%) have been reatised. The technique is 

based upon electton beam evaporation of titanium dioxide thin films onto ends of cleaved 
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single-mode fibres followed by their fusion spticing to similar uncoated fibres to form an 

intemal mirror. Atkins et al, [1994] fabricated low finesse FFP sensors (used for monitoring 

pressures in intemal combustion engines) in a single-mode fibre using techniques similar to Lee 

and Taylor, based on titanium dioxide sputtermg with mkror reflectance m the 2-4% range. 

Fibre optic Fabry-Perot sensor fabrication by repetitive apptication of a two stage process 

involving the vacuum deposition of a mirror coating onto a fibre end, foUowed by fusion 

spUcing to simUar uncoated fibre, produces sensors having the inherent advantages of intrinsic 

sensing. These sensors have the potential of withstanding reasonable mechanical stresses or 

high temperature operation. The low finesse intrinsic fibre optic sensors for this work were 

fabricated by a simUar fusion spticing technique. 

The objectives of this work included building a number of in-line fibre Fabry-Perot 

interferometers along a continuous length of single-mode fibre. Techmques had to be developed 

to fabricate several sensors by depositing tkanium dioxide on the ends of cleaved fibres and 

fusion spUcing to simUar uncoated fibres in a manner simUar to the one used by Lee and 

Taylor [1989]. These methods involved the sputter deposition of Ti02 onto the entke face of a 

single-mode fibre or onto a confined region ~ 25 |im in diameter which included the core. A 

number of FFP sensors were fabricated using these techniques and the absorption and 

reflectances were measured during fabrication. The physical properties of TiOa films are 

known to depend sfrongly on the conditions under which the filn^ are deposited [Bennett et al, 

1989], and thus the refractive index of titanium dioxide thin fihns had to be estimated after 

deposition from the transmission spectram of the film which was obtained using an optical 

spectram analyser. Optimum fusion parameters were detemtined, thus yielding reflective 

sptices with good reflectivity and adequate tensUe strength. These reflective sptices were then 

used to form the fibre optic Fabry-Perot mterferometers. The details of the procedures of the 

sputter deposition of Ti02 on the ends of single-mode fibres or onto a locatised region of the 

core, and apptication of these reflective sptices to form physical sensors is discussed in the 
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foUowmg sections. In this work, a novel CW carbon dioxide laser technique was used to 

anneal the sensing region of the fabricated FFPs so as to reatise sensors of reasonable tensile 

stress (section 5.3.3). 

5.1.2 Basic considerations 

In optical fibre Fabry-Perot fabrication using dielectric or metaltic mirrors, the properties 

deskable hi a coating material differ according to the fabrication technique adopted. Fusion 

spUced based FFP sensors formed in a single-mode fil3re requke coating materials of high 

melting pomts (> 1550°C; the softening pomt of glass). A second important consideration for 

coating materials is the sensor stabitity which wiU det^nnine sensor reUabitity, since some 

materials may be susceptible to effects which cause long-temi drift in performance. The 

refractive index of the chosen material should be as high as possible so as to provide the desired 

reflectance with as thin a film as possible. When multiplexing a smaU number of sensors, a 

reasonably high reflectance is desirable to ensure that signals are large enough to give good 

signal-to-noise ratios. FinaUy, the absorption loss of the coating film, should be low at the 

operating wavelength. 

A variety of coating materials are avaUable including aluminium, stiver, gold and a range of 

dielectrics including titanium dioxide [Smart, 1983]. Titanium dioxide satisfies most of the 

aforementioned quatities desirable of a fibre fusion spticed based reflective mirtor. It has long 

been estabUshed as a suitable coatmg material [Pulker et al, 1976] having a wide specttal range 

over which its optical absorption is a minimum (600 nm - 16(X) nm), and is therefore suitable 

for sensing apptications. A variety of vacuum deposition methods are available which can be 

used to deposit optical thin films onto various substtates including thermal ev^oration [Stuart, 

1983], chemical vapour-phase deposition [Severin and SeVerijns, 1990; Severin, 1990], 

electton beam and sputter deposition [Behrisch and Wittmaack, 1991]. Each metiiod has its 

own advantages and disadvantages and some materials can only be deposited by a limited range 
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of techniques. Titanium dioxide films can be produced by sputter deposition of titanium in an 

argon-oxygen atmosphere. This method offers good composition of the deposited film and thus 

films produced m this way tend to have good homogeneity. 

A planar magnefron sputtering device was used to deposit titanium thin films on the ends of 

cleaved single-mode fibres. It was also used to sputter titamum dioxide (used for aU the FFP 

sensor mirtors) by controlting the amount of oxygen in the chamber. In order to meet the 

optical specifications for the deposited film material, a number of parameters had to be 

monitored mcluding sputtering plasma pressure and fihn thickness. The absence of a suitable 

monitor for the film thickness in the sputtering envkonment necessitated the design and 

fabrication of a monitor of the coating thickness during deposition, which would be appropriate 

for the sputter chamber and smaU enough to be placed immediately beside the coated fibres. 

Using this simple aU-fibre thin film thickness monitor it was possible to obtain, during 

deposition, a reasonable indication of the thickness of the coating bemg deposited on the 

sensing fibre. 

5.1.3 Monitor design and opei'ating principles 

The concept of the optical-fibre-based thin film thickness monitor is Ulusttated schematicaUy m 

figure 5.3. The optical monitor consists of a single-mode fibre (5/125 ^m, X = 850 nm) 

infroduced into the vacuum system, as indicated, via a special feedthrough artangement, and 

cemented into the feedthrough viith vacuum sealant. The feedthrpugb itself was instaUed in the 

vacuum chamber using a viton o-ring, and a long loop of fibre is provided for the monitor fibre 

(inside the vacuum system) to aUow sufficient length for cleaving many times. light from an 

840 nm LED was launched mto tiie fibre via port 1 of a 2 x 2 dkectional coupler and the power 

reflected from the distal end of the probe fibre was monitored by a photodiode. Port 4 of the 

optical fibre coupler was index matched to avoid unwanted reflections. 
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Probe fibre 

Magnetron sputtering device 

Ando optical power meter 
Index matching liquid 

SPU - Signal processing unit, PD - Photodiode, LED - Light emitting diode and DC - Directional coupler. 

Figure 5.3 Schematic diagram of the optical fibre thin film thickness monitor 

The LED was modulated at 270 Hz to improve the SNR using a phase-sensitive signal 

processing technique, which allows the rejection of unwanted optical radiation from the 

discharge plasma. For thin fihns, where the total optical path within the fihn is less than the 

coherence length of the LED source, the optical mtensity received at port 2 varies according to 

the thickness of the film deposited. During a deposition run, the probe fibre (along with other 

fibres to be coated) was held in a convenient fabricated holder and positioned above the sputter 

target. The probe fibre was cleaved before each deposition, after which no further end 

preparation was necessary. During deposition of thin films, the reflectance signals were 

recorded on-tine using a personal computer interfaced to the ANDO AQ-2105 optical power 

meter which was used as the source/detector for the measurements. 
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This reflectance (R) of a smgle layer thm fihn on tiie end of a fibre for a uniform thickness (d) 

and at normal incidence (see figure 5.4) is given by Phci et al, 1992] 

Core 

nl 

Coating 

nf 

Figure 5.4 Cleaved end of SMF coated with thin fUm. 

Vacuum 

nv 

U-V-f-WCOSCf) 
K. -- —^——^^—— 

U-»-V-l-WCOS(j) 
(5.5) 

where u = (nj+nf)(nf+nj). (5.5a) 

v = 4ninjnv. (5.5b) 

w = (n?-n?)(n?-n;). (5.5c) 

<t) = 47mfdA, (5.5d) 

and ni, Uf, Uy, are the refractive indices of the fibre core, film, and vacuum respectively, whUe 

X is the free space wavelength of the incident beam, d the thickness of the film and <j) the round-

trip phase shift in the film. In the case of a dielectric film, R osciUates sinusoidaUy (for a 

perfectiy coherent source) as the film thickness mcreases during deposition. However, when 

using low coherent sources such as LEDs, mterpretation of the reflectance curves requires 

consideration of the finite spectral width of the source. The consequence of this is a reduction in 
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the peak-peak variation of R as the film increases in thickness. The measurement of R requkes 

caUbration of the monitor at the start of every deposition ran. The intensity of the beam (IR) 

received at the photodiode may be expressed as [Carantoef al, 1993] 

IR = IOY(<; + R). (5.6) 

where lo is the intensky of tiie incident beam laimched into arm 1 of the coupler (figure 5.3), y 

the overaU total loss factor of the system which incorporates coupling and fibre insertion losses, 

and c, the term associated with the remm power (e.g. Rayleigh scattering) from regions of the 

fibre away from the end being coated. In this artangement, lo, y, and <; are assumed constant 

during deposition. Thus, the monitor can be catibrated by determining the remm power of two 

known reflectances, namely a cleaved end (R ~ 3.6%) and an end coated with a thick 

(> 1(X) nm) layer of silver (R ~ 98.7%). This simple form of catibration was conducted at the 

start of every deposition ran so that any variations in source intensity between rans did not 

affect the catibration. For such a catibration, a fibre coated with a thick layer of stiver was fiised 

to the monitor fibre for high reflectance measurement and then immediately removed after the 

measurement was completed. 

5.1.4 Monitoring of the deposition of titanium films 

The initial investigation of coating material smdied two materials: titanium and titanium dioxide. 

The former, whilst attractive because k offered a higher value of reflectance, was found to have 

a high absorption loss in the wavelength region of interest (800nm-1300nm) making k 

impractical to knplement fibre Fabry-Perots (FFPs) for a multiplexed sensor design. The latter, 

however, had minimal optical absorption losses over the 800 nm - 1300 nm wavelength 

region. Thus, titanium metaUic mirrors were not found to be useful as semi-reflective mirrors 

in this work and, accordingly, titanium dioxide films were used for the FFP sensor mirrors for 

aU the FFPs prepared using fosion spticing. The performance of the thickness monitor and the 
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techniques used to estimate film thickness are quite different for absorbing and non-absorbing 

films. This is iUusttated below and in the next section. 

Ti was sputtered in the presence of argon onto the cleaved end of the probe fibre, at a 

background pressure of 10"^ mbar for a duration of 300 seconds. The DC power to the 

titanium target was 200 W. Figure 5.5 shows a plot of experimentaUy determined reflectance 

against deposition time. During coating, the reflectance initiaUy first drops from an uncoated 

value of about 4% to almost 1 %. This may be due to the vety thin cpating layer (thickness very 

much less than a wavelength) having an effective refractive index between the glass and ak and 

thus reducing the reflectivity. Continued deposition leads to a progressively thicker film with 

reflectance evenmaUy reaching a steady value for thicknesses greater than the skin depth. 

During this phase the reflectance of the fihn increases markedly to about 45%. After about 200 

seconds the reflected intensity remains essentiaUy constant. The deposition rate was determined 

from the reflectance peak (expected at 65 nm thickness), which occurred at 144 seconds (thus, 

implying a rate of 27 nm min-^). In eartier stages of deposition, thickness of the film can be 

inferred from a measurement of its reflectance. 

5.1.5 Monitoring of sputter deposition of Ti02 

Titanium dioxide films used for the fabrication of intrinsic FFP Sensors were obtained by 

reactive sputtering of a titanium target in an argon-oxygen pre-mixture (80% argon and 20% 

oxygen). The base pressure in the chamber was 10"^ mbar, and during sputtering an argon-

oxygen mixture was added, raising the pressure to 6 x 10"̂  mbar. The target was operated at a 

DC voltage of 580 V with discharge curtent of 0.3 A. A microscope glass stide was coated 

sknultaneously with the optical fibres and was used to determine the fransmission 
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Figure 5.5 Reflectance of titanium against deposition time. 

characteristics of the film using an optical spectram analyser. This enabled the determination of 

the refractive index of the fihn as described in section 5.2. The fibres to be coated were 

mechanicaUy (jacket) stripped and cleaned using isopropyl alcohol. During stripping, care was 

taken to not cause mechanical damage to the surfaces. After the fibre jacket had been removed 

and fibres cleaned, the fibres were cleaved using a York FKl 1 cleaver. No further cleaning 

processes were undertaken. These fibres, along with the probe fibre were convenientiy held in 

a special holder which was placed on the substrate platform ready for Ti02 deposition. The 

back-reflected intensity was monitored as a function of time and a graph of the reflectance as 

monitored by the optical thickness monitor over deposition time is shown in figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6 The reflectance of the titanium dioxide fihn agamst deposition tkne. 

The decaying amptimde of the 'oscUlations' is attributed to the low coherence length (~ 18 jim) 

of the LED used. As the thickness of tiie fihn grows, the optical path difference between the 

interfering beams approaches the coherence length of the source, and hence there is a decrease 

in the fringe conttast. It can be seen from the graph of reflectance versus deposition time (figure 

5.6) that the maxima, cortesponding to odd multiples of a quarterwave (X/4) film thickness, are 

periodic yielding a constant deposition rate of 4.5 nm min-^ The maximum quarter wave 

reflectance is ~ 33%. 

Figure 5.7 shows the comparison between experimental and expected reflectance as a function 

of thickness, again assuming a constant deposition rate. The experimentaUy measured 
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reflectance is shown as data points joined by fiiU tine 1 while the calculated values shown by 

line 2, were obtained assuming a Gaussian spectral profUe of the LED source. The experimental 

data shows a sfrong correlation with theory, with the stight discrepancy bemg probably caused 

by an error in the assumed value of the effective coherence length of the source. 
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Figure 5.7 The experimental (line 1) and tiieoretical (tine 2) reflectance of titanium dioxide 

against thickness. 
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5.1.6 Comparison of optical Hbre thickness monitor with a quartz crystal 

monitor 

As a further check on the proper operation of the optical fibre thickness monitor, it was 

compared with the measurements obtained using a quartz crystal monitor. This later monitor 

depends on the change in resonant frequency of a quartz crystal as the coating is deposited on 

its surface. Catibration of thickness as a function of resonant frequency change reties upon a 

knowledge of density of the thin film which is not always the same as the bulk density. In 

addition, direct reading of thickness is possible only with the knowledge of a fiirther catibration 

factor which is related to a variety of other geometrical and elecfronic factors. ConventionaUy 

these factors and the acmal density are combined mto one single catibration factor which needs 

to be determined experimentaUy for a given coating material and coating arrangement. The two 

monitors were compared using coatings of ZnS films in a conventional vacuum evaporation 

system. Figure 5.8 shows measured fUm reflectance plotted agaitist apparent thickness obtained 

from the crystal monitor (overaU caUbration factor =1). 

The quarter wave thickness for ZnS determined from this graph was 81.0 nm. Comparision 

with the accepted value of 91.3 nm obtained using Uf = 2.3, gives a catibration factor for the 

crystal monitor of approximately 1.13 which is in good agreement with that obtained by other 

means for this monitor. 
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Figure 5.8 The reflectance of ZnS determined by the optical fibre thickness monitor against the 

apparent thickness measured by a quartz crystal microbalance 

5.1.7 Conclusion 

The optical-fibre-based thin film thickness moititor which was developed has performed as 

expected and the results obtained are in good agreement with theory. The monitor can also be 

used to catibrate a quartz crystal monitor, since the occurtence of quarter wave peaks/troughs 

provides a useful datum for dielectric films. Furthermore, it was used in determining the 

reflectance of deposited tkanium dioxide thin films which are of interest for this work. In the 

case of metals, the transfer function restricts the range of film thickness, since reflectance 

reaches a peak for relatively thin coatings. The system may be extended to multilayer coating 
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process through careful monitoring of the A,/4 mming points, but it should be noted that 

interpolation for thicker films may prove difficult, due to the reduction in fringe visibUity 

associated with the LED source. This could be overcome with the use of a laser diode source 

having a longer coherence length. 

5.2 Refractive index of titanium dioxide film 

The refractive index of TiOi films was obtained from the fransmission characteristics of a clean 

nucroscope glass slide which was coated alongside the fibre ends during deposition of TiOa 

fihns. Using an optical spectrum analyser (AQ-6310B), a sample glass stide coated with a thin 

film of Ti02 was analysed for its fransmission in the 770 - 870 nm range. Refractive mdex was 

evaluated numericaUy in a simUar maimer to Swanepoel [1983], in which the refractive index is 

determined from the peaks of the transmission spectrum of a thm fUm deposited on a thick finite 

fransparent substtate. 
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Figure 5.9 Light at normal incidence on a finite ttansparent substtate coated witii a thm 

fihn. 
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The fransmission (T) of a thin film deposited on a thick layer of subsfrate, as Ulusfrated in 

figure 5.9, is given by Swanepoel [1983] as: 

~B-Cccos<l>-t-Dx2 ' ^ ^ 

where A = 16nfns, (5.7a) 

B = (nf-nf(nf+n?), (5.7b) 

C = 2(n?-l)(n?-n2), (5.7c) 

D = (nf-l)(nf-n2), (5.7d) 

X = exp(-ad), (5.7e) 

and (j) is, as previously, the total round-trip phase shift in thp film. Here Uf and Ug are the 

refractive indices of the film and subsfrate respectively* a is the film absorption coefficient, d 

the film thickness and X the free space wavelength. The two extreme cases of interference, 

equation 5:7 are given by 

Ax 

Ax 
Tfnin ~ T • (5 .8a) 

It is assumed that the Ti02 film is non absorbing, and therefore jc =1. Substimting x =1 in 

equations 5.7 and 5.8a yields 
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'-max ~ 2 1 • (5.9) 
Hs +1 

Clearly, the maxima of the interference fringes as given by TmaxVi equation 5.9 is a function of 

only the refractive index of the subsfrate ng. Likewise substimting for jc = 1 in equation 5.8a 

gives 

^min „4 . „2/„2 _L1N^ „2 ' p . i u ; 
nf -i-nf(ns +1)4-ng 

which can be rewritten as 

Uf = [M + (M2 - ns2)i/2]i/2 , (5 10a) 

where 

- , 2ns n, +1 
M = — § ^ . 

T • 2 
^min ^ 

Thus, the refractive index of the film Uf can be calculated from Tmin using equation 5.10a. The 

refractive index (Ug) of the substrate alone at a particular wavelength can be calculated from the 

mterference-free fransmission (Tg) of a clean glass stide, usmg [Bom and Wolf, 1969] 

Ts=^J3fr' (5.11a) 

where, for normal incidence, the intensky reflection coefficient, R, at the ak-glass interface is 

given by the Fresnel equation (section 2.3.2) 
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R== ns-1 
n .+ l 

-l2 

(5.11b) 

Substimting for R m equation 5.11a gives 

2nc 
T = 

Ug -J-1 

and 

1 , 1 xl/2 °s= — + (r;2-l)"" (5.11c) T T"̂  *s *̂ s 

Using the above method on the titanium dioxide sUdes, the average values of the refractive 

mdices of titanium dioxide and glass substrate were found to be 2.41 and 1.56 respectively. In 

the latter case, an ertor of 1 % in the value of Ts leads to an uncertainty of about 3% in the value 

of ns. 

5.3 Entire-face coated intrinsic FFPI cavities and results 

Pretiminary tests on the FFPI fabrication technique Vfere performed with a 1300 nm single 

mode fibre (8/125 \im) since this was readUy available and mu^h cheaper than the Coming 780 

Flexcore fibre used for the sensors. A single-mode fibre end coated with a titanium dioxide 

(n = 2.41, X = 840 nm) fihn of thickness ~ 87 nm (i.e. X/4 thickness) was fusion spticed to a 

similar uncoated cleaved fibre using a BIT fusion spticer model BSF-50. This spUcer was 

chosen because it aUowed easy variation of aU process settings and could readily perform 

multiple fusion cycles. Careful conttol over fusion parameters, which was possible with this 

spUcer, was essential for the production of adequate Fabry-̂ Perdt mirrors. The two fibres were 

either atigned manuaUy using the microscope of the fusion spticer, which aUows for horizontal 

and vertical viewing, or automaticaUy atigned by maximising the Ught transmitted through the 
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core using the local injection and detection technique. Once atignment of the fibres was 

achieved, the fusion process proceeds via programs incorporated in the spticer. For a chosen 

program a series of parameters defmes the arc current, duration and speed of approach of the 

fibres during the controUed fusion cycle. This aUowed optimisation of the fusion process for a 

particular fibre type and fusion requirement. The fibres were cleaned using a lower arc current 

of 5 mA and were set a distance of 50 nm apart from their butt position prior to the cleaning arc 

lastmg for 0.5 seconds. Then, they were set 30 t̂m apart prior to bemg heated with an ktitial 

electric arc of 10 mA for a duration of 0.5 seconds, these fibres were driven towards each 

otiier at an ktitial speed of 100 |a.m/s and a final closmg speed of 80 îm/s. During the final 

fusing arc of 10 mA at a distance of 10 îm, the molten fibre ends are pushed into each other to 

the overruti distance of 3 pm in a time of 0.5 seconds. During the fusion process the reflectance 

was monitored using an arrangement similar to that used to monitor the reflectance during Ti02 

depositioui Secondary electric arc current pulses of 10 mA and duration of 0.5 seconds were 

required to improve the mechanical sfrength of the sptice and could be used to taUor the 

reflectance of the reflective sptice to a desired value. NormaUy, between 7 and 15 current pulses 

were requked for each fused sptice. Once the desked reflectance was achieved fabrication of 

that mkror was complete. The cavity length was set by then cleaving the spticed fibre at the 

desked distance from the first noirror. The York cleaver apptied an axial tension of 2 N to the 

first sptice, which indicated that it can withstand a strain of approximately +2000 microsfrain. 

The second mirtor was formed by fusing this cleaved face onto a simUar fibre whose end face 

is coated with Ti02 to form an m-tine FFP cavity as shown in figure 5.10. The mechanical 

strength of the second sptice was improved in a simUar manner as before by apptication of 

secondary arcs until the required effective reflectance of the mirtors was obtained. 

After the cavity was fabricated, its optical fransmission was monitored to enable evaluation of 

the sensor signal loss. It was found that the mechanical strength of these sensors and the 

fusion-mduced change in reflectance of the dielectric coating was criticaUy dependent on the 
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Semi-reflective mirrors 

Jacket 

Figure 5.10 Schematic ki-Une flbre Fabry-Perot cavity formed usmg fusion spUcmg 

technique. 

details of the fusion spticing process. In some circumstances it was necessary to use an 

anneaUng technique (section 5.3.3) to knprove the sptice mechanical strength. The most critical 

parameters were the fusing current and fusing time. The spticer fusion current and fusing time 

could be varied between 5-25 mA and 0.1-9.9 seconds respectively. The strength of the sptices 

and mirtor losses were also dependent on the atignment during the fusion process. Any stight 

misaUgnment between the fusing fibres during the fusion process resulted m weak sptices and 

very high fransmission loses. The success rate of good sptices was criticaUy dependent on the 

end faces of the coated fibres, and hence on the unifortnity of the film. In addition, the nature of 

the cleaved end face of the uncoated fibre being fusion spljced to the coated fibre also influences 

the quatity of the final sptice. Lower losses and good sptices required fibre ends which were 

cleaved accurately normal to the fibre axis. A bad end surface could be seen to stip off the end 

of a simUar fibre as they were being butted together prior to fusion. Of the total of 98 fabricated 

samples of Ti02 face coated fibres, 19 sptices (~ 20%) were good sptices. The rest either did 

not fuse properly or were misatigned in thek x- or y-dkection, A good sptice, when observed 

through the nucroscope of the fusion spticer, looks tike a perfect cytinder with uniform 

continuity at the sptice point. A high percentage of the defective sptices may be due to the 

various reasons cited above (i.e. the non-uniformity of the deposited film, the degree of 

perpendicularity of the cleaved fibre ends), and also the coating of the entire fibre face which 

timits the automatic self atignment due to the forces of surface tension of the fused glass. Table 
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5.1 gives a summary of results of the optimal fusion parameters used during fabrication of 

FFPs for fibres coated witii a tiun fihn of Ti02 (~ 87 nm). 

Cleaning 

Cleaning current = 5 mA 

Distance = 50 iim 

Time = 03 sec 

Fus ine 

Initial 

Initial arc 

Initial distance 

Time 

Bnal 

= 10 mA, Rnal arc = 10 mA 

= 30 iim, Fmal distance =10 jim 

= 0.5 sec, Overrun = 3 pm 

Hme =0.5 sec 

Sub arcs 

Overrun = 0 

Current =10 mA 

Subarcs = 7-15 

Time = 0.5 sec 

Table 5.1 Summary of optimal fusion spUcer parameters 

5.3.1 Core region only coated FFPI 

The fabricated FFP sensors discussed in tiie previous section, generally failed under low 

tension when a tensile load was apptied at the end of fibres inside which the cavity was 

contained. A possible reason for this stmctural failure may be that havmg the entke end face 

coated with reflective fihn, does not aUow glass-to-glass fusion of tiie fibres. Coating the entke 

fibre is unnecessary since the guided Ught is confined to the core, and by maxknismg glass-to-

glass fusion (of the cladding), the tensile strength of the FFPI could be improved [Measures, 

1992, Kaddu eta/., 1993]. 

In order to improve the mechanical strength of fabricated FFPs, a locatised region coating 

techmque mvolving the core was employed, and ki certain ckcumstances this was foUowed by 
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an anneating process using a CW CO2 laser (section 5.3.3). The fabrication of a core-region-

only coated FFPI kivolved the deposition of titanium dioxide mirrors onto a 25 îm diameter 

region which mcludes the core of an 8/125 ^m cleaved optical fibre (first mkror), tiie fosion 

spticmg of this coated end to a second single-mode fibre, and the distal cleavmg and msing to a 

core-region-only coated fibre (second mirtor) to form an in-tine cavity. Figure 5.11 shows a 

cleaved optical fibre with a thin film coating of the core region. 

Fibre 

Ti02 coating 

Figure 5.11 Core-region-only coated end face with a 25 ̂ un diameter coating (not to scale). 

A core-region-only coating of the fibre was achieved by depositing Ti02 fihn through a 25 |i.m 

diameter aperture. The fibres were prepared for coating in the usual maimer. Atignment of the 

fibre core and aperture was achieved by maximising the Ught ttansnutted through the apermre 

using a photodetector. With maximum transmission, the XYZ nticromanipulator for fibre 

atignment was locked and the whole assembly was placed inside the vacuum chamber. The 

reflectance of the mirrors were monitored using an optical thin film monitor (section 5.1.3) 

[Caranto et al, 1993]. The experimental artangement is similar to the one shown in figure 5.3 

which employed a 2 x 2 directional coupler to monitor the reflection from the coated face. 

Core-region-only FFP in-tine cavities were fabricated in a sknilar manner to that described in 

section 5.3. The fusion parameters used were the same as those given in table 5.1, namely a 

fusing curtent of 10 mA for both initial and final arc cmrent, 0.5 second arc duration with a 

3 îm overmn. Interestingly, the work of Hogg et al, [1991], which involved coating the core 
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region of a single-mode fibre using metaltic coatings of aluminium and fusion spticing to a 

similar uncoated fibre, did not require reduction of fusion current. However, this was not the 

case with this investigation which used dielectric coatings. 

5.3.2 Fusion spliced fibre Fabry-Perot sensors 

The constmction of in-tine FFP cavities, either face coated or core-region oitiy coated, was an 

essential step leading to the fabrication of a serial array of intrinsic FFP sensors formed in a 

continuous length of fibre. By repeated coating and fusion spUcing, as outlined in section 5.3, 

several in-tine cavities were fabricated. The ends of the fibres which formed the first and 

second cavity are stripped, cleaved and fusion spticed to form two in-line FFP sensors. Several 

FFP sensors of cavity length of few nuUimettes to a few centimettes and of mkror reflectances 

between 4 - 20% were produced using this technique. These sensors were later tested 

experknentaUy ki a physical envkonment to measure strain and temperamre, either as single 

( start ~~) 

Core region only/entire 
face deposition 

Fusion splicing 

T 
Cleaving 

T 
Core region only / 
entire face coating 

plus spUcing 

* 

sttesog^eaiBg 

( Finish ~ ) 

Figure 5.12 Fabrication process of FFPIs. 
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sensors or multiplexed sensors using WLI techniques (chapter 7). Figure 5.12 gives a 

summary of the steps taken during fabrication of FFPI used in this work, which in some cases 

were foUowed by a sttengthening of the fusion sptices. 

5.3.3 AnneaUng of fusion spliced FFPI cavities and results 

The mechanical strength of reflective sptices in single-mode intrinsic FFP sensors is of great 

importance if these sensors are to be useful for apptications which involve large mechanical 

sttesses. Efforts in this work have been directed towards achieving improved sptice sttength of 

fabricated FFP sensors (via core-region-only coated FFP sensors (section 5.3.1)). To achieve 

higher sptice sttength for high sttess apptications, an annealing technique using a 200 W CW 

carbon dioxide laser beam was employed. Although the arc fusion spticing technique used for 

fibre optic Fabry-Perot fabrication is very attractive because of its low loss and good 

reproducibility, the mechanical strength around the sptice region is weakened by the arc 

[Hatakeyama, et al, 1978]. Strength reduction at the heated part of the fibres has long been 

smdied [Miyajima et al, 1985], and reasons suggested for this reduction have been based on 

mechanical damage to the fibre surface [Krause et al, 1981], devitrification [TachUana and 

Haibara, 1985], surface cortosion by OH at high temperamres [Krause et al, 1981a], and 

thermal sttess resulting from locatised heatmg. A skigle-mode fused sitica fibre when placed in 

a 10.6 Jim CO2 laser beam absorbs the infrared heat radiation and this has been exploited to 

anneal the fusion splices within a short lengtii of fibre (- 20 mm). This infrared laser is 

appropriate, because of its large beam diameter of ~ 20 mm and the 80 - 90% absorption of the 

CO2 radiation by silica fibre [Woolsey and Lamb, 1992]. Samples (68) of normaUy-spticed 

uncoated fibres were investigated and the CO2 laser operation was optknised for maximum 

strength of the annealed splices. The laser used was a molecular gas system using a 

C02/N2/He nuxmre, active length of 4 m with a contmuous DC discharge. The output CO2 

laser specifications were wavelength, 10.6 jim; output power, 200 W CW; efficiency, 7%; 
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beam divergence, 0.06%. The fibre used was single-mode (8/125 |im) at 1300 nm, and 

samples were carefully prepared prior to fusing to avoid surface scratches and particle 

contamination. After fusion spticing, the sptice was placed centtaUy in the path of the CW CO2 

laser beam for 10 seconds. The sptice region was manuaUy rotated about the axis of the fibre 

(for uniform heating) as it was puUed ttansversely to the CO2 laser beam using a fibre jig. For 

aU measurements, the sptice was mounted nearly orthogonal to the CO2 laser axis. The tensUe 

sttength was measured and compared with non-annealed sptices, taking non-spticed fibres as a 

reference. The average breaking strength of normal uncoated fusion sptices after anneating was 

8.5 N, which was a marked improvement compared to a breaking strength of 4.5 N for a 

normal uncoated sptice and comparable to 13.0 N for unspticed fibre. The tensile sttength of 

the fibre splices was measured by a motor driven tension spring balance under 1.5 N/min 

weighting velocity. This improvement in uncoated sptice sttength after anneating with the CW 

CO2 laser led to further work to estabtish the effectiveness of CO2 laser anneating on coated 

sptices. 

Nineteen (19) samples of Ti02 face coated fusion spticed fibres were annealed with the CW 

CO2 laser, even if deformation had been detected during the fusion process. The six good 

sptices were then tested for tensUe mechanical sttength and k was found that the mechanical 

sttength of these splices had also generaUy improved compared to non-irradiated sptices. 

Furthermore, k was observed that aU the sptices that were CO2 laser tteated (i.e. annealed) 

broke at a distance away from the sptice point, whereas aU the untreated sptices (those not 

exposed to the CO2 laser beam) broke at tiie sptice point. This was a good evidence that the 

sptices had been sttengthened by the anneating process. For the good Ti02 entire-face coated 

sptices, an average breaking sttength of 3.5 N (~ 3500 \i£) was obtained for the laser tteated 

sptices compared to 3.0 N (~ 3000 |ie) for tiie Ti02 entire-face coated splices which had not 

been exposed to the CW CO2 laser beam. Because of the difficulties mvolved, both in coating 

Ti02 to a confined region of the single-mode core of approximately 25 jim and also making a 

fktished product of a core-region-only coated intrinsic FFP sensor, it was deemed necessary 
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not to break these sensors just to investigate their mechanical strength. Therefore, no 

measurements are available for the mechanical strength of core-region coated FFP sensors. 

However, it could be argued that, smce only a smaU region near tiie core was coated (which 

left a larger portion of glass-to-glass fusion) k is tikely that their mechanical stt̂ ngtii would be 

in excess of +3.5 N (that exhibited by entke face coated splices) after anneating with the CW 

carbon dioxide laser. A summary of the mechanical sfrength of the various sptices is given in 

table 5.2. 

5.4 Conclusion 

The details of the steps taken for the design and production of practical fusion-spticed intrinsic 

FFP sensors for the measurement of strain or temperature have been described. Titanium 

dioxide reflection coatings as intemal mirrors with high stabitity and high index of refraction 

have been exploited. This allowed the formation of reflective sptices in a continuous length of 

fibre as requked for a multiplexed sensor arrangement. The optical and mechaiucal properties of 

the sptice are criticaUy dependent on the end face properties of the fibres and perpendicular end 

faces are required. The optimum fusion splicing parameters requked for these sptices were 

investigated. The Ti02 film deposited on the fibre end may weaken the sptice strength, and thus 

a locaUsed deposition techmque involving the core is of practical importance for fabricating FFP 

sensors of improved strength. A CW CO2 laser technique used to anneal the sptices could be an 

altemative route to improve the mechanical sttength of the refiective sptices, skice the fibre 

breaks away from the sptice after annealing with the laser. Short FFP cavities suitable for near 

point-wise sensing (4 - 20 mm) and low reflectance (4 - 20%) have been produced. These FFP 

sensors were experimentally tested for thermal and strain performance, and the results are 

described in chapter 7. 
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Sptice type 

Normal (uncoated) splices 

Normal (uncoated) splices 

when laser treated 

T i02 entire face coated 

splices (untreated) 

1 T i02 entire face coated 

1 splices when laser treated 

Core-region-only coated 

splices 

Average breaking 

strength 

4.5 N 

8N 

3N 

3.5 N 

No breaking strength 

measurements done. 

Breaking point 

at the splice 

away from splice 

at the splice 

> ± 15 mm from splice 

point 

Samples 

25 

32 

12 

6 

Table 5.2 Summary of mechanical sttength of various sptices under different conditions. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PREDICTED PERFORIMANCE 

The details regarding the fabrication of intrinsic fibre Fabry-Perot sensors were discussed m 

chapter 5. In this chapter, the concept of reflection transfer function of these sensors is 

inttoduced prior to consideration of thek thermal and strain phase sensitivities. Apparent strain, 

or thermaUy induced equivalent sttain, which may be defined as the change in phase of tight 

propagating along a stmcturaUy integrated optical fibre subject to a change in temperature but 

without any apptied force [Measures, 1992], is an issuC which needs to be addressed when 

measuring static sfrain and is thus discussed in section 6i4. A calculation of this effect, based 

on an FFP bonded to a cantUever beam, is given. Multimode laser diodes, were used as optical 

sources m much of the work described in this thesis since they provide large output power and 

exhibk good coupting efficiency into single mode fibres. However, thek use in WU based 

systems requires some consideration of the interference effects produced by individual 

longimdinal modes. WLI interferometry measurements requkp an Unambiguous detemtination 

of the cenfral fringe, therefore, some of the methods used to identify this fringe wiU be briefly 

introduced. The discussion also includes a model used to estimate the expected performance of 

a number of identical in-tine fibre Fabry-Perot sensors multiplexed hi series using white tight 

interferometry. 
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6.1 Reflection transfer function of a fibre Fabry-Perot interferometer (FFPI) 

An intrinsic fibre Fabry-Perot interferometer (FFP) is iUusttated schematicaUy m figure 6.1. 

Two dielectric ntirrors are introduced within the fibre by vacuum deposition techniques 

foUowed by fusion spticmg (chapter 5) or by writmg Bragg gratkigs mto the core of the fibre 

(chapter 8). 

R R 

hi-
•> i t 

/ 

Figure 6.1 Diagram of FFPI interferometer. 

Using conventional multiple beam-interferometty theory (a reasonable assumption in the case of 

a single niode fibre), the intensity of tight reflected from the FFPI with mirtors of equal 

reflectance R, as a function of phase can be expressed as [Bom and Wolf, 1969] 

2RIo(l-cos(|)) 
^ ~ l + R^-2Rcos<t) ' 

(6.1a) 

4RIoSkî (<}>/2) 
(l-R)^ + 4Rsin2((t)/2) ' 

(6.1b) 

noSm^((|)/2) 
l + Fsin2(<t>/2) 

(6.1c) 

= Fsin2((t)/2)A(<|>) (6.1d) 
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Here IQ is the intensity of the incident beam, F is the finesse which is a measure of the 

sharpness of the fringes and is given by 

„ 4R 

and A(<j)) is tiie Airy shape function of tiie FFPI [Bom and Wolf, 1969] given by 

A(<l>)=., ^ .°2.../^x • (6.3) 
l + Fsin^((t)/2) 

Here (]) is the round trip phase difference between two successive beams and is given by 

<|) = 4Knl/X , (6.4) 

where n is the refractive index of the core, / is the distance between the sensing mirtors and X 

is the free space wavelength. The fransfer fimction (IR/IQ) impticit in equations 6.1 is periodic 

with reflection minima separated by A^ - 2%, cortesponding to a change in optical cavity length 

(nl) of the FFPI equal to X/2. Equation 6.1 is plotted in figure 6.2 for various values of 

reflectance and iUustrates the increased sharpness of the fringes with increased reflectance. The 

Fabty-Perot interferometer may be characterised by two quantities, namely the finesse F and the 

free specfral range (Clf). The free specfral range Of (in frequency units) is given by [Kist et al, 

1985] 

" - ^ ' (6.5) 

where c is the speed of tight in a vacuum, and / is the cavity length. 
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IR/IO 

Figure 6.2. Transfer function ki reflection of an FFP cavity for three values of R. 

The minima in equation 6.3 correspond to those values for which <() = (2m + l)7i, where m 

takes integer values. Deflning the FFPI effective finesse Fg as the ratio of the Airy ntimma 

spacing (free spectral range) to the fuU width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the reflection 

minima [Nichelatti and Salvetti, 1995] 

F 27t 
^ FWHM ' 

(6.6a) 

7C 

2sin-^(l/VF) 
(6.6b) 

Fe=?VF, (for F large) (6.6c) 

F„ = 
TCVR 

1-R 
(6.6d) 
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When the value of R is smaU the finesse is also smaU. The FFP sensore being fabricated are 

generaUy of low finesse (low mirror reflectances, 4% < R < 20%), and owing to the smaU 

value of reflectance, k can be assumed that the higher order reflections in the optical cavky are 

negtigible. In this case, on expanding the expression in equation 6.1c and retaining oMy the 

fkst term in F, gives 

lR/I„ = Fsm^((l)/2) , 

= F(l-cos(t))/2 , (6.7) 

which is characteristic of the transfer function of two beam interferometry. This has been 

utitised in low finesse FFP sensors for this work. The fringes are broad for low values of 

reflectance and as the value of R increases the value of F rapidly becomes larger and the fringes 

become sharper (flgure 6.2). 

6.2 Thermal properties of the FFP sensor 

Although, the primary interest in this thesis is the strain response of the FFPI sensor the 

thermal properties must be considered as they also affect the optical phase shift (j), given in 

equation 6.4. The phase change is produced by changes in either the fibre length, due to 

thermal expansion or conttaction, or changes in refractive index with temperamre. NormaUy, 

for sitica glass, the change in index with temperature is the dominant term. The fractional phase 

shift per unit temperature change, neglecting the effects of fibre diameter changes, is given by 

[Lagakos etal, 1981, Rogers, 1988] 

Ad) Al An /^ o„\ 
^ - + , (6.8a) (|)AT /AT nAT 
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^ = a f + — - r , (6.8b) 
(1)AT ' n AT 

where ttf is the coefficient of thermal tinear expansion of the fibre. Using bulk optic sitica 

parameters, dn/dT = 10 x lO-̂ /K, Of = 5.0 x lO'̂ /K, n = 1.456 [Hocker, 1979] gives 

^ = 7.4xlO-^/K . (6.9) 

In general. Of and dn/dT are dependent on glass composition [Hocker, 1979]. For example ttf 

can take values between 4 x lO^̂  -13 x 10- /̂K, while dn/dT may have values ranging from 

-10 X 10"̂  to +19 X 10"̂ /K, and in addition dn/dT is a function of temperature and operating 

wavelength. Accordmgly, the experimentaUy measured value of A(t)/<t)AT wiU differ somewhat 

from that predicted m equation 6.9. 

6.3 FFPI strain response 

If the FFPI is attached to a stressed stracmre the strain in the stracture infroduces an optical 

phase change in the Ught propagating in the sensor. The approach used for the sfrain sensitivity 

assumes a weakly guiding condition [Egalon and Rogowski, 1993]. This provides good results 

for surface mounted sensors, which is the case for this work, however for embedded sensors a 

suitable analysis can be found elsewhere [Tay et al, 1989; Vatis, et al, 1991; Measures, 

1992]. The round-trip phase retardance, <|», (equation 6.4) of tight after propagatmg through an 

FFP sensor of cavity length, /, can be expressed as 

<t> = 2p / , (6.10a) 

where p is the propagation constant of the guided mode m the fibre and can be approximated by 

p = 27cn/X, X is the wavelength of Ught in vacuum ahd n is the core refractive index. The 

variation in ̂  due to incremental changes in sfrain is expressed as 
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A<l) = 2(pA/+ZAp), (6.10b) 

where pA/ refers to the physical extension of the fibre, and /Ap is caused by two effects, 

namely; (i) the dependence of the fibre index on sttain, and (ii) the waveguide dispersion 

(change m fibre diameter (D)). The physical extension of tiie fibre is usuaUy the dominant term. 

/Ap can be expressed as 

lAp = l^An + l^AD . (6.11a) 
dn dD 

P is related to the vacuum propagation constant k by p = Uej^ Where Ugfr is the effective index 

which ties between the core and cladding indices. The core and cladding indices typicaUy differ 

by the order of 1% so it could be assumed that Ueff ~ n (the refractive index of the core), such 

that p = nk. Thus, 3p/9n = k = p/n. Substimting for 9p/9n in equation 6.1 la 

lAB = l^An+l^AD . (6.11b) 
n aD 

Realising that A - y = —jAn, equation 6.10b can be written as 

A^=2 
2 U^ ; dD 

P^.lEL.A\^\ + l^AD (6.12) 

1 
.n .J 

Elasto-optic theory describes the changes in the optical mdicatrix A[ —5- j due to an apptied 

sfrain as [Measures, 1992], 

Af ̂ 1 = i Pĵ ê  , (6.13) 
.n Jj k=i 
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where e^ are the components of the strain vector and Pĵ  are the averaged sttain-optic 

coefficients of the medium. If an isofropic, elastic optical fibre oriented m the z-dkection, is 

subjected to a longimdinal strain EZ, the resulting sfram (first order approximation) is given 

from the elastic theory [Measures, 1992] 

ek = 

L ^z J 

(6.14) 

where Ez is the longimdinal sttain, -^EJ, is the corresponding transverse strain and -6 is the 

Poisson's ratio of the fibre material. For an isottopic medium Pjk has only two independent 

values: pn and pi2 (k = 1, 2). Usmg the symmetry of tiie tensor k foUows that the change m 

the optical indicatrix m the x and y directions simplifies to 

A(l/n2) = ez[pi2 - (Pn + Pnm • (6.15) 

Therefore, the propagating tight in the fibre wiU see a change in the refractive index An given 

by 

-e n^ 
An = - |—[pi2-(Pi2 + Pii)i>] , (6,16) 

where e^ is longimdinal strain defined by A///. The last term in equation 6.12, due to 

waveguide dispersion, can be obtained from the change in diameter of the fibre AD = e^D and 

from the value of dp/dD. Using the normatised frequency [Senior, 1992] 

V = kD(n2-nJ,f^ , (6.17) 

and the normatised propagation constant 
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rpf 2 
b = \ 2 „2 > (6.18) 

n -n^i 

dp/9D can be evaluated. Here n and Ud are the refractive indices of the core and cladding 

respectively. Writing 

dD db dV dD ' 

and differentiating equations 6.17 and 6.18 gives 

(6.19) 

— - ^ ( n ^ - n j ) = - , (6.20) 

dp_k\n^-nl)_ V" 
db 2p 2pD^ ' 

(6.21) 

and hence 

dp ^ V^ db 
dD 2pD^ dV 

(6.22) 

whUe dh/d\ defines the slope of the b-V curve at the point cortesponding to the waveguide 

mode. Substimting for the relevant expressions in equation 6.12, the fractional phase shift per 

unit strain (which can be mterpreted as the FFPI's gauge factor) is given by 

^ = l - Y b i 2 - ( A 2 + P n ) ^ ] + ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ . (6.23) 

Substimting for n = 1.46, d = 0.16, pi2 = 0.252, pn = 0.113 [Bertholds and DandUker, 

1988], D = 8xl0-6ni,X = 1300 nm, db/dV = 0.5 m equation (6.23) 
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^ = 1-0.2063 + 0.0002, 
(|>e 

= 0.794 (FFPI gauge faaor). (6.24) 

It can be seen clearly that the contribution from the waveguide dispersion term is negtigible, and 

therefore the fractional phase shift per unit strain can be simply given by 

^ = 1 - Y [ P I 2 - ( P I 2 + PII)T&] • (6.25) 

6.4 Apparent strain analysis 

An ideal optical fibre strain gauge bonded to a stracmre would respond only to the apptied 

strain in the structure and be virtuaUy insensitive to other environmental parameters. 

Unfortunately, optical fibre sensors, tike all other sensors, are sensitive to both strain and 

temperamre, as discussed m the previous two sections. The co-dependency on temperamre and 

strain may significantiy affect strain measurements if not accounted for. Any change in ambient 

temperamre for an optical gauge adhered to a stracture results in a phase change at the output, 

and this change wiU be mistaken as a change in sfrain of the stracture. This change in phase is 

caused by two concurrent and algebraicaUy additive effects, namely: (i) the free sensor thermal 

sensitivity, and (ii) the difference in thermal expansion coefficients between the stracmre to 

which the sensor is bonded and the sitica fibre. Temperamre changes cause the stracture to 

expand or conttact and, since the optical FFP gauge is firmly adhered to the stracmre, it is 

forced to undergo the same expansion or conttaction. The amount of extta sttain on the FFPI 

gauge is dependent on the difference between the coefficients of thermal expansion of the 

stracmre and FFP gauge. This effect of temperature change being ntisinterpreted as sttain 

change is caUed the thermaUy induced apparent sttain or apparent strain and k does not depend 

on, and neither does it have any bearing on, the mechanical (stress-induced) sttain m the test 

stracture. The magnimde of the apparent sttain may be greater in some circumstances than the 

static strain being measured. The bonded sensor temperamre sensitivity may be obtained by 
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foUowmg a treatment similar to that used by Measurement Group Inc.[1993] when correcting 

for thermal strain in resistive strain gauges, as 

Bs = F + G(as - ttf) , (6.26) 

where Bs is the bonded sensor temperamre sensitivity. ill 
>ITI 

F the free sensor temperature 

sensitivity, 
V<t>dTy 

, G the bonded sensor strain sensitivity, A(|)/(j)e, and ttg and af are the 

coefficients of thermal expansion of the stracture and sensor fibre respectively. 

apparent strain = I ± 5 ( ^ ^ = F/G.a.-ttf (6.27) 

Using the foUowing strain and temperature sensitivities [Kaddu et al, 1993] of 

- ^ = 7.5 X 10"^/°C and ^ = 0.84 at X = 1300 nm for a 4.5 mm FFP sensor gives, 
<1)AT (^ 

\-3 „ Ad) Act) 0 7.5 X10"̂  x4jtx 1.46x4.5x10"^ ^ _. , . 
F = —-!- = ——— = 5 rad K'̂  cm-i -

/AT <|)AT / 1300x10"'X 0.45 

F = 1.06 rad K-icm-i 

= 60.6 deg K-i cm-i (6.28) 

and 
^-3 _A^^ AO i^0-84x4Tcxl.46x4.5xl0"-^^ ^.,^^.,^ 

\i£.l (j)exlO^ / 10̂  X1300 X10"'X0.45 

0.119 rad ̂ le-^cm-i 

6.8 deg |xe"̂  cm"i (6.29) 
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Substimting for F and G and also for an FFP (Of = 0.55 \i£/K [Lagakos et al, 1981) bonded to 

a steel cantUever (ttg =11.7 \izfK [Weast et al, 1970]) in equation 6.27 gives, 

apparent sttam = 60.6/6.8 + (11.7 - 0.55) = 20 ii£/°C. (6.30) 

Therefore a temperature change of the substtate of l̂ C would be ntisinterpreted as a 20 p,e 

change in strain. This effect of apparent sttain was experimentaUy corrected for during static 

sttain measurements, and its correction is discussed in chapter 7. 

6.5 White light interferometry (WLI) 

WLI employs broadband sources (section 4.5), with two interferometers tinked in series. 

Various tight sources have been used in white tight interferometry including LEDs (which are 

the most commortiy used), multknode laser diodes and superlununescent diodes (SLDs). The 

path difference of the sensing interferometer is made much longer than the coherence length of 

the source, so that the two beams reflected from the FFP sensor are incoherent. In order to 

observe interference fringes, the path difference of the receiving interferometer is matched 

closely to that of the sensor so that the two beams are brought back into temporal coherence. In 

WLI systems, the lower the value of coherence length of the source Ic, the smaUer the spatial 

extent of the interference pattem with the advantage that the centtal fringe is identified more 

accurately (section 6.5.2). Most low coherence sources are not suitable for WLI systems 

because it is very difficult to couple incoherent Ught from large area sources, resulting in 

inadequate injected powers and signal-to-noise ratio problems, which would compticate 

attempts to locate the centre of the interference pattem accurately. Multimode laser diodes have 

been used as a compromise between the reqmrement for smaU k and a reasonable amount of 

optical power injected into single-mode fibres. However, there may exist a disadvantage in 

using multimode laser diodes to perform accurate measurements if certain considerations 

including the namre of the interference fringe pattem formed when using a multimode laser 
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diode are not taken mto account. In this thesis both multknode laser diodes and SLDs are used 

as sources for WLI. In this section use of multimode laser diode sources in WLI sensmg 

systems is discussed. 

6.5.1 WLI sensing with multimode laser diodes 

The use of multimode laser sources, having a periodic spectram with cavity modes spaced 

evenly in frequency at Af = c/(2ncavlcav), where ricav is the refractive index of the laser medium 

and Icav the cavity length of laser diode, is considerably more compticated than would be 

expected by simply assuming the tinewidth AX (FWHM) given by the mode envelope. The 

output from a multimode laser diode consists of a set of longimdinal osciUation modes 

superimposed on a continuous, wideband, spontaneous emission spectrum [Gerges et al, 

1990; Ning et al, 1990]. When the tight from a multimode laser diode is injected into a two-

beam interferometer, each of the longimdinal modes produces its own interference pattem that 

is amptimde modulated by an envelope. The output optical power from the interferometer with a 

path imbalance A/ is given by [Gerges et al, 1990] 

Pout =Ps[l + V3 cosA(t)„(A/)]+ I Pj[l+VjCOsA(l)j(A/)], (6.31) 
j=-m 

where Ps and Vg are the optical power and visibitity function respectively, corresponding to the 

spontaneous emission, while A(t)o(A/) is the optical phase corresponding to the centre 

frequency. The total number of modes is 2m + 1 (includkig the centtal one). Pj, Vj and A<t)j(A/) 

are the optical power, visibitity function and optical phase of the jth mode respectively. The 

optical phase for the jth mode is given by 

27W; 
A(t).= iA/, (6.32) 

^ c 
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where c is the speed of tight in vacuum and Vj is the frequency of the jth mode. The output 

power of the interferometer may be written in the usual form 

P = P 
•̂  out -̂  av 

l + V(A/)cos 
r27cv, 

^ c 
^A/ (6.33) 

m 
where Pay = Ps + X P j is the average optical power of the l^ser diode, and V(A/) is the 

j=-m 

visibitity function of the interferogram. The output power comprises of two terms: a dc term 

Pav and an interference term Pose, where 

m 
Pose = PsVs COSA(l)o(A/)+ I PjVjCOsA(l)j(A/) 

j=-m 
(6.34) 

The source auto-correlation fimction |Y(A/)| is given by [Gerges et al, 1990] 

|Y(A1)| = osc 
PavCOSA(t>o(A/) 

(6.35) 

If chromatic dispersion within the laser medium is neglected, and the foUowmg conditions are 

satisfied [Gerges et al, 1990] 

(i) Vn = V, for n = -m, ...,0, ...m. (6.36a) 

(ii)P^ = Pj . (6.36b) 

(in) Vj = Vo +jAv (for Av - c/(2ncav/cav)) (6.36c) 

then the source auto-correlation function simplifies to 
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(P„V + P,V,) + 2 V S P J C O S M 6 ^ 

IY(A0| 5^:! ^— . (6.37) 

Here PQ is the optical power in the centtal mode. The visibUity function V has a Lorentzian 

distribution [Gerges et al, 1990], such tiiat V = exp(-l A/1 /Icm), where Icm is tiie coherence 

length associated with the modal tinewidth, whereas Vs is a Gaussian function given by 

[Gerges et al, 1990] Vg =exp 
2 ~(A/// ,c> , where Isc is the coherence length associated 

with the spontaneous emission tinewidth of the laser diode. It should be noted that Isc «Icm-

When the path imbalance (Al) in the interferometer is zero, the source auto-cortelation function 

(degree of coherence) hi(0) I becomes unity, and fringes with unity visibitity are observed. As 

A/ increases, the longimdinal modes rapidly dephase because they osciUate at different 

frequencies [Gerges et al, 1990] and therefore the amptimde of the resulting mterference 

signal, and thus hf(Al) I decreases dramaticaUy. Large amptimde interference "packets" appear 

[Santos and Jackson, 1991] as the differential phase between each adjacent mode approaches 

2%, (i.e. 2ii;A/Af/c = 2%), giving A/ = 2ncavlcav,- Sintilar interference packets occur for A/ = 

2pncav/cav, where p is an integer. As p increases the amptimde of the interference packets wiU 

monotonicaUy decrease and wiU vanish when Al»Icav (figure 6.3). 

This type of pattem can be used for low coherence interferometry but it should be observed that 

there could arise additional noise considerations that must be accounted for [Gerges et al, 

1990]. Gerges et al observed noise enhancement of ~ 10.8 dB for smaU A/ (< Icav), which 

retumed to the noise floor when A/ > 20/cav, for a multimode laser diode with a cenfre 

wavelength of ~ 784 nm, Icav -1.1 nun and the mode spacing is 134.4 MHz. To meet the 

requirements of low coherence sensing using multknode laser diodes, the path imbalances of 

the sensing and receiving interferometers (Alj and A/2 respectively) should be chosen to be 

either much greater than the coherence length associated with the modal specfral tine width 

(giving a large operatkig range, which is only lintited by the scanning range of receiving 
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interferometer) or in a range between successive interference packets (i.e. < kav', givmg a 

timited working range defmed by tiie properties of the multimode laser). FFP sensors of 

optical path difference (50 - 60 mm) which are much greater than 20 tknes tiie laser cavity 

length were used in this work. FFP sensor lengths were chosen so that the optical path 

difference in the sensor did not coincide with 2pncav/cav 

• I 

I I ' M M t ' » M 

A/2=-A/i A/2 = 0 Ah = All 

Figure 6.3 Typical WLI interference pattems formed using a multimode laser diode [Gerges et 

al, 1990]. The horizontal axis is the path imbalance in the receiver interferometer (A/2). Alj is 

the path imbalance in the sensing interferometer. 

6.5.2 Central fringe determination 

The technique of white tight mterferometiy requkes signal processing to locate the cenfral (zero 

order) fringe without ambiguity. A forther consideration is the accuracy with which the receiver 

interferometer's optical path length can be determined. The WLI output is a cosine function 

modulated by a Gaussian profile. The zero order fringe of a WLI pattem is a bright fringe or 

dark fringe (depending on the characteristics of the interferometer) with maximum fringe 

contrast. This fringe defines the centre of the WLI fringe pattern where the optical path 

difference is zero. It is not possible to identify the central fringe through its maximum visibitity, 

because the visibitity profile of a WLI fringe pattem is fairly flat around the centtal region. 
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Furthermore, the presence of noise in the output signal imposes considerable timitations in 

identifymg the zero order fringe. Failure to identify tiie central fringe cortectly impties optical 

path difference measurement ertors of more than one wavelength. Therefore, tiie centtal fringe 

must be identified accurately before any sensible measurement can be made. This is achieved 

via a two stage process, namely: identification of the central fringe, and then detemtination of 

the centre of this fringe by interpolation. 

Various methods have been used to identify the central fringe, mcluding fast Fourier ttansform 

algorithms [Norton, 1992], for which complex signal processing techniques were required. 

DandUker et al, [1992] used a "centte of gravity" approach based on calculation of weighted 

mean of data. The techmque first calculates the total power of the ac part of the signal and then 

its first moment with respect to a specified origin. These two values aUow the calculation of the 

centte of gravity of the interference pattem. The centte of gravity of the interference pattern 

could be determined to about 1/250 of a fringe for a signal-to-noise ratio of 51 dB. The 

technique has advantages of simpticity and fairly high resistance to noise. An elaborate 

procedure of centtal fringe identification involving a series of digital processing techniques 

[Chen et al, 1992] and inttafringe resolution enhancement methods [Chen et al, 1992a] has 

been reported, and has advantages of resistance to noise and improved accuracy for locating the 

position of zero path difference. The method first pre-filters the noise from the measured data 

before using an approach simUar to the weighted mean of data technique to identify the centtal 

fringe. Intta-fringe resolution enhancement methods are then used to get a better estknate of the 

centte of this fringe. These include a tinear interpolation technique that identifies the zero 

crossing points (first quadramre) on the negative slope of the fringe. This aUows an estimate of 

an offset value (from centte of centtal fringe) from which the absolute phase can be obtained. In 

the second approach to finding the cenfre of cenfral fringe, Chen et al. used either the positive 

data within the cenfral fringe or considered aU data points within the entire fringe. Using either 

set of data points in the central fringe a weighted mean of data approach is used to calculate the 

centre of this fringe. These intra-fringe resolution enhancement methods performed weU with 
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tiie fuU-fringe approach offering the best performance. Using these methods, a phase resolution 

of 1/400 of a fringe at a signal-to-noise ratio of 26 dB and a sample rate of 13 pixels/fringe was 

obtained. 

Dual broadband sources having a substantial difference in their centre wavelength have also 

been used in combination to simplify the problem of identifykig the centtal WLI fringe through 

its maximum visibitity [Chen et al, 1993; Wang et al., 1994; Rao and Jackson, 1995]. This 

technique is based on generation of a synthesised signal which gives rise to low coherence 

fringes at the average source frequency together with a modulation at the beat frequency. This 

modulation can considerably reduce the width of the centtal fringe packet of the low coherence 

fringes. At zero total path difference the centtal fringes arising from the two sources are in 

phase, and as a result the amptimde of the central fringe becomes dominant aUowing its 

identification without the use of sophisticated digkal processing techniques. Chen et al [1993] 

used two laser diode sources operated below threshold with coherence lengths of 30 and 28 

fringes and centtal wavelengths of 670 and 810 nm, respectively. In thek system, if either one 

of the laser diodes were used alone as the optical source, the nunimum SNR required to identify 

the centtal fringe would be as high as 53 dB, but use of the two laser diode source techmque 

lowered the required SNR to 22 dB. However, titis comes at the cost of an extra tight source 

and an extta 2x2 optical coupler. The use of multiple wavelength sources is discussed in more 

detaU in chapter 8. 

In this present wo± the centtal fringe was identified using both a chi-squared fitting technique 

and the DandUker et al. method for each interferogram. This was coupled with inttafringe 

resolution enhancement uskig the fiiU fringe method of Chen et al [1992a]. These centtal frmge 

identification methods were generaUy found to be quite adequate although perhaps tiiey do not 

perform as weU as some more compticated processmg schemes which pre-filter the noise. 

Computer simulations were used to test the performance of the techitique and to compare k to 

the method of Dandtiker et al [1992]. 
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6.5.3 Chi-squared fitting 

The mathematical equation which describes the form of the low coherence fringe pattem 

(without noise) is weU known. One method which can be used to identify the centtal fiinge is to 

simply fit this equation to the measured data and find the best estimate of the variable 

parameters in this equation from the data. The quantity that is often used to quantify the fit is 

caUed the x^. Although this fitting technique has long been used [WiUiam, 1986], k has not 

been apptied before to fitting a complex signal of WLI fringe pattem with the sole aim of 

identifying its centtal fringe. This work presents a new apptication of the x^ fitting method to 

identify the central fringe of a white Ught interference pattem. 

Suppose that a set of n data points, yi, have been measured at positions, xi, with each data 

point having its own standard deviation Oi. If fi is the expected measurement value, according 

to some known distribution (model), tiie value of chi-squared is defined by [WUtiam et al, 

1986] 

.2 1 f^(yi-fi)' ^2^J_j^Kji^hl_ (6.38) 

Here Nf is the number of degrees of freedom of the fit which is equal to the number of data 

pomts minus the number of parameters bemg varied. A large value of x^ indicates a poor fit of 

the model to the measured data, while a smaU value of x^ indicates a good fit. If the model 

includes a function witii parameters Kj, these can be altered to make x^ smaUer. Minknisation 

of x^ results in optimum values of Kj which give the best fit of the assumed model to the 

measured data. The parameters have thek optimum values for 

^ = 0 for all j . (6.39) 
oKj 
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The problem of finding the optimum fit to the data is now simply reduced to the problem of 

determining the parameters Kj which minimise the x^ function. This is achieved via a suitable 

computer program. Because of the uncertainty in the result of the algorithm with the 

representation of the function by discrete pomts and also the presence of noise in the signal, the 

determined parameters Kj have a systematic ertor and a statistical error. For example, even for 

an ideal set of data without noise, the measured parameters may not be the same as the acmal 

values, and this deviation defined as the systematic ertor of the algorithm, is in part a function 

of the sample rate [DandUker et al, 1992]. The ertor estimate in the calculated parameters can 

be found by finding how much the parameters can vary before x^ increases by 1 from its 

minimum value [Bevington and Robinson, 1992]. This can be done in two ways; either by 

keeping aU other parameters constant or aUowing them to vary. The fkst estimate gives the 

change in Kj requked to change x^ by 1 when aU other parameters are fixed, and the second 

estimate gives the change in Kj required to change x^ by 1 when aU other parameters are 

aUowed to vary. The latter gives a more conservative and bettet error estknate whUe the former 

is easier to calculate. The central frmge was identified using the Chi-squared fitting method 

infroduced above. In locating the cenfral fringe by using the x^ technique, the equation 

describing the expected ouQiut of the interferometer neecjs to be considered. 

The normatised output of a WLI interference pattem as a fimction of receiver path difference, x, 

can be expressed as [DandUker et al, 1992] 

P,u,r«.(x) = l + Vexp 
-(x-x,)^ 

(Ax)̂  
cos[--(x-Xg)] 

A 
(6.40) 

where, V is tiie visibitity and A the period of tiie fringes, and Ax is tiie widtii and Xg the 

cenfroid of the Gaussian envelope. 
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Two approaches, both utitising the y} mininusation technique, were employed in identifymg 

the zero order fringe in this investigation. A model having the form of equation (6.40) was used 

together with the measured data points and the parameters were aUowed to vary until x^ is 

nunimised, thus giving a value for the cenfroid Xg. In the second approach, a chi-squared fittmg 

method using oitiy the interference peaks of the fringe pattem was employed to find the cenfre 

of the modulation envelope. A program sorts out the mterference peaks from the data points of 

the WLI fringe pattem and a Gaussian function is fitted to the resulting envelope; the centtoid 

bemg obtained from the optknal fitted parameters. The two different methods are expected to 

identify the same fringe and the fringe in which this centroid position Xs is included is taken to 

be the centtal fringe. 

6.5.4 Centre of the central fringe 

The abitity to locate the centtal fringe accurately is the basis for determining the centte of the 

WLI fringe pattem. The centre of the central fringe, XQ (that is the position of zero path 

imbalance), can be determined using a "centtoid position" method [Chen et al, 1992a]. The 

centte of the centtal fringe is given by 

k 

x ,= i^ i , (6.41) 
2^"norm.\^i) 
i=I 

where Xi are the sample points (aU positive numbers in this data) and k is the number of data 

points lying within the fiiU central fringe. Clearly, this value of XQ is expected to produce a 

much more accurate estimate of the centre of the white Ught fringe pattem tiian the value of Xg 

above. The position of zero path imbalance (when receiver interferometer path difference 

matches the sensor's path difference) aUows an absolute measurement of the sensor path 

imbalance. 
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6.6 Modelling of multiplexed system performance 

In a fibre optic sensor network, a certain portion of the optical power coupled mto the sensor 

system is lost at sptices, connectors, couplers and sensor elements. When these optical losses 

are accounted for, it is possible to determine the power margin avaUable to each sensor, which 

in tum gives the possible signal-to-noise ratio and dynantic range of the sensor. Depending on 

the desked dynamic range and the multiplexed sensor scheme adopted, k is possible to evaluate 

the number of sensors that can be usefuUy addressed in a network. The analysis in this work 

used to predict the maximum number of sensors that can be simultaneously addressed assumes 

N low-finesse intrinsic fibre optic Fabry-Perot sensors monitored in reflection. Figure 6.4 

shows the artangement of this serial sensor network. In this multiplexed arrangement low 

finesse sensors are requked in order that sufficient optical power reaches the last sensor. The 

assumption of low finesse also simptifies calculations because the transfer fimction of low 

finesse FFP sensors approxknates that of two beam interferometers [Dakin, 1987; section 6.1], 

and the sensors are normaUy monkored in reflection since the visibitity is generaUy poor if 

monitored in transmission. In this artangement, a single receiver interferometer at the output 

selectively reconstracts the interference associated with each sensor by tuning its optical path 

difference to match that of the sensor to within the coherence length of the source. An 

important consideration for a low coherence multiplexed sensor network is to ensure that only 

the paths intended to interfere are closely matched. This is achieved by choosing the coherence 

length of the source, Ic, to be much less than the path knbalance, /„, in each interferometer, so 

that a change m relative phase between the reference and sensing signal will not be converted 

into a detectable intensity modulation at the output. Also, each successive path length should be 

longer than the previous by at least some amount, lo, (lo » k) which ensures that cross talk is 

minimised. 
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Fig. 6.4 Schematic diagram of N seriaUy multiplexed m-line FFPI sensors. The semi-reflective 

mirrors are confined to a region of - 25 ̂ tm diameter which includes the core. 

6.6.1 Interferometer transfer function 

To obtain the interferometer fransfer function, a single FFPI sensor is considered and a 

receiver interferometer of Mach-Zehnder type (could be a Fabry-Perot) as shown in figure 6.5. 

The incident electric field of amptimde EQ is partiaUy reflected dt mirror A (reflection coefficient 

ra) and partiaUy fransmitted (transntission coefficient ta). When the fransmitted field strikes 

mirror B it is multiptied by rb on reflection, and by tb on fransmission, where rb and tb are the 

fraction of the electric field amptimde reflected and transmitted at B respectively. For reasons of 

sknpUcity aU rays are assumed to be normal to the mirtor surfaces. 
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Fig. 6.5 Schematic diagram of WLI arrangement with a single sensing and receiving 

interferometer 

In addition, it is assumed that the state of polarisation of the guided beam remains unchanged. 

For identical dielectric coatings ra = rb = r and ta = tb = t, and therefore the total electric field at 

the detector can be given by 

E = EAI + EA2 + EBI + EB2 , (6.42) 
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where Eĵ  0 = A, B, k=i, 2) is the component of the electric field observed at the detector 

output, from mirror j of the sensing interferometer and propagated via the kth arm of the 

receivmg interferometer. FoUowmg a sknUar treattnent to that described by others [Culshaw 

and Dakki, 1989; Al-Raweshidy and Uttam, 1990], the four component electtic fields can be 

written as 

E A I = Ki2K2K3rEo(XAl)e(i«XAi) ' 

E A 2 = Ki2K2K3rEo(XA2)e(i^A2) ' 

E B I = Ki2K2K3t2rEo(XBi)e(i®XBj), 

E B 2 = Ki2K2K3t2rEo(XB2)e(i^B2^ ' (6.43) 

where Eo(0) is the electric field amptimde of the source, Xjt are the propagation times from the 

source to the detector via sensing and receiving interferometers, and KI, K2, K3 are the electric 

field amptimde coupling coefficients. The electric fields and coupting coefficients are scalar 

quantities since polarisation effects have, in this case, been neglected. However, to account for 

changes of phase during coupting, the coupting coefficients are complex quantities. The output 

optical power observed at the detector is given by 

lout = < E.E* > . (6.44) 

By assuming 50% coupling (i.e. Ki =1/^2) and a lossless system, the resulting output optical 

power relative to the input power IQ may therefore be represented by (using equations 6.41, 

6.42 and 6.43) 
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^ = :j^x{2r2-h2r2t4 + Y(TAi-XA2)r2ei<o(^Ar'̂ A2) + 7('CAi-XBi)r2t2ei«(x^r'CBi) + 
lo 1" 

7('CA2-XAi)r2eio)(x^2-'̂ Ai) + 7('tAi-XB2)r2t2ei«(x^i-XB2) + 7(XA2-XBi)r2t2eio)(x^-XBj) + 

7('CA2-'tB2)r2t2eiw(^A2-'̂ B2) + K'CBi-XAi)r2t2eioK^Br'̂ Ai> + V(xBi-XA2)r2t2ei«(XBj-x^) + 

'KXBl-'CB2)r2t4eiO>(XBj-XB2) + 'KXB2-XAl)r2t2ei®CCB2-X^P + 7(TB2-XA2)r2t2eiw(XB2-TA2) + 

7(%2-'CBir2t4eio)('CB2-'^Bi>} , (6.45) 

where the degree of coherence of the source has been defined [Bom and Wolf, 1969] as 

Y(Xx-Xy) = <Eo(Xx).Eo*(Xy)> / lo . (6.46) 

There are only 2 path imbalances, so we may defme 

XAI- 'CA2 = T̂ Bi- ^62 = '^m, 'CA2 " 'CB2 = ^Bi" XAI = Xg, and r2 = R, t2 = T , (6.47) 

where Zm and Xg are the differential propagation time delays in the receiving (measurement) and 

sensing interferometers, respectively. R is the intensity reflection coefficient and T is the 

intensity fransmission coefficient. The degree of coherence may be related to the coherence tkne 

Xc of the source by [Bom and Wolf, 1969] 

y(x) = eWf\). (6.48) 

The output optical power then becomes 

1 
Iout= — xIo{2R + 2RT2 + 27(Xm)R(T2+l).coscoXni + 47(Xg)RT.cosans + 

16 

27('Cm-'Cs)RT.cosco(Xm-Xg) + 2'y(Xm+Xs)RT.cosa)(Xm+Xg)} • (6.49) 
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For interference to be observed at tiie detector, one of tiie foUowing conditions has to be 

satisfied: 

Xm» Xg, Xuj-Xg, o r Xjij+Xg S Xc • 

If the sensing and receiver interferometer differential propagation time delays Xg and Xm are 

chosen to be greater than the coherence time Xc, then the terms yixjo), 7(Xs), 7(Xni+Xs), and (̂Xm-

Xs) become negtigibly small, so that equation 6.49 reduces to 

Iout=Y[R + R(l-R)'] = I A . (6.50) 

Thus the output irtadiance does not contain any interference terms when the sensing and 

receiving interferometers are not balanced. 

White tight interferometry requkes both the sensor and receiver path imbalances to be greater 

than the coherence length of the source, but in order to observe an interference pattem, their 

relative path difference should be within the coherence length of the source such that Xm = Xg. 

Then the term Y(Xni-Xs) approaches unity while y(XmX fi'^s) and 7(Xn,+Xs) tend to zero. Using 

these limits in conjunction with equation 6.49, the observed optical power at the detector is 

lout =lA[l + Vcosa)(x^-xJ] (6.51) 

where (noting that R + T = 1) 

V = ̂ ( L : R ) . (6.52) 
R + R(l-R) 
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Equation 6.51 appUes where Xni=Xg, i.e. near the centte of the fringe pattem and shows that the 

centte of the fringe pattem is an intensity maxknum. However, away from the centre of the 

pattem 7(Xm-Xs) is no longer unity and this means the frmge visibitity reduces as indicated by 

equation 6.40. 

6.6.2 Multiplexed sensors 

To obtain the possible number of FFPI sensors that can be addressed in the network, the 

transmission characteristics of these sensors needs to be considered. Consider an incident 

plane wave of amptimde Eo which is successively reflected between two plane paraUel surfaces, 

separated by a distance d. The incident beam makes an angle of 9 with the second plane surface 

as shown in figure 6.6. The reflection coefficients at each surface are equal to r and the 

transmission coefficients are equal to t. 

E^t 

Fig. 6.6 Amptimdes of successive rays reflected back and forth between two plane surfaces 

The ttansmitted electric field, Et, neglectkig higher order terms is given by 
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Et = Eot2ei®t + Eot2r2ei(o«-<!)) , (6.53) 

where ^ is the phase lag between any two adjacent reflected beams correspondkig to a double 

passage of the cavity and is given by [Vaughan, 1989], (|) = 27r(2nefl[dcosO)/X, with Ueff bemg 

the effective index of refraction inside the cavity and X the free space wavelength. The 

transimtted intensity for this first FFPI, Iti, is (given by <EtEt*>) 

Iti = IoT2(l -H R2 + 2Rcos<t)i) , (6.54) 

where lo is the incident intensity, and as stated earUer R and T are reflection and transmission 

coefficients. For a system without losses within the Fabry-Perot, R and T are related by 

R + T = 1, and thus substimting for T gives 

Iti = Io[(l-R)2 + R2(l-R)2 + 2R(l-R)2cos(f)i] . (6.55) 

If there are two FFPI sensors multiplexed in series and monitored in fransmission, assunting 

the reflection coefficient is the same for every FP mirror, the intensity fransntitted through the 

second Fabry-Perot cavity, It2, is obtained by analogy from equation 6.55, i.e. 

It2 = Iti[(l-R)2 + R2(l-R)2 + 2R(l-R)2cos<l>2] . (6.56) 

For N seriaUy multiplexed FFPI sensors, the intensity incident on the nth sensor (2 < n < N) 

wUl be that ttansmitted through the (n-l)th sensor. The intensity iT(n-i) transmitted through the 

(n-l)th FFPI sensor can therefore be written as 

lT(n-i) = I o n V w + Qcos(t)i) , (6.57) 
i=I 
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where 

W = (l-R)2 + R2(l-R)2 . 

Q = 2R(1-R)2 . 

(JH = phase delay in ith sensor . 

Here the term It has been incorporated to aUow for losses which are observed withm these 

fusion-spticed fibre Fabry-Perot interferometers. 

For a low reflectivity FFPI interferometer in reflection the intensity returned IR as a function of 

the incident intensity Ii can easUy be shown to be 

IR = Ii[R + R(l - R)2 + 2R(1 - R)cos<t>], (6.58) 

and thus the optical power retumed from the nth sensor, IRO, towards the processmg unit is 

deduced to be 

iRn = lT(n-l)[R + Rd " R) ' + 2R(1 - R)C0S(1>„] , 

= Io(U + Zcos(j)n) n ^ W + Qcos(|)i), (6.59) 
i=l 

(substimting from equation 6.57) where 

U= R + R(l-R)2 , 

and 

Z = 2R(1-R). 
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Therefore, the intensity leaving tiie network from sensor n, In, after passmg through sensors 

(n-1) to 1 can be expressed as (by analogy with equation 6.57) 

I n = l R n n / , ( W + QcOS<|)0 , 
i=n-I 

I„ =Io(U + Zcos(t)„)nVw + Qcos(|)0 ll/,(W + Qcos(t)0, 
i=l i=n-I 

In = I„(U + Zcos(l)JII//(W + Qcos«j>i) . (6.60) 
1=1 

Equation 6.60 appUes for aU n, such that 2 < n < N. For N = 1, the remmed intensity is simply 

Ii =Io(U + Zcos(t)i) . (6.61) 

Up to this point the analysis includes coherence effects as phase terms have been kept. The 

mtensity at the detector IDH from sensor n is obtained by considering the receiver interferometer, 

having a path delay <l>in, and includes a term Tjr which incorporates the attenuation of me signal 

beam by optical components placed between the series of sensors and the detector 

iDn = loTlrtU + ZC0S((^^ -(() J ] n V [ W + QC0S(<1)^ -<^,)] • (6 -62) 
1=1 

For the simation in which aU path differences are much greater than the coherence length of the 

source then aU phase terms disappear, i.e. cos(<j)m - <t>i) = 0. Altematively, if the receiver 

interferometer is tuned so that for a single sensor n, the total optical path difference is less than 

the source coherence length, then the mtensity wiU be 

iDn = TlrIo[U + ZC0S((t)̂  -(^jfUl''^'' • (6-63) 
i=l 
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Figure 6.8 shows an example of the normatised retum power from the last sensor (i.e. IDN 

from equation 6.63) when 2, 3, 4 or 5 FFPI sensors are artanged in series. The graphs plot 

lDn/('nrIo) as a function of reflectance (assumed uniform for aU mkrors) and include a one-way 

total sensor loss (It) of 0.7 dB which is tiie lowest value obtamed for tiie sensors manufacmred 

by fusion spticing m this work. 

0.15 

1 
•a 

s 

I 
0 .05 -

Reflectance 

Figure 6.8 Normatised detected power lDN/(xirIo) intensity from the last sensor in an N 

sensor artay as a function of reflectance. The one way total loss assumed for each 

sensor in this calculation is 0.7 dB. 

Figure 6.8 clearly mdicates that mere exists an optimum reflectance which maximises me power 

received from a particular sensor in the series. This is to be expected since for very smaU values 

of R most of the incident power is ttansmitted and reflected signals are smaU; while for large R 

most of the power is reflected from the first sensor and tittle is incident on subsequent ones. 

Figure 6.9 is a plot of the mirtor reflectance required to optimise the signal from the last sensor 
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as a function of the number of sensors. It can be seen from this figure that most practical 

multiplexing simations wUl requke mirror reflectivities of about 2% -10%. 

u 

i 
B 
cs 
B 
6 
3 
G 

•a 
O 

Sensor number 

Fig. 6.9 A plot of optknum value of reflectance against number of sensors. 

From the analysis above, me maximum number of sensors, which can be addressed for a given 

reflectivity and launched power, can be determined. The maximum number of sensors is 

dependent on the maximum power at the detector which wiU give a signal-to-noise ratio 

sufficient for retiable determination of me cenfral fringe. Figure 6.10 shows an example of a 

plot of the detected power from me last sensor in a series, plotted as a fmiction of the number of 

sensors included in the series. This data has been produced using equation 6.62 wkh rir set 

arbittarUy to 1, /; having a range of values from 0.7 to 3.5 dB and with a mirror reflectivity of 

10%. Also, the minimum power for satisfactory determination of cenfral fringe position was set 

arbitrarily at -50 dBm. For the purposes of the example, the value is not important and in fact 

the real simation (see chapter 7) is not too different from this. 
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From me figure k can be seen that, under me assumed conditions the number of sensors which 

can be placed in series are 8, 6 and 4 for values of It of 0.7 dB, 1.5 dB and 3.5 dB 

respectively. When the receiver efficiency is included by incorporatmg tiie value of r|r then 

these values wiU be reduced. For example for T|r = 0.1, tiie maximum numbers of sensors 

which can be used are 4, 3 and 2 for values of /, of 0.7 dB, 1.5 dB, and 3.5 dB respectively. 
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Figure 6.10 Detected power from me last sensor in series against sensor number at 

various values of loss factor If. For the calculation the reflectivity of each mirror is 

10%, r[i is 1 and power launched into sensor network is - 23 dBm. 

Figure 6.11 is sknilar to figure 6.10, except that in this case the effect of varying the mirtor 

reflectivity can be seen. Clearly higher reflectivities significantiy increase the signal from the 

near sensors and also decrease me total number of sensors which can be used. A suitable value 

of the mirtor reflectance depends on the number of sensors which need to be addressed as 
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discussed eartier. Again k can be seen this wiU be somewhere in the range 2% -10%. For such 

reflectivities, me assumption of low finesse which was used m me calculations wiU certaktiy be 

vatid. 
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Figure 6.11 Optical power received at the detector from me nm sensor against number 

of sensors. For this calculation rjr = 1 and /«= 3.5 dB. 

The fringe visibitity given in equation 6.52 is shown m figure 6.12 plotted as a function of 

reflectance where it can be seen that me fringe conttast decreases with R; this is a furtber 

indication of me requirement for low finesse FFPI sensors. 
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Figure 6.12 Fringe visibUity versus reflectance of the FFPI sensor 

6.7 Conclusion 

The basic theory of a fibre Fabry-Perot interferometer has been described and the method used 

to identify the centte of the low coherence interference pattem discussed. An estimation has 

been given for the measurement sensitivity when sensing sttain or temperamre. The intrinsic 

FFPI is weU suited for static sttain measurement, however, its co-dependency on temperature 

and sttain can compticate its apptication as a sttain sensor. Wim a single measurement of phase 

shift, it is not possible to distinguish between me effects of changes in sttain or temperature. 

Therefore, compensation or correction for apparent sttain is requked if meaningful static sttain 

measurements are to be made. Chapter 7 presents strain measurements using fusion-spticed 

sensors as weU as measurements of the mermaUy-induced apparent sttain. 

Calculations have been performed which give the reflected and ttansmitted intensity from a 

single FFPI sensor. These were extended to N identical FFPI sensors connected in series. The 

results obtained from these calculations have been used to estimate a suitable value of 

reflectance for each FFPI sensor suitable for use in a multiplexed system by optinusing the 

intensky of tight remmed to the detector from the last sensor (which has the worst signal-to-
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noise ratio). The power available per sensor is not the only timiting factor determining the 

maximum number of addressable sensors (without cross modulation effects). Another 

important consideration limiting the number of sensors ki WLI schemes is the scanning range 

of the receiver interferometer required to match the different optical paths length of various 

multiplexed sensors. The path imbalances of these sensors increase with the number of 

sensors. The receiver interferometer used in this work had a maximum displacement range of 

25 mm which made it weU-suited for seriaUy multiplexing several sensors of different free 

spectral ranges. It would be desirable to have equal power retumed from each sensor to the 

central processing unit, but this requkes each sensor to have a different finesse value. The 

reflectances of successive sensors would have to increase wim increased number of sensors, 

but without compromising the low finesse condition, which inevitably reduces the number of 

sensors able to be multiplexed. The analysis becomes more complex than when the same value 

of reflectance is assumed for each sensor mirror. However, since the Fabry-Perot 

interferometers are of low reflectance (2-10%), significant optical power is ttansmitted and is 

available for sensors further down the fibre. This can mean that FFPIs with different 

reflectances are not necessarily requked. In this model only sensors of equal reflectance were 

considered. The model is verified experimentaUy in chapter 7 where intrinsic FFPI sensors 

monitored in reflection are kivestigated in a multiplexed array. 
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CHAPTER 7 

EXPERIIVIENTAL IMEASUREMENTS WITH FUSION-SPLICED 

SENSORS 

7.1 Measurements with one sensor 

FoUowing the successful development and fabrication of intrinsic FFPI sensors, their 

temperamre and static strain response was investigated. FFPIs fabricated using a 1300 nm 

single-mode fibre were tested for meir temperature and sttain response using a 1.3 fim laser 

diode source having sufficient coherence lengtii to give a coherent response from me sensor. To 

demonsfrate absolute measurement of temperature and sttain using white tight interferometry, 

inttinsic FFPI sensors fabricated from an 850 nm single-mode Flex core fibre were used. 

7.1.1 Thermal characteristics of the FFPIs 

The temperature induced phase shift was measured in an intrinsic fibre Fabry-Perot 

interferometer of nontinal cavity length of 5 mm and mirtor reflectances of approximately 4% 

and 6%. Figure 7.1 shows the experimental set-up, in which me sensor FFPI was monitored in 

reflection. The FFPI was spticed to the output of the coupler (port 3), and tight from a 

stabitised laser diode, having sufficient coherence length to produce interference fringes was 

launched into the fibre Fabry-Perot sensor via a 2x2 directional coupler artangement. The two 
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reflected beams overlap coherentiy and were monitored using an ANDO optical power meter. 

The other output arm of the coupler (port 4) and the end of the sensing fibre were index 

matched to avoid unwanted reflections. Any change in temperature of tiie sensing fibre alters 

the optical path length of tiie sensor, thus inttoducing a cortesponding change in me optical 

phase of the reflected tight (section 6.2). This change in phase of me tight (received at me 

detector) aUows me measurement of temperature via determmation of me fringe shift. 

Source FFPI 
Oven 

Index matched end 

D.C - Directional coupler 

Figure 7.1 Experimental arrangement for FFPI temperamre characterisation. 

7.1.2 Thermal results 

The mermal sensitivity of the sensor was measured by monitoring the variation of reflectance of 

the FFPI as its temperamre was changed. The temperature of the FFPI sensor was varied by a 

miniature oven fixed to a current-controUed hot plate and monitored independentiy by a 

thermocouple placed adjacent to the sensor. The optical power reflected from the sensor and the 

temperamre read by me thermocouple were recorded as the temperamre of the oven was slowly 

raised. Figure 7.2 shows the reflected intensity from the FF̂ PI sensor over the range of 
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25-145 °C. The reflectance variation of the FFPI sensor wim temperature produces typical 

cosine tike fringes on the detector as expected from such a low finesse interferometer. In 

figure 7.3 the phase shift calculated using the data of figure 7.2, is plotted as a function of 

temperature. The graph obtained in figure 7.3 is linear wim a constant relative phase shift per 

unit temperattue (A<j)/(|)AT) of 7.0 x 10-̂ /K (X = 1300 nm). This value is in good agreement 

with me approximate value of 7.4 x 10"̂ /K obtained in the theoretical prediction using bulk 

sitica parameters (section 6.2). 

1.75 

I 1.25-

0.75 -

Temperature (°C) 

Figure 7.2 Power reflected from the FFPI sensor (cavity length ~ 5 mm, mirtor 

reflectances ~ 4% and 6%) agamst temperature measured by the thermocouple. 
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Figure 7.3 Phase shift versus temperamre for an FFPI sensor of length ~ 5 mm, mirror 

reflectances ~ 4% and 6%, using a laser diode source of cenfre wavelengm of 13(X) nm. 

7.1.3 Results for Static strain 

An experiment was also performed to examine the static sttain response of the fabricated FFPI 

sensors. The experimental artangement used for sfrain monitormg was similar to that shown 

schematicaUy in figure 7.1, except for me oven, which was replaced by a cantUever beam. The 

sttain sensitivity measurements for me FFPI were obtained for an FFPI of length around ~ 4.5 

mm and effective mirtor reflectance of 8%. The FFPI strain sensor, along with a resistance 

sfrain gauge of similar length were adhered to the upper surface of a mild steel cantilever, 

paraUel to the dkection of principal sfrain with epoxy adhesive using a procedure reconunended 

for resistive sfrain gauges. The optical power retumed from the FFPI sensor and the electrical 
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strain gauge reading were recorded as the cantUever was sfressed. Figure 7.4 is a plot of the 

phase shift against me sttain measured by the electrical stram gauge as tiie beam was sttessed. 

2 

£ 

Strain (Hf) 

Figure 7.4 Sensor phase shift (cavity lengm ~ 4.5 mm, effective mirror reflectance 

~ 8%, X = 1300 nm) as a fmiction of longimdinal sttain. 

The experimentaUy measured optical phase shift per unit sttain is nearly constant, wim a value 

of me optical gauge factor (A(j)/<t>e) GFFPI = 0.840 ± 0.004. This value is in close agreement 

wim the predicted value of 0.794 (section 6.3). These pretiminary FFPI sttain measurements 

using a coherent source were carried out in order to give an initial assessment of the sensor 

performance and sensitivity. During these measurements the temperature of the sensor was not 

conttoUed but merely remained at room temperature (assumed constant). 
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7.2 Summary of temperature and strain measurements 

The above observations show that the FFPIs developed and fabricated performed weU as botii 

temperamre and sttain sensors. The experknental temperamre and sttain sensitivities obtained 

with these FFPIs were in agreement with the predicted values. These sensors are lead 

insensitive and satisfy the initial criteria of smaU size, ease of handling and are simple to 

bonding to stmcmres. They were thus considered for use in serial multiplexing of low 

coherence demodulated fibre Fabry-Perot sensors for absolute sttain measurements. Table 7.1 

summarises me measured characteristics. 

Fibre used 

Cavity length 

Sensor diameter 

Operating wavelength 

Temperature sensitivity 

1 FFPI optic gauge factor 

single-mode, 8/125 }im communications grade 

4 - 5 mm 

125 um 

1300 nm 

7.0xlO-6/K 

0.840 ± 0.004 

Table 7.1 The FFPIs temperamre and sttain response. 
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7.3 WHITE LIGHT INTERFEROMETRY MEASUREMENTS 

7.3.1 WLI measurements with a single FFPI sensor 

In this section experimental results are presented for low finesse FFPI sensors used to measure 

temperamre and sttain. The FFPIs were produced in the maimer described in section 5.3 by arc 

fusion spticing of titanium dioxide-coated single-mode fibre onto an simUar uncoated fibre. The 

optical fibre used for this present mvestigation was Coming Rexcore 780 single-mode fibre of 

diameter 5/125 p.m, attenuation 3 dB/km @ 850 nm and cut off wavelengm of 750 nm. The 

sensing scheme employs a multimode laser diode source (coherence lengm ~ 150 }xm) and two 

interferometers, an intrinsic FFPI sensmg interferometer and a Fabry-Perot type receiving 

interferometer (figure 7.5). The receivmg interferometer was formed by a cleaved end of a 

single-mode fibre and a planar nurror, which is driven by a computer controUed MeUes-Griot 

Nanomover having 50 nm displacement resolution and 25 mm travel. The path difference of the 

sensing interferometer was made much longer than the coherence lengm of the source, to 

ensure mat me two beams reflected from me FFPI sensor do not interfere. 

7.3.2 Experimental arrangement for temperature measurement 

The FFPI sensor reflectance was approximately 6% wim a nominal cavity lengm of 2 cm. 

Figure 7.5 shows the WLI experimental arrangement, in which me sensor FFPI was monitored 

in reflection. Light from a multimode laser diode (LT016MD: centre wavelengtii 810 nm, 

coherence length ~ 150 .̂m) was launched into the sensor via a 2x2 directional coupler 

arrangement. The two reflections from the FFPI enter the receivmg interferometer via the 

second dkectional coupler. Lens L collknates the beam before reflection from the mkror M and 

refocusses the reflected light mto the same fibre. The mkror of the receivmg interferometer is 

mounted on a translation stage which is driven by a computerised precision Nanomover. This 
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mkror arrangement in the receivmg mterferometer must exhibk great mechanical stabitity for 

accurate and retiable measurements. 

FFPI 

\ 

Index matching liquid 

^ 

•O 

AD 590 temperature 
probe 

I ^ ^ Recdving 
i _'^ _^ Interferometer 

' I » ^ 

Nanomover 

DC- directional coupler, L-lens, M- mirror 

Figure 7.5 Schematic diagram showing experknental set up of WLI. 

By scanning me receiving interferometer, its optical path difference could be matched to that of 

the sensor so mat parts of the two reflections are brought back into temporal coherence. Thus, 

as me time delay between the two signals was varied, a fringe pattem was produced at the 

photodetector. The photodetector output was digitised and recorded on-tine as the receiving 

interferometer was scanned. Unwanted reflections from the unused output port of the coupler 
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and that from the end of the fibre housing the FFPI sensor were suppressed using index 

matchmg tiquid. The temperamre of the sensing FFPI was confroUed using a miniamrised 

temperamre conttoUed oven. The temperamre control ckcmt was capable of conttoUing me 

temperamre between room temperattue and 70°C, with a precession of about O.loC. An AD590 

temperamre transducer was placed adjacent to the sensor FFPI to monitor me temperature. Any 

change in temperature of the oven alters the optical pam lengm of the sensor. Thus, by 

adjusting the mirror position of the receiving interferometer, me WLI pattem could be ttacked. 

This procedure aUowed the measurement of temperature by monitoring me shift of the centre of 

me WLI fringe pattem. 

7.3.3 Central fringe determination 

For fibre optic white light interferometer systems utitising me path-matched differential 

techniques, it is required that the central fringe of me WLI interference pattem be rapidly 

identified with a very high repeatabiUty. The Chi-square fitting method described in chapter 6 

was used to identify the centtal fringe of the WLI interference pattem. However, since this 

method was new, me method of Dandtiker et a/.,[1992] was also used and me results of the 

two memods compared. Intrafringe resolution enhancement techniques were apptied to the 

identified central fringe to improve the accuracy of the estimated position of zero path 

imbalance. (FuU central centtoid technique of Chen etal, [1992a]). 

7.3.4 Computer simulations 

A. To evaluate me performance of me fitting techniques, computer simulated data was 

generated by adding random noise to a signal having me form of equation 6.40, and fitted using 

X^ minimisation. Figure 7.6 shows an example of a simulated WLI fringe pattem having 

noise amptimde up to 10% of the maxknum signal ampUmde. 
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. Figure 7.6 Computer simulated WLI fringe pattem with 10% added noise. 

The simulation assumed 8 samples per fringe, an optical coherence length equivalent to 31 

fringes and a visibitity of 0.1. This noise value represent the upper timit of what might be 

reasonably expected from experimental data, taking into consideration the sensor artangement, 

coherence length, centre wavelength, and minimum step size of the Nanomover. Various WLI 

fringe pattem simulations having noise levels ranging from 1 - 30% of maximum signal 

ampUmde were added to me signal and used to verify me fitting technique. The centtal fringe is 

considered to be correctiy determined if me value of (the central fiinge) Xg obtained agrees wim 

the expected value to within less than 4 sample points (half a frmge). Figure 7.7 shows a plot 

of me number of incortectiy identified centtal fringes using the Chi-squared fitting technique 

against noise level in me signal. 
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Figure 7.7 Comparison of misidentifications obtained from Chi-squared fitting 

technique and centte of gravity method ^ptied to sknulated data. 

A set of 100 simulated WLI fringe pattems (for each noise level) were investigated using me 

X^ technique. The x^ fitting method was also compared to the centte of gravity method used 

by Dandtiker et al, [1992]. The number of incortectiy identified centtal fringes using the centre 

of gravity memod was also plotted as a function of me amount of added noise (figure 7.7). The 

two methods bom perform very weU up to about 10% added noise. Above this value the centre 

of gravity method and the %2 method began to give ertors. For added noise > 20%, the centte 

of gravity method performed better. However, both methods were considered to be unretiable 

at these signal to noise levels and hence it is necessary to ensure the voltage signal-to-noise ratio 

is kept above about 10 dB for practical sensing. Above tiiese levels the ertor in length of the 
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FFPI is generally one fringe rather than a smaU fraction of a fringe as is the case when the 

centtal fiinge is correctly identified. 

B. Computer simulations of the WLI fringe pattems were also performed at a constant 

noise level of 10% of the maximum signal amptimde (SNR = 10 dB) as the source coherence 

length was varied in the range of 10 - 80 fringes. For each value of the coherence length, 100 

different simulations were smdied and the number of incortectiy identified centtal fringes was 

plotted as a function of the coherence length figure 7.8. The Chi-squared fitting methods and 

mat of Dandtiker et al. were compared as before. This is a useful graph as it gives an indication 

of the appropriate tight sources (in terms of coherence length) when using these signal 

processing methods. The two methods both performed very weU for up to about a coherence 

lengm of 35 fringes (~ 178 |im) for a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB. Above mis value both 

methods were prone to ertors and became unretiable. The x^ method showed a stightly better 

performance for relatively high coherence lengms (> 50 fringes (~ 250 |am)). At these values of 

coherence lengms both memods are regarded as unretiable, and it would be necessary to use 

sources of coherence lengths shorter than 35 fringes at a voltage signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB 

if the central fringe has to be identified with certakity when using mese two methods. However, 

k is tikely that if the voltage signal to-noise-ratio is better man 10 dB (lowest timit), sources 

with coherence lengms longer man 178 [xm would perform satisfactorily. 

C. Having determined tiie centtal frmge wimout ambiguity, the centte of tiie centtal fringe 

was determined in me manner described in section (6.5.4) using me fiiU centtal frmge centtoid 

method [Chen et al, 1992a]. The metiiod was tested on simulated data with a signal-to-noise 

ratio of 10 dB. The simulation assumed a centte wavelength of 810 nm, 8 data points lymg in 

tiie centtal fringe (8 samples/fringe) and an optical coherence lengm equivalent to 31 fringes. A 

set of 50 sknulated phase measurements were carried out. The deviations were evaluated for 

this technique and found to be 2 nm in a 50 nm step. Since there are 8 steps (or data points) 

lying in me centtal fringe, mis gives an uncertainty of 2/(50x8) of a fringe. Thus, using this 
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interpolation method between dam points, k is estknated that the value of the centre of central 

fringe Xo (at SNR of 10 dB) could be determkied to an accuracy of 1/200 of a fiinge. 
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Figure 7.8 Percentage of wrongly identified centtal fringes (When the x^ technique and 

centre of gravity memod were apptied on simulated data of SNR = 10 dB) as a function 

of coherence lengm of the source. 

7.3.5 Experimental results 

The WLI pattem was first measured at room temperature, aUowing a plot of photodetector 

voltage versus ntirtor displacement to be made, as shown in figure 7.9. The white tight 

interference pattem observed experimentaUy in figure 7.9 confirm the computer simulation 

shown in figure 7.6. The signal-to-noise ratio of the experiment;al interference fiinge signal is 

15.1 dB (much higher than me lowest timit). The centtal fringe of the WLI pattem was 

identified using me same x^ approach as in the previous section. A model having the form of 
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equation 6.40 was assumed and fitted to me experimental data by determining the best fit 

parameters by x^ minimisation. The minimisation proceeds iteratively through a procedure that 

optimises the model, thus giving a value for the centroid Xg. An example of the fit between me 

optimised x^ model and the experimental data is shown in figure 7.10. This figure shows me 

centtal part of the white tight fringe pattem where the visibitity remams fairy constant. In this 

example the value of Xg was determined to be 491.4 steps (with each step 50 nm) from me 

chosen origin . It can be seen from figure 7.10 that me model was weU optimised. 

An altemative ^ fitting method using only the crests of the interference fringes was also 

investigated. A Gaussian function was fitted to the resulting envelope and its centroid, Xg, 

obtained from the best-fit parameters. Figure 7.11 shows a Gaussian fitted to the experknental 

peak data points. The value of xs obtained in this manner for me same WLI interference fringe 

pattem of figure 7.10 was 488.6 ± 0.1 steps. The two centtoid values agreed within less than 

hah" a fringe, and were in agreement wim those obtained using me centre of gravity memod by 

Dandliker et al, [1992] provided the signal-to-noise ratio was not below 10 dB. Thus me 

fringe containing me centtoid was taken to be the centtal fringe. Applying me centre of gravity 

method to the WLI fringe pattem gave a value of 488.6 ± 0.1 steps for me centte of gravky of 

the pattem. 

After identifying the centtal fringe, the most accurate estimate of the position of the centre of 

mis fringe, XQ, was determined as described in section (6.5.4) using me fuU central fringe 

centtoid method. As stated earlier, this procedure used 8 data points lying wimin the central 

fringe, as shown in figure 7.12. The estimated centre of the centtal fringe of WLI pattem 

obtained by interpolating between points was 489.54 ± 0.04 steps. The value of Xg obtained 

earlier by applying the y}- on peak data points of the mterferogram was 488.6 ± 0.1 steps. 
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Figure 7.9 WLI fringe pattem obtained experimentaUy at room temperature (voltage 

SNR = 15.1 dB). 

7.3.6 Temperature measurements 

The temperamre of the receiving interferometer was kept at room temperamre, whUe mat of the 

sensor was slowly raised. Using the procedures of centtal fringe determination and inttafringe 

resolution enhancement described above (i.e. both the x^ along with DandiUker methods and 

the centtoid of the fuU central fringe method), the central frmge shift could be detemtined as the 

temperamre of the oven was altered. The dependence of Fabry-Perot cavity lengm on 
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Figure 7.10 Calculated fit using x^ techitique showing fringes around the centtal region 

of me WLI fringe pattem superimposed on me experimental data. 

temperamre, in me range of 20°C to 67 °C is displayed graphicaUy in figure 7.13. The cenfral 

fringe shift (in air) per unit temperamre change over this range is seen to be constant, wim a 

value of 223 ± 3 nm/K. The relative phase sensitivity with temperamre had previously been 

measured by counting fringes using a single mode laser diode source at 1300 nm and found to 

be (7.90 ± 0.34) xlO-^/K which corresponds to 230 ± 10 nm/K. The fringe visibUity obtained 
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Figure 7.11 Gaussian fitted to the experknental peak data points using x^ technique. 

The peak data points correspond to me WLI fiinge pattem obtained at room temperature. 

in mis investigation was found to be 0.12. The low value of the visibitity could be atttibuted to 

the low power reflected at the cleaved end (R ~ 3.6%) in me receiving mterferometer. Using me 

mtrafringe resolution enhancement technique described above, the measured temperamre in this 

mvestigation (with voltage SNR = 15.1 dB) can be obtained to an estimated resolution of better 

than O.OPC. 

Because of the nature of the interference fringe pattems formed by multimode laser diodes 

when used as low coherence source in WLI sensor systems (section 6.5.1), it was possible to 

determine the cavity length of the laser diode used. This was detemtined experimentaUy by 

measuring in the receiver output pattern the distance between two successive interference fringe 

packets and was found to be ~ 1.02 mm. 
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Figure 7.12 Ulusfration of the central frmge of the WLI interference pattem identified by 

the x^ fitting technique. 

7.3.7 Static strain measurements 

The experimental arrangement to demonstrate the performance of fabricated FFPI sensors as 

strain gauges using white light interferometry is sintilar to that shown in figure 7.5. An FFPI 

gauge was adhered to the surface of a mUd steel cantilever beam paraUel to the direction of 

principal sttain and the beam was subjected to longitudinal sttess. The adhesive used to attach 

FFPI sensor to me cantilever was polyester P-2 type. A self-temperature-compensated resistive 

strain gauge was also bonded adjacent to the FFPI sensor to monitor the sfrain. The FFPI 

sensor length was approximately 1.7 cm, with an effective ntirtor reflectance of about 10%. 

The same multimode laser diode used for me temperature experiment was used. Any change in 
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Figure 7.13 Centtal fringe shift of WLI pattem against temperamre for an FFPI sensor 

of lengm ~ 2 cm, combined reflectance ~ 6%, at a wavelengm of 810 nm. 

the strain of the cantilever introduces a change in the optical path length of the FFPI strain 

gauge. The optical path difference change in the sensing interferometer is foUowed by scanning 

the receiving interferometer to match the sensor imbalance as described in section 7.3.2. This 

enables me measurement of me axial sttain in the stmcture via the shift of me centre of the 

WLI fringe pattem. The optical FFPI sfrain sensor is sensitive to both temperature and sfrain 

(section 6.4), and merefore it is necessary to aUow for thermaUy induced sfrain if reaUstic static 

sttain measurements are to be made in circumstances which involve temperature changes. This 
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effect was corrected for and a description of the procedure used is given in the foUowing 

section. 

7.3.7.1 Correction for thermally induced strain 

Apparent strain corrections were made by detemtining the shift of me cenfre of the WLI fringe 

pattem with ambient temperature. When the FFPI bonded to the cantUever beam was under no 

load the WU pattem was tracked as a function of ambient temperature and me shift of the centre 

of me fringe pattem per unit temperamre obtained. Figure 7.14 shows the shift of me centte of 

the WLI pattem against ambient temperamre. A value for the FFPI's bonded temperature 

sensitivity (central fringe shift in air per unit temperature change) of 446 ± 24 nm/K was 

obtained for a 1.7 cm FFPI sensor. In order to estimate the value of apparent strain mat would 

be expected as a result of ambient temperature flucmations, the calculated fractional phase shift 

per unit strain (— = 0.794 (section 6.3)) is used. This value corresponds to a phase shift per 
<|)E 

microsfrain of about 20 nm/\i£ for a 1.7 cm FFPI sen^r. From equation 6.29 the calculated 

value of apparent sfrain of 20 îe/°C enables calculation of the apparent strain. Thus, the 

predicted apparent sttain becomes 20 fie/K x 20 nm/̂ ie = 400 nm/K. The experimental value 

of 446 ± 24 nm/K correlates quite closely with this calculated value. Cortection for this effect 

was made by simply monitoring tiie ambient temperature and subfracting algebraicaUy (with 

sign) me apparent sfrain from me mdicated strain. Such corrections are readUy made provided 

the apparent strain is not too large. 

7.3.7.2 Static strain results 

The detected power reflected from the FFPI sensor was measured as a function of mirtor 

displacement aUowing a fiinge pattem similar to that in figure 7.9 to be produced at the 

detector. A reference scan wim zero load was obtained before measurement with successively 
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increased loads. The FFPI sensor was strained by loadmg me end of the cantilever and me 

receiver mterferometer was scanned to obtain me WLI fiinge pattem. The reading of the 

400 

22.4 

Tenqjerature (°C) 

Figure 7.14 Results of the measurement of apparent sttain using an FFPI sensor of 

cavity lengm ~ 1.7 cm, combined reflectance ~ 10% bonded to a cantUever Ulustrating 

graphicaUy me shift of centre of WU fiinge pattem versus ambient temperature. 

resistive sttain gauge was recorded at each load as was me ambient temperature, thus, enabling 

temperature cortection during sttain measurements. The centtal fringe and the centte of this 

frmge were determined as described in sections 6.5.3 and 6.5.4- Figure 7.15 shows a plot of 

the corrected shift of me centte of me WLI fiinge pattem versus sttain measured by the resistive 

strain gauge. The graph is linear with a centtal fringe shift of the centre of WLI pattem per unit 

strain (in ak) of 24.3 ±0.1 nm/̂ ie. This value is in reasonable agreement with calculated value 

(which used bulk siUca constants) of relative phase sensitivity per unk sttain A(t)/(t)e of 0.794 

which corresponds to a fringe shift of 23 nin/\ie for an FFPI of sknUar gauge lengm. Using 

mtrafringe resolution techniques described above, the measured strain in this investigation (wim 

voltage SNR = 15.1 dB) can be obtamed to an estimated resolution of better than 0.07 ]XB. 
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Figure 7.15 Shift of centte of WLI fringe pattem against sttain measured by a resistive 

sttain gauge, for an FFPI of gauge length ~ 1.7 cm, R -10%, (X =810 nm). 

7.4 Conclusion 

An optical fibre interferometric sensor system for absolute measurement of static sttain, or 

temperature, based on white Ught interferometry has been demonstrated. It offers a large 

measurement range and is designed to be suitable for the multiplexing of sensors having 

different free spectral ranges. The chi-squared fitting technique used for identifying the centtal 

fringe is simple and enables the centtal fringe of an interferogram to be identified with a greatiy 

reduced signal-to-noise ratio (up to a minknum SNR of 10 dB). This technique aUows a wide 

choice of low coherence sources like LEDs, SLDs or multimode laser diodes. Intrafringe 
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resolution improves the accuracy of the system. The me^ured values of centtal fringe shift (in 

ak) per unit temperatttte of 223 ± 3 nm/°C and centtal fringe shift (in ak) per unit sttain of 24.3 

+ 0.1 nm/̂ ie are m agreement with values observed in sensors with a single FFPI usmg long 

coherence length source. For a voltage signal to noise ratio of 15.1 dB temperature resolution 

of better than 0.01 "C and sfrain resolution of better than 0.07 l̂e are possible. Table 7.2 

compares the central fringe identification metiiods and gives the overaU performance of tiie 

sensors kivestigated m this section. 

7.5 MEASUREMENTS WITH LOW COHERENCE MULTIPLEXED FUSION-

SPLICED FFPI SENSORS 

7.5.1 Introduction 

FoUowing the WLI measurements with single Fabry-Perot sensor systems in section 7.3, 

measurements were made wim multiplexed sensors. The intrinsic fibre optic Fabry-Perot 

sensors exammed were of different cavity lengms formed in a continuous length of Rexcore 

780 single mode fibre and multiplexed in series. The sensors were investigated for the 

measurement of temperature and sttain and demodulated by scanning me Nanomover to the 

relevant fringe pattem. A paraUel arrangement of FFPIs was also investigated for the 

measurement of static strain. However, use of such an artangement is limited by the need to use 

2x2 fibre couplers which attenuate me optical power by a total factor of 4. Losses soon become 

prohibitive with increasmg numbers of sensors as the number of couplers requked is equal to 

the number of sensors (loss = 4^). The other disadvantage of the paraUel arrangement is that 

there are as many optical fibre lines as there are sensors. Of particular mterest in this work is me 

serial arrangement because it aUows locatised and quasi-distributed measurements. The 

maximum number of sensors that may be multiplexed is mainly Umited by the optical power 

loss and the minimum signal-to-noise ratio for reliable identification of the central fringe. A 
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Example of WLI pat tern obtained at room temperature, voltage SNR = 15.1 dB 

Central fringe Identmcation 

Centroid of the entire pattern = 491.449 steps 

Centroid of Gaussian envelope = 488.627 steps 

(using chi-square fitting methods) 

"Centre of gravity" of pattem = 488.614 steps 

(Using method of Dandliker et al, 1992) 

All methods identify the same fringe 

Centre of central fringe = 489.54 ± 0.04 steps 

Temperature and strain measurements using WT.I. voltage SNR = IS.l dB 

Fibre type 

Cavity length 

Sensor diameter 

single-mode, Coming Flexcore 780 

17 - 20 mm 

125 |im 

Operating wavelength 810 

Temperature resolution 0.01 

FFPI length resolution X/200 

Strain resolution 0.07 

Apparent strain based on a strain 18.4 
sensitivity of 24.3 nm/jie for the 1.7 cm 
FFPI bonded on mild steel cantilever . 

nm 

OC 

nm 

^e/°C 

Table 7.2 Summary of results for a typical WU measurement. 
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multimode laser diode source was used as broad band source. The system performance, 

resolution, absolute accuracy and noise limitations are described in me foUowing sections. 

7.5.2 Temperature measurements 

7.5.2.1 Experimental arrangement 

Absolute measurement of temperamre was demonsttated with two seriaUy multiplexed FFPI 

sensors. Light from me 810 nm multimode laser diode was launched into the sensor system via 

a 2x2 fibre optic directional coupler as with previous measurements. The sensing 

interferometers were intrinsic fiision-spUced fibre optic Fabry-Perot sensors of cavity lengths 

// ~ 1.9 and h- l.l cm, having combined reflectances of 10% and 17% respectively. Figure 

7.16 shows the experimental arrangement in which me sensors are monitored in reflection. 

The cavity length of each sensor defines the size of the sensmg element, and mese are chosen to 

be long enough for low-noise use with a multimode laser diode and of sufficiently different 

lengm to avoid overlap of the individual WLI fringe pattems and cross modulation effects. The 

receiver and detector system was the same as that used in previous FFPI measurements. The 

white light fringe pattem associated with each sensor was first measured at room temperamre 

by scanning the mirror of the receiving interferometer to match me imbalance of each sensor, 

aUowing a plot of photodetector voltage versus mkror displacement to be made. A separate 

WLI fringe pattem was obtained for each interferometer, and figure 7.17 iUustrates the 

dependence of the output voltage on the relative path imbalance between the sensing and 

receiving interferometers. It is observed from figure 7.17 that the amptimde of the WU pattem 

becomes smaUer as the number of sensor interferometers is increased. This is expected because 

of me losses incurred by two-way fransmission through me first sensor. 
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Figure 7.16 Schematic experimental arrangement for seriaUy multiplexed FFPI sensors 

based on white tight kiterferometry. 

7.5.2.2 Signal processing and results 

Analysis of the data was performed using the signal processing techniques described eartier 

(sections 6.5.3 and 6.5.4). After identifying the centtal fringe, its centte was evaluated in a 

sintilar manner described using the centtoid approach. As stated eartier the accuracy of the 

procedure depends on the signal-to-noise ratio. The voltage signal-to-noise ratio of the WLI 

fringe pattem corresponding to the first sensor was 14.91 dB, while that of the frmge pattern 
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Figure 7.17 WLI fringe pattems obtained wim two FFPI sensors multiplexed in series. 

The first FFPI sensor had a cavity lengm of ~ 1.9 cm, combined reflectivity -10% and 

the second FFPI sensor had a sensor lengm of ~ 1.7 cm and reflectivity of ~ 17%. 

Voltage signal-to-noise ratio of sensor 1 was 14.91 dB and that of sensor 2 was 13 dB. 

(The origin of the nurror displacement is not zero path imbalance in me sensor beams). 

associated wim the second sensor was 13.0 dB. The number of possible sensors m a serial 

artay is govemed by the signal-to-noise of the last sensor. If this value of voltage SNR faUs 

below 10 dB, then mere is a signiflcantiy increased uncertainty in identifying the centtal fringe. 

This limits the possible number of sensors. Since me SNR of me last sensor was + 3 dB above 

the lowest timit, other sensors can be deployed along the same fibre untU the SNR of the last 

sensor falls below 10 dB. The temperamre of the sensors were varied using the temperamre-

conttoUed oven and an AD590 temperamre ttansducer was placed adjacent to me FFPI sensors 

to aUow for continued monkoring of temperature. The temperature of the oven was slowly 

raised and me fringe pattem associated with each sensor was simultaneously tracked by 

adjusting me mirror position of the receiving interferometer using the computer controUed 

Nanomover. 
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The temperamre was varied over the range of 20 to 70°C. The white Ught interference pattems 

were simUarly tracked during cooUng of the interferometers after me oven was switched off. 

The overall performance of me multiplexed sensors in terms of frmge shift versus temperature 

during heating and cooling cycle is given in figure 7.18. The response is again linear over the 

range of 20 - 70oC wim a central frmge shift (m air) per unit temperamre of 219.3 ± 0.5 nm/K 

for the 1.9 cm FFPI and 181 ± 1 nm/K for the 1.7 cm FFPI. These values correspond to a 

fringe shift (in air) per unk temperamre per cm lengm of FFPI cavity of ~ 115 nm K̂ ^ cm-i 

and 106 nm K̂ ^ cm-i respectively and show good agreement with the calculations of section 

6.2. The fringe visibitity at the output of the first and second interferometers were found to be 

0.10 and 0.07, respectively. The difference in the FFPI sensor cavity lengths was determined 

experimentally by finding the difference between the centres of the individual WLI fringe 

pattems corresponding to each sensor at room temperamre. The value obtained was 0.181 cm 

and is in close agreement wim the nominal length difference of 0.2 cm. 

7.6 Static strain measurements 

7.6.1 Experimental arrangement and results 

To investigate the senskivity of the FFPI sensors to static sttain, two fibre optic FP sensors 

were arranged in paraUel. The use of a paraUel artangement here was purely for convenience 

and the measurements could equally weU be made in series. Figure 7.19 shows the sensor 

arrangement in which Ught from me multimode laser diode (X = 810 nm) was launched into me 

system via a 2x2 coupler. Light modulated by me sensors was transmitted back mrough me 

same fibres. As in the previous section, each sensing interferometer has a unique path 

imbalance, which was chosen in such a way that the sum or difference of differential path 

delays from each interferometer cannot dupticate the differential delay of a single interferometer 

to within the coherence length of the source Ic, thus ensuring no significant cross-modulation. 
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Figure 7.18 Temperamre measurements obtained from two FFPI sensors multiplexed in 

series. The measurements were obtained during heating and cooling of sensor fibres. 

The sensor lengms for the first FFPI sensor was ~ 1.9 cm and that of the second FFPI 

sensor was ~ 1.7 cm, (X = 810 nm). 

The FFPI sensors were fusion-spticed to each output port of the coupler (i.e. ports 3 and 4), 

and one was adhered to the upper surface (paraUel to the dkection of the principal sfrain) of the 

nuld steel cantilever while me omer was bonded to me lower side of the cantUever. The FFPI 
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Figure 7.19 Sensor artangement for multiplexed low coherence FFPI sensors addressed 

in paraUel 

attached to the upper surface suffered elongation whUe me other experienced compression. 

Resistive sfrain gauges were also bonded adjacent to each sensor to monitor the sttain. The 

sensor combined reflectances were 7% for the top-bonded FFPI sensor and 10% for the 

bottom-bonded sensor, wim a cavity length of - 1.8 cm and ~ 1.7 cm respectively. The WLI 

pattem for each optical sttain gauge was obtained at room temperamre. The longimdinal sttain 

of the cantUever was varied from zero up to ~ 400 ^e and the corresponding shift in WLI 

pattem was monitored in me usual way. The temperature at each measurement was obtained to 

aUow for temperature-induced stram cortection. The centte of each fringe pattem was obtained 

as described previously in sections 6.5.3 and 6.5.4, and correction for thermaUy induced sttain 

was performed in a manner described in section 7.3.7.1. The cortected shift of the centre of 

WLI pattem versus sttain is shown in figure 7.20 for me sensor in extension, while in figure 

7.21 is a plot of corrected central fringe shift (in air) against strain for me sensor in 

compression. The measured values of centtal fringe shift per unk sttain (in ak) for the FFPI 

sensors used were 25.5 ± 0.4 nm/jie for a 1.8 cm FFPI under tension and 23.4 ± 0.7nm / [iz 

for a 1.7 cm FFPI under compression. These values are again in agreement with calculations 
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(section 6.3). The signal-to-noise ratio of the WLI fiinge pattem associated with the top-bonded 

FFPI sensor was 14.1 dB whUe that obtained for the WU fringe pattem corresponding to tiie 

bottom-bonded FFPI sensor was 14.4 dB. The difference in measured cavity lengths of the two 

sensors was 0.69 mm, in agreement with me nominal leujgm difference. 
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W5 
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2500-

400 

strain (^£) 

Figure 7.20 Sfrain response of the upper surface adhered FFPI sensor m extension. 

Sensor cavity length ~ 1.8 cm, sensor combmed reflectance ~ 7%, (X = 810 nm). 

Stram measurements made with co-located resistive strain gauge. 
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Figure 7.21 Sttain response of me lower-surface-adhered FFPI sensor in compression. 

The FFPI sensor lengm was ~ 1.7 cm wim an combined sensor reflectance of ~ 10%, 

(A, = 810 nm). Sttain measurements were made wim a co-located resistive sttain gauge. 

7.7 System limitation 

This section discusses the noise contribution to the sensing system and also possible 

approaches to minimise this noise. As indicated in section 2.5 the performance of optical 

sensing systems is typically limited by a number of noise sources and omer factors including 

environmental noise, sample rate, shot and thermal noise. 
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Date acquisition and processing involves sampling me data. For optimal efficiency me date 

should be sampled in such a way that the sample rate is at least twice the highest frequency in 

me signal, as requked by Nyquist sampting theorem. Although an optimal sampting rate does 

not destroy any signal information, it does alter the appearance of the interferogram and may 

compticate central fringe identification. The sample rate in this investigation was fixed at 8 

samples per fiinge govemed by the minimum step size of me Nanomover of 50 nm, which is a 

factor of 4 greater than the minimum specified by the Nyquist limit. 

A complete scan of a low coherence fringe pattem normaUy requires about 10 minutes, faster 

rates being precluded by envkonmental noise. During a scan of the receiving interferometer, 

vibrational noise adds to the signal, timiting me system resolution. This was reduced to an 

acceptable level by aUowing a settling time for me moving mirtor in me receiver interferometer 

prior to each reading of a scan. In some cases signal averaging techniques could also be used to 

further reduce the vibration effects to a nunimum. TJie sensing system was placed on a 

vibration isolated table to minimise envkonmental noise effects. As a further means to minimise 

the environmental noise, the receiving interferometer was shielded from environmental 

perturbations using a styrofoam enclosure. 

NormaUy measurements were performed with optical powers of about -80 |iW (-11 dBm) 

incident into the sensor network (i.e. about - 160 ̂ iW (- 8 dBm) launched into port 1, figure 

7.16). The average output power of the multimode laser diode was 15 mW. The power 

received at the detector with this sort of launched power Was about 100 nW (- 40 dBm). This 

low level of power received at the detector is maiitiy because of the very low signal retumed 

from me cleaved end of a single-mode fibre which forms one of the reflecting surfaces of the 

receiving interferometer. It has also been possible to make measurements with a reasonable 

signal-to-noise ratio using this WU scheme with powers much lower than -65 dBm. At these 

low levels of optical signal received at the detector, thermal noise is the dontinant detector 

noise. Phase noise arising from frequency instabitities of the source was not observed to be 
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significant in this sensing arrangement. This type of noise is proportional to the various path 

unbalances in me mterferometers, and since a white tight interferometer operates near zero 

optical pam imbalance, it has negtigible levels of phase induced noise. For me optical sensor 

system described in this chapter me overaU RMS noise measured at me output of the receiver 

elecfronics was 1 mV, and this sets a limit to the deteaable optical power of - -70 dBm. The 

intrafringe resolution obtained at a vokage SNR of 10 dB is of l/200th of a fringe. There is 

scope for improvement in detected power levels with improvement in launch optics. This was 

done before using SLD sources (see chapter 8). 

For comparison purposes wim the model predicting the multiplexed sensor performance, an 

optical power of -23 dBm was launched into me multiplexed sensor arrangement (i.e - 20 dBm 

launched into port 1). This figure was chosen so that the experimental conditions would be 

simUar to those assumed in the calculations. Table 7.3 summarises the experimental resuks 

obtained under mese conditions. 

From table 7.3 the voltege signal-to-noise ratio of the WU fringe pattem associated with me 

2nd sensor prior to multiplexing was ~ 13.9 dB, and this decreased to - 12.5 dB after 

multiplexing, giving a drop in me voltage SNR of 1.4 dB. Since for this power me detector is 

thermal noise timited, mis decrease of 1.4 dB is produced by optical power reflected by me first 

sensor together wim the two-way transmission loss of the first sensor. Considering N sensors 

of simUar properties multiplexed in series and a minimal signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB required 

for the x^ technique to identify the centtal frmge with a high degree of retiabitity, the value of N 
13 9-10 can be obtained approximately as, N = — y - — = 2.78« 3. Thus, wim -23 dBm optical 

power launched mto me sensor artay, up to 3 intrinsic FFPI sensors could be deployed on the 

same fibre. 

The above figure can be approxknately compared with the model of chapter 6 using the data of 

figure 6.10. For the present circumstances, the minimum accepteble power at the detector is 
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Source used 

Laser diode output power (average) 

Centre wavelength 

Optical power incident into sensor array 

Power received at the detector from sensor 1 only 

Power received at the detector from both sensors 1 

and2 

System RMS noise 

Sensor transmission loss (1 way loss figure, both 

sensors similar) (reflectivity dependent) 

Voltage signal-to-noise ratio of sensor 1 (prior to 

multiplexing) 

Voltage signal-to-noise ratio of Sensor 1 (after 

multiplexing) 

Cross talk 

Visibility for sensor 1 

Voltage signal-to-noise ratio of sensor 2 (prior to 

multiplexing) 

multimode lasCT diode LT016MD 

15 mW 

810 nm 

-23 dBm 

-50 dBm 

-48 dBm 

ImV 

~1.5dB 

14.33 dB 

14.33 dB 

No detectable cross talk 

-0.10 

13.90 dB 
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Voltage signal-to-noise ratio of sensor 2 (itfter 

multiplexing) 

Visibility for sensor 2 

Combined reflectance of sensor 1 

Cavity length Ij 

Combined reflectance of sensor 2 

cavity length I2 

Cavity length I2 

Difference in sensor cavity lengths 

12.50 dB 

0.07 

-10% 

~ 1.9 cm 

-17% 

- 1.7 cm 

- 1.7 cm 

- 0.181 cm 

Table 7.3 Multiplexed system evaluation 

- 54.33 dBm (voltege signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB). The one-way power loss factor for mese 

sensors is - 1.5 dB which corresponds to one of the tines of figure 6.10. A nunimum detector 

power of - 54.33 dBm can be seen from the diagram to aUow approximately 8 sensors wim iir 

= 1. The measured value of 2.78 corresponds to a detected power of - 37.8 dBm. The 

difference of 16.5 dBm between these two values impties a value of T|r for the couplers and 

Fabry-Perot receiving interferometer of about 0.02. It is difficuk to estimate the Ught 

throughput of the receiver mterferometer as there are unknown losses in coupling in and out of 

the fibre but this overaU figure seems quite reasonable. 
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There was no cross-talk observed with me two FFPI sensors multiplexed in series. The effect 

of cross-talk was investigated by monitoring both me position of the centre of the WLI 

interference pattem and also the visibitity of this pattem associated wim the first sensor 

(sensor 1) whose temperamre was maintained at room temperature, as the temperature of the 

second sensor (sensor 2) was varied. Figures 7.22a and 7.22b display the cross-talk 

measurements, where as expected, the position of the central fringe (squares) and the value of 

the visibitity were nearly constant, indicating that there was no cross-talk between the two 

sensors. 
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Figure 7.22a Shift of centte of WU fringe pattems of sensor 1 (n) and tiiat of 
sensor 2 (o) for the two sensors multiplexed in series when the temperamre of 
sensor 2 is varied 
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Figure 7.22b Dependence of me visibitity of me first sensor (sensor 1) fringe pattern on 

temperature of me second sensor (sensor 2) for the two sensors multiplexed in series. 

7.8 Conclusion 

A multiplexed sensor system for me absolute measurement of static strain and temperature has 

been demonstrated, with two sensors multiplexed either in a serial arrangement for the 

measurement of temperamre or in a paraUel arrangement for me measurement of strain. The 

sensor resolution has been measured. These FFPIs sensors have been successfuUy multiplexed 

in series and in paraUel with no observable cross-talk between them, and no hysteresis was 

evident. The experimental measurements agree reasonably wim the meoretical predictions. The 

serial arrangement aUows a compact network of interferometric fibre optic sensors formed in a 

single strand of optical fibre to be efficiently interrogated and demodulated. Indeed, the 

multiplexed fibre optic FP sensors can be used for multiparameter monitoring. The 

demodulation technique employing white Ught interferometry enables multiplexing of several 

sensors because of the large operating range of the receiver interferometer, and it has been 
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possible to multiplex FFPIs usmg an economical single source and detector arrangement. The 

advanteges of this low coherence sensing include remote sensing apptication, a large dynanuc 

measurement range timited only by the strength and thermal stabitity of the sensor, self 

initiaUsation and the achievement of absolute measurements. 
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CHAPTER 8 

GRATING FIBRE FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETERS 

Intrinsic fibre Fabry-Perot sensors based on semi-reflective fusion sptices have been found to 

posses several advanteges including high sensitivity, potential for multiplexing and easy 

embodiment or attechment to stractures (chapter 7). However, fusion spUced fibre Fabry-Perot 

mterferometers (FFPIs) are difficult to fabricate, particularly with birefringent fibres where 

atignment of eigenaxes is required, and also the strain performance (+3500 \i£ (section 5.3.3)) 

obtained with these sensors is less than one would tike. Therefore it was necessary to look for 

an altemative simpler way to make FFPIs suiteble for use in high stress envfronments. Bragg 

gratings when configured as FFPIs should overcome both problems; however mese are 

difficult to make with a broad spectral reflectance. A fibre Fabry-Perot interferometer formed by 

two smgle gratings has a rather narrow bandwidth. This works weU with normal FFPIs based 

on long coherence interferometry but is not reaUy usable for low coherence FFPI sensing as the 

white tight fringe pattem formed by reflection from these stracmres is too long and its centtal 

region ramer flat. Thus there is a high probabitity of large errors occurring ki identifymg me 

cenfral fringe (section 7.3.4) and hence in the measurement of the measurand. This is 

unacceptable in a practical system. Chirped Bragg gratings written using holographic 

techniques may be used to provide a broad reflection bandwidth and high reflectivity [Poladian 

et al, 1992; Eggleton et al, 1993; Parries et al, 1994]. However, the technique used to 
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fabricate such gratings was not avaUable with our research laboratories which uses diffraction 

phase masks. 

There have been two types of previous approaches to making synmetic broadband sources for 

low coherence interferometry namely (i) by usmg a multimode laser diode [Gerges et al, 

1990], (u) by using two broadband sources widely spaced in thek centte wavelengths [Chen et 

al, 1993; Wang et al, 1994; Rao and Jackson, 1995]. The latter works particularly weU but 

suffers from the stight disadvantege that it requkes two separate broadband sources. 

By using a two wavelengm techitique with closely-spaced coherent sources, it is possible to 

extend the unambiguous measurement range associated with measurement of fringe shifts in 

interferometric sensors [Berkoff and Kersey, 1992]. Berkoff and Kersey demonsfrated a two 

wavelength operation of an interferometric optical fibre sensor using such a source which is in 

effect produced by reflecting broadband tight from two in-fibre Bragg gratings to provide two 

closely spaced wavelengths. Using this technique with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, an 

unambiguous sensor range (A(t) = 2%) in the optical pam difference of the interferometer of 

about ± 0.5 mm was achieved with the two gratings separated by about 2.5 nm. This system 

suffers from the disadvantege that there is no absolute reference and thus mformation obtained 

is lost when the system is interrapted. This problem is overcome with white light 

interferometry. 

The use of two widely-spaced broadband sources to produce a synmetic source for use in 

conjunction with WLI interferometty has been discussed by a number of authors [Chen et al, 

1993; Rao et al, 1993; Wang et al, 1993a, 1993b, 1994]. This technique has been used to 

enhance the amptimde of the centtal fringe making it easier to identify this fiinge. Chen et al 

showed that tiie mkiimum signal-to-noise ratio requked to identify the centtal fiinge through its 

maximum visibUity could be significantly reduced when two broadband sources of wide 

wavelengm separation are used. Two laser diodes operated below threshold were used and a 
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reduction in the minimum SNR from about 53 dB (for a single source) to about 22 dB (when 

uskig dual broadband sources) was obtained. Rao et al, [1993] were able to produce a source 

of very short coherence lengm by summkig the autocorrelation function of two multimode laser 

diodes. The centte wavelengths of these diode lasers were 676 nm (coherence length of 45 t̂m) 

and 784 nm (coherence length of 80 p,m). At tiie output of the mterferometer an interference 

signal with a significantiy reduced equivalent coherence length of about 4 |jjn was obtained. 

This was an important achievement because the nartow spectral extent of the cenfral low 

coherence pattem greatiy simplifies the identification of the cenfral fringe through its maximum 

visibitity. 

Wang et al, [1994] considered the matter of the optimum choice of wavelength separation for 

the two low coherence sources used together as a synmetic broadband source in a white tight 

interferometric system. They developed a method of finding the optimum wavelength 

separation and verified thek calculations experimentaUy using a number of laser diode sources 

which were operated below threshold. The wavelengm combinations used in me experimental 

study included 635 nm, 655 nm, 688 nm and 830 nm, aU with approximately the same 

coherence length of 15 - 16 |J.m. Other experiments were performed using sources with 

differences in both wavelength and coherence lengm. Combinations of wavelength (coherence 

length) used mcluded (a) Xi = 635 nm (16 p,m), X2 = 670 nm (20 p.m); (b) Xi = 635 mn (16 

îm), X2 = 750 nm (40 M-m); (c) Xi = 635 nm (16 ^im), X2 = 786 nm (35 ^im). The optknum 

wavelengm separation for me fkst series of experiments (with -16 p.m coherence lengm) was 

about 175 nm. This was reduced in me second series of experiments where the second source 

had increased coherence length. For aU cases the predicted and experimental results agreed quite 

weU. 

Wang et al [1993b] showed that the use of a synthetic source involving the combination of 

three separate wavelengms can result in WLI pattems in which the cenfral fringe is extremely 

easy to identify (even easier man wim two-wavelengm synthetic sources). They used three laser 
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diodes operated below tiireshold at wavelengtiis of 635 nm, 688 nm and 830 nm, all with 

coherence lengms of about 16 mm. The three-wavelengm source gave a reduction of ahnost 6 

dB in minimum signal-to-noise ratio (as defined by mem) compared to a two-wavelength 

source using 635 nm and 830 nm laser diodes. 

Recentiy Wang et al [1995] showed tiiat it was possible to do away witii tiie receiving 

interferometer in a WLI based scheme by interrogating a sensor interferometer with two 

broadband sources and turting the wavelengm of one of the sources. Tuning me wavelengm of 

one source causes a shift in all the side peak positions in the fringe pattem. If a measurand 

induces an optical path difference change in the sensing mterferometer a cortesponding shift ki 

the entire fringe pattem wtil be manifest By appropriately tuning me wavelength of one source, 

the side peaks could be brought back to their original position. This provides a measure of 

optical path difference change in the interferometer via the wavelength change of the tuned 

source. A measurement resolution of 1.4 |j,m was obtained wim this scheme. The sensitivity 

and scanning range with this technique depends on me properties of the tunable source. A 

practical system is clearly possible when tunable sources with suitable characteristics for the 

apptication are avaUable. 

Dual and multiple broadband techniques are attractive because they simplify the identification of 

the central fringe, but the use of several sources and the associated optical sptitters is a 

drawback wim these schemes. It was reatised that this type of result could be obtained with in-

fibre Bragg grating FFPIs by writing two or more closely spaced paks of IFBGs with identical 

separation and different Bragg wavelengths. When used with single broadband source 

Ulumkiation, the wavelength separation of these Bragg grating FFPIs is limited only by the 

spectral width of the source. 

This chapter describes an extension of this work to an intrinsic FFPI of high mechanical 

strengm which is amenable to multiplexing and is compatible with white tight interferometry. 
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The work used a completely new technique utilising "dual/triple in-fibre Fabry-Perot 

interferometers" based on in-fibre Bragg gratings. Computer simulations of dual 

interferometers were carried out and the success of this new method has been experimentaUy 

verified by constracting suiteble dual ki-fibre Bragg grating FFPIs and demonsttating thek use 

in a sensing simation. The simulations were extended to triple Bragg grating FFPIs (6 gratings) 

at three distinct wavelengths and a device was made to check the accuracy of the predictions for 

this case also. In general it turns out mat within me specttal limitetions imposed by the SLD 

source used, triple grating FFPIs are not a substantial improvement over double grating FFPIs 

(with the same overaU specfral separation) and hence it is perhaps best to mitiaUy concenttate on 

using the maximum possible wavelengm spacing and specttal width for me Bragg Fabry-Perot 

mterferometers. 

8.1 Bragg grating writing techmques 

IFBGs consist of a long series of regular periodic refractive mdex variations written into the 

fibre core. The first report of Bragg gratings written into cores of optical fibres was made by 

HiU et al [1978]. They observed that it was possible to induce a periodic index modulation in 

germanium-doped sitica optical fibres by coupling highly intense counter-propagating laser 

beams from an argon ion laser operated at 488 nm or 514.5 nm. The counter-propagating 

waves form a standing wave in the fibre which results in a permanent refractive mdex change in 

the Ge02-doped core in sitica fibres. The mechanism responsible for the refractive index 

changes has been shown to be a photon absorption process [Meltz et al, 1989; Morey et al, 

1989]. Germanium doped siticate fibres have an oxygen-vacancy 'defect' absorption band at 

about 245 nm which can be bleached using ulfra-violet radiation. During the chemical vapour 

deposition process involved in the formation of these fibres, oxygen deficiencies occur [Morey 

et al, 1989] such that photons in the 245 nm region can readUy break the Si - Si, Ge - Ge and 

Si - Ge bonds which occur witiiout tiie bridging oxygen, thus givmg rise to a refractive index 

variation. 
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SknUar work using the HiU et al, technique was done [Lam and Garside, 1981] where gratings 

were written in single-mode fibres using an argon ion laser operated at 514.5 nm, with 1 W 

output power. Lam and Garside indicated that the grating strength increased with the square of 

the writing power, suggesting a two photon absorption process. These optical fibre gratings are 

of advantege because of thek intrinsic nature and low-loss. However, this method allows 

writing gratings only at the pump wavelengm. La RocheUe et al [1990] also used the same 

technique when fabricating Bragg gratings into eUiptical-core polarisation preserving fibres. 

They used an argon-ion laser at a wavelength of 488 nm and gratings were written typicaUy 

with optical powers of 42 mW launched into the fibre and a maximum grating reflectivity of 

96% was achieved. 

8.2 Holographic techniques 

The holographic techitique has found considerable apptication ki writing Bragg gratings [Meltz 

et al 1989; Xie et al, 1993; Mizrahi and Sipe, 1993] into tiie cores of optical fibres. This 

method kivolves irradiating the core through the side of the cladding by an ulfra violet two-

beam interference pattem. The wavelengm of the irradiation is chosen to be in the UV region 

corresponding to the oxygen defect band of germania. A permanent periodic refractive mdex 

variation results from the irradiation. GeneraUy, CW or pulsed laser sources have been used to 

write tiiese type of gratings [Meltz, et al, 1989; Kashap et al, 1990; Xie et al, 1993]. Meltz et 

al used a tunable excimer-pumped dye laser used in the wavelength region of 486 - 500 nm. A 

frequency doubling crystal was used to provide a UV source that was in the 244 run range and 

had sufficient coherence lengm. A prism/cylindrical lens combination aUowed the sptitting of 

the UV beam into two equal intensity beams and recombining of these beams to produce an 

interference pattem on the fibre core. Pulse radiation havmg an average power between 

4 - 24 mW were used to write these Bragg gratings with centte wavelength of 577 - 591 nm 

and gratmg lengtii m the range of 4 - 10 mm. Xie et al [1993] simUarly used a pulsed laser 
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source to write thek gratings. An ultraviolet interference pattem from a XeCl-pumped 

frequency-doubled dye laser was used. Gratings were written at a wavelength of 243 nm with 

typical writing energies per pulse m the range of 150 - 300 mJ/cm^. Unlike Meltz et al. and 

Xie et al who used pulsed laser sources, Kashap et al used an intta-cavity doubled Argon ion 

laser operated at 257.5 nm, with an output CW power of about 100 mW. The beam was 

initiaUy expanded and sptit into two equal parts by using fused sitica prisms (placed on a 

rotation stage to allow for angular variation of the two beams), and then recombined using 

simUar prisms in such a way that it was made to interfere on one of the desked optical fibre 

surfaces. The holographic method of writing gratkigs is of advantege because it aUows gratings 

of various Bragg wavelengths to be written by either changing the wavelength of UV beam 

(within the limits of the absorption band) or by altering me angle of the interfering beams. 

However, it demands high mechanical stability of the interferometer and freedom from 

vibrations. 

8.3 Phase mask technique 

A diffraction phase mask is composed of a sitica plate with regular chaimels formed on one 

surface by electton beam timography or reactive etching techiuques [VerdieU et al, 1993]. The 

depth of the channels is adjusted to introduce a 7C phase shift in the direct beam at the 

iUumkiating wavelength and this suppresses the zero order beam in the diffraction pattem from 

the mask. When it is Ulumkiated with the appropriate UV laser beam, the mask generates two 

sttong first order diffraction beams which interfere to produce UV fringes ki the near field. This 

provides a means of writing fibre gratings when the fibre is placed in contect with, or in very 

close proximity to, the mask (the depth of field is very smaU). The phase mask technique has 

the advantege that the Bragg grating periodicity is half that of the phase mask and is insensitive 

to the angle of incidence of the writing beam. This lessens the requkement of mechanical 

stebitity. NormaUy, the fibre is clamped to the phase mask during the writing process, further 

reducing the requkement for mechanical stebUity. A phase mask writes gratings only at one 
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wavelengtii defined by the spatial period of the mask. Bragg gratings have been written uskig 

this technique by HiU and co-workers [1993] who indicated that long length gratmgs and hence 

nartow bandwidth gratings could be written by ttanslating either the UV beam or the fibre 

phase mask assembly. Short lengtii fibre gratkigs can also be made witii this technique with 

inclusion of an aperture. The smaUest lengm which can be written (i.e. smaUest aperture which 

can be used) is limited by the depth of field problem. 

8.4 Characteristics of in-fibre Bragg gratings 

The Bragg wavelength reflected by the grating is govemed by the refractive index of the core 

and the period of the gratkig. Assuming mat me grating is uniform along me lengm of the fibre, 

the refractive index variation n(z) has the approximate form [Russel, et al, 1993] 

n(z) = ni-f-Ancos , (8,1) 
V A y 

where ni is the average refractive index of the core. An is the refractive index modulation, z is 

the distance along me fibre core and A is the grating period. The reflectivity of the grating can 

be obtained using coupled mode theory [Yariv, 1973] and shown to be [Lam and Garside, 

1981] 

K^smh^(SLg) 

AP^ smh^(SLg) + S^cosh^ (SLg) 
R(Lg,^) - 2 . ,i,r^,—^^—7^ , 2x«T—7- (8.2) 

Where 

Lg is the gratkig length, 

X is the wavelength in vacuum. 
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^P = Po ~ ~r is tiie wave-vector demning from Bragg resonance (phase mismatch 

constant), 

Po is the propagation constant of the mode in the optical fibre and is approximated by 

a - 27n i i 

^"^ X ' 

Kg = -5—— is the coupling coefficient, 

ri ~ 0.9 is the fraction of fundamental mode intensity within the core, 

and 

S^=Kl-Af . 

When the wavelength of the reflected light satisfies the Bragg condition, the reflected beams 

add constractively and ideaUy a narrow peak is observed at a Bragg wavelength XQ, given by 

[Melle era/., 1993] 

A.B = 2nA , (8.3) 

where n is effective refractive index. Under the phase matching condition, Ap = 0, A, = X,B 

equation 8.2 sknplifies to the Bragg reflectivity RB(An,Lg) which is given by 

RB(An,Lg) = tanh (̂7rAnTiLg/>.B) • (8-4) 
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8.5 Temperature and strain characteristics of a Bragg grating sensor 

Any change in either me refractive mdex or the grating peripd due to an environmental 

parameter, P, (e.g. temperature or strain) wiU alter the Bragg wavelength A,B such tiiat. 

^^ ^f Adn n9AV„ 

It has been shown [MeUe et al, 1993] that the fractional change in Bragg wavelength per unit 

wavelength caused by simultaneous changes in strain and temperature is given by 

^ = ^ + ^ = ( l _ p j 4 £ + („ + | ) 4 r , (8.6) 
Ag n A 

n^ 
where Pe = —{pi2 - (pii + Piz)''^}' Ae is the change ki the axial strain, AT is the temperature 

change, and pij are the components of the sfrain optic tensor, î  is Poisson's ratio of the fibre, 

a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and ^ is the thennooptic coefficient. Using me 

estimated values for the constants for germano-siUcate glass of n = 1.465, pn - 0.121, pi2 = 

0.27, d = 0.17, k = 8.3 X 10-6/K and a = 0.56 x lO'^/K [Xu et al, 1993a], gives 

- ^ ^ = 0.78 (8.7) 
XQAE 

and 

- ^ ^ = 8 .86xl0^/K . (8.8) 
X,BAT 
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The thermal and stetic sttain sensitivity of the Bragg gratmg were experimentaUy measured and 

are discussed in section below. 

8.6 Bragg grating characterisation 

8.6.1 Thermal sensitivity of IFBG 

FoUowing the analysis of in-fibre Bragg grating sensors given in the previous section 8.5, the 

thermal and stetic sttain response was determined experimentaUy by measuring the wavelength 

shift as these parameters were varied. The temperature sensitivity was measured for a grating 

of length approximately 5.6 mm (formed in a Coming Flexcore 780 single-mode fibre, centte 

wavelength 835 nm, reflection bandwidth 0.3 nm (FWHM) wim a 15% peak reflectivity. 

BFBG 

+ 
Superluminescent 

diode 

<tkOven 

Temperature 
transducer 

Index matching liquid 

Optical 
spectrun 
analyser 

DC - Directional coupler 

Figure 8.1 Experimental arrangement for the determmation of thermal response of an in-

fibre Bragg grating sensor. 

An 835 nm superluminescent diode (Hamamatsu L3302) peak power 2.4 mW at 90 mA and a 

tine-width of 10 nm (FWHM) was used as a broadband source. Light was coupled mto the 
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IFBG via a 3 dB dkectional coupler. The back reflected tight was analysed using an optical 

spectrum analyser (AQ-6310B) with a resolution of 0.1 nm. Figure 8.1 shows the experimental 

arrangement used to test the temperature sensitivity of the fibre grating. The unused port of the 

fibre coupler and the end of the fibre containing the grating were index matched to avoid 

unwanted reflections. The temperamre of the IFBG was varied using a temperature conttoUed 

oven and monitored by an AD590 temperamre ttansducer placed near the sensor A typical 

specttal output of the back reflected Ught from a fibre gratmg sensor is shown in figure 8.2. 

The peak wavelength is 835 nm witii a 0.3 nm bandwidtii (FWHM). 

800 

834.5 834.75 835 835.25 

Wavelength (nm) 

835.5 

Figure 8.2 Typical back reflection spectram from an IFBG of centte wavelength 

835 nm, reflection bandwidth of 0.3 nm (FWHM) and reflectivity of 15% at room 

temperature. 
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Figure 8.3 shows a plot of reflected Bragg wavelength against temperature in me range of 20 -

70°C. The graph is approximately linear with a wavelength shift per unit temperamre of 

0.0061± 0.0002 nm/K. This cortesponds to a relative wavelength shift per uitit temperamre 

(AX/XAT) of 7.2 X 10"6/K This value is in reasonable agreement with the calculation in 

section 8.5 of 8.86 x lO'^/K considering that the properties of Flexcore fibre in which the 

grating was formed are very likely to be different from germano-sUicate glass constants used in 

me calculation. The optical spectrum analyser readout gave the Bragg wavelength to ~ 0.01 mn 

even though the spectral resolution was only 0.1 nm. Therefore, this is a very timited 

experiment which gives the temperature shift of the Bragg wavelength only approximately due 

to the limitetions of the optical spectrum analyser. 

•3 
eo 
e 
> 
ct 

835.4 

835.3 -

835.2 -

835.1 -

834.9 

Temperature (°C) 

Figure 8.3 Thermal sensitivity of an ki-fibre Bragg grating sensor measured with an 

optical spectrum analyser of resolution 0.1 nm. 
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8.6.2 Static strain sensitivity of IFBG 

The in-fibre Bragg grating was also characterised for its stetic sttain performance. The 

experimental artangement is simUar to the one shown in figure 8.4. The same grating as used 

above was adhered on the surface of a cantUever so that the grating was aUgned in a direction 

paraUel to the strain dkection of the cantUever. A resistive sfrain gauge was simUarly bonded 

adjacent to the IFBG to monitor the sfrain. Light from an SLD used in the previous experiment 

was injected into the system and the back reflected light again analysed using the optical 

spectram analyser. 

835.4 

5 eo e 

I 

835.3 -

835.2 -

835.1 -

835 
700 

Strain (^£) 

Figure 8.4 Sttaki sensitivity of a surface-adhered in-fibre Bragg gratmg sensor 

measured with an optical spectium analyser of resolution 0.1 nm. 
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The Bragg gratkig is also sensitive to temperamre as already indicated in section 8,5, so the 

sensor wavelength readings at different axial strains were taken at the same indicated 

temperature. An approxknately tinear response was displayed by tiie IFBG sensor (figure 8.4) 

over the region of 0 to about 700 \ie witii a rate of change of wavelength witii strain of 

~ 0.60 ± 0.04pm / \iz. Given tiie limitetion m resolution of the optical spectiiim analyser this 

stram sensitivity is approximate only. 

8.7 Fabricatioii of Dual FFP interferometer based on Bragg gratings 

The Bragg grating FFPI sensors used in this work were fabricated using me phase mask 

technique. To form the gratkigs, the fibres were initiaUy photo-sensitised using hydrogen. 

Hydrogen sensitising of the fibres was done by keeping them under a pressure of 100 

atmospheres of hydrogen for at least 24 hours. NormaUy the temperamre of the "hydrogen 

bomb" was raised to about 100°C for 6 -12 hours of this time. In fact it appeared that 

satisfactory sensitisation could be achieved with somewhat less storage time and without the 

need to raise the temperature but this was not reaUy investigated as the procedure used above 

was reaUy quite simple and convenient to use. Use of hydrogen sensitisation changed the 

writing time for Bragg gratings from hours to minutes. To form the gratings, a section of the 

sensitised fibre that was a tittie longer than the grating to be written was first chenticaUy 

stripped using dichloromethane. Chemical shipping ensured that minimum mechanical damage 

was infroduced on the fibre surface. The fibre was then clamped in a special jig which could 

aUow me fibre to be mechaiticaUy sfrained along its axis using a micrometer-coupled tension 

device. To assist the critical fibre translations required, micropositioners were used for the x-y-

z movements. Figure 8.5 shows schematicaUy tiie ej^perimental artangement The UV beam 

was obtained from Spectra Physics Nd:YAG laser pumped Master OscUlator/Power OscUlator 

(MOPO) optical parametric osciUator. For this work the MOPO was tuned to 490 nm and this 

ou^ut was frequency doubled to 245 nm using an external BBO crystal. The system had a 

pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz, a pulse length of 6 ns and output of 50 - 100 mJ per pulse at 
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490 nm and up to 7 mJ per pulse at 245 nm. A dispersive prism was used to separate the 

fundamental (490 nm) and the UV beam emerging from the BBO crystal, and a beam dump 

was used to block the fundamental beam. Using a cylindrical lens to confrol the power density, 

the UV beam was partiaUy focused through the phase mask and onto the fibre core. An aperture 

of 0.4 mm wide was placed between the lens and phase mask so that the length of the exposed 

core was restricted to about this figure. 

Fused glass prism 

A 490 nm beam 
MOPO 

BBOcrytal 

Optical fibre 

Beam dump 
Cylindrical lens 

& 

Phase mask 

V 

V 

Screen 

Figure 8.5 Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for writing Bragg 

gratings using a phase mask. 
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Slipped optical fibre 

Fixed mounting 

Translation direction 

Gl, G2 - In-fibre Bragg gratings 

Figure 8.6 Optical fibre mounted in a special jig showmg me gratings being written and 

also the movement of the fibre relative to the UV beam dkection during gratkig writing 

process. 

When tension is apptied between two points of a fibre, the resulting strain is constant 

throughout the fibre. If a Bragg grating is written whUe the fibre is sfrained, on removing the 

sttess there is a urtiform Bragg wavelengm shift (to shorter wavelength) wim no change in 

shape in the reflection spectrum of the gratkig. In this way, using sttains of up to 0.8%, Bragg 

grating-based FFPIs were written at a range of closely-spaced wavelength. The fkst pak of 

gratings forming the first FFP interferometer was written when the fibre was under maximum 

desked tension and subsequent paks were written into the same fibre with reduced tension. 

Each writing processes foUowed a careful and precise movement of the fibre in its longimdinal 

dkection. In this way it was possible to ensure that the fkst gratings of each FFPI pak were aU 

written very close to each other and the spacing of each pak was the same. Figure 8.6 depicts in 
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a simplified way the mounted fibre and its ttanslation relative to UV beam direction. The chosen 

cavity length of the FFPIs was 20 mm. 

Wltile tiie series of gratkigs were written, tiie specttal fransmission of tiie fibre was monitored 

using a white light source and an optical spectram analyser. In this way it was possible to 

carefiiUy monitor wavelength shifts and the reflectivity and bandwidth of each grating. 

8.7.1 Fabrication results 

Figures 8.3 (a - c) show a typical ttansmission spectra for a set of 4 gratings which constimte a 

dual FFPI. Figure 8.3a shows the transmission spectram whUe under tension of a pair of 

gratings (Gl) which were written into the core of a single-mode fibre when me fibre was under 

tension. 

838. e 835.0ni> 848.9 
SUP Ina/I VS 20P^IRES .gnalRMR sTs 
UMKR 831.68 
LMKR 62.3/ 185.4= 8.591 

Figure 8.3a Transmission spectrum of a pak of gratings (Gl)forming the first FFPI 

sensor written under axial tension as monitored by the optical spectrum analyser whUe 

StiU under tension. 
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Figure 8.3b shows the spectram of the same pak of gratings (Gl) when the tension had been 

released. As seen from figure 8.3b, the expected shift of the spectrum to the lower wavelength 

is observed. In figure 8.3c is shown the specttal fransmission of the final dual grating fibre 

Fabry-Perot interferometer after a second pak of gratings were written into the unstrained fibre. 

128 
p 

-1 i \ 

1 f \ 

/ \ \ 

! •\ 

\ \ - 1 1 \ 

48 
P 

8 2 4 . 8 829.enft 8 3 4 . 8 
SUP IniP/l VS 20P/IRES .SnolQUR 515 
yHKR 828 . ien in 
LHKR 6 4 . 1 / 183 .3= 0 . 6 2 8 

Figure 8.3b Transmission spectrum of pak of gratkigs Gl which form tiie fkst FFPI 

sensor when tension was released. 

The results of the fabrication process show that the reflection Bragg wavelength of the two 

gratings which form the fu-st FFPI sensor written under tension shifted about 3.7 nm when me 

tension was released. When tiie two FFPI formed by the four Bragg gratkigs are Ulumkiated by 

broadband tight, the result is equivalent to the use of two kidependent optical sources witii a 

wavelength separation of 3.7 nm reflected from a FFPI with broadband mirrors. 
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Figure 8.3c Transmission spectrum of the dual FFPI-based gratkig sensor (4 gratings) 

monitored using an optical spectram analyser. 

8.7.2 Predicted performance of dual FFP interferometer based on Bragg 

gratings 

The schematic diagram of a WLI sensmg scheme using a dual gratmg FFP interferometer as the 

sensor element is shown in figure 8.4. Each pak of simUar Bragg gratings reflects a distinct 

wavelength say Xi and Xi of the incident tight from a broadband source. In this case the two 

wavelengths for the dual FFP are centred at X.i ~ 828 nm (AA,i ~ 1.2 nm (FWHM)), and 

X2 ~ 832 nm (AX2 ~ 1.2 nm (FWHM)). 
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Figure 8.4 Schematic diagram of the experimental set up of a dual FFP sensor based on 

fibre Bragg gratings with WLI sensing. 

Because the dual grating FFPI provides two sources with a specified difference in wavelengm, 

the scheme is similar in principle to the dual broadband source technique described eartier 

[Wang et al, 1994; Rao and Jackson, 1995]. 
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For an interferometer iUuminated with a superluminescent diode, assuming a Gaussian spectral 

profiOle for the SLD, the normalised ac component of the output intensity obtained is given by 

r^mgetal, 1995a] 

Vxexp 2(x-xJ \ 2 ' 

/. •c J 

cos[47t(x-Xo)/^], (8.14) 

where X, is the cenfre wavelength of the source, V is the visibitity, Ic is the coherence length of 

the reflected tight and (x - Xo) is the optical cavity length difference between sensor and receiver 

interferometers. 

The two beams from me dual Bragg grating pak (which form me 2 FFPI sensors) are mutoaUy 

incoherent, and therefore the resultant interference signal intensity, in me case of the two 

wavelengths combination source, is the superposition of the two output signal intensities 

generated by each grating pair. Following a simUar freatment by Wang et al [1994] the 

resultant normalised ac signal intensity can be written as 

Iac(x) = Vxexp 
^2(x-xJ^' 
^ /, cl J 

4K . . 
cos—(x-x^) 

^1 

H-Vxexp -— 
(2(x-xJ^ 
I ^c2 J 

2" 
4 7 C . . 

COS—(x-Xo) , (8.15) 

where X\, X2 and Id, Icz are the centte wavelengtiis and coherence lengths of die two "sources" 

formed by reflections from the two Bragg gratkig paks. Here the kitensities of the two signals 

have been assumed equal as the reflectivities of aU the Bragg gratmgs are assumed equal. 
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Since the linewidths of the two sources are the same and the wavelengths are closely spaced, 

the coherence length of the two sources are nearly the same i,e. Id «Id = Ic, and considering 

A,i < ̂ 2 equation 8.15 becomes 

I^(x) = Vxexp -— 
f2(x-xj'| 
I '. J 

2 ' 

COS 
4TC(X-XJ 

cos 
4 i t (x -xJ 

X, 
'm 

(8.16) 

where 

2X X 
X^ = -——^ is the wavelength at the average frequency (often termed the average 

wavelength). 

A<2 — Aj 
is the modulation wavelength. 

Equation 8.16 can be described as a cosine wave of wavelength Xa whose amptimde is being 

modulated by another wave of equivalent wavelength Am, and the overaU envelope of the output 

intensity is modulated by a Gaussian function of the type exp[-2((x-Xo)//c)^]. The beat 

wavelengm is Xbeat = XjJ2. If there is an optical path variation as a result of the measurand in 

the interferometer, the whole fringe pattem wiU shift accordingly. This aUows the measurement 

of the measurand via the shift of the centte of wave packet 

For a triple grating FFP interferometer (6 grating elements), three sources with specified 

wavelengths originate from the grating assembly when Uluminated by a single broadband 

source, thus the normalised output ac interference signal intensities can be obtained by analogy 

from equation 8.15 (see also Wang etal [1993]), i.e. 

Iac(x) = Vxexp 
r2(x-xjY 

*ci 
COS 

47C(X-Xj 

^1 . 
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-I-V X exp 
^2(x-xj^' 

< '^c2 J 
COS 

47i(x-xJ 

-i-Vxexp -— 
f2(x-xj1 
< ^c3 J 

2" 

COS 
4jt(x-x„) 

(8.17) 

where X\, X2, X3 and Id, Ici-, Ics are tiie centte wavelengths and coherence lengths of the three 

reflections from the 3 grating paks. The reflections are assumed to have same bandwidth and 

intensity and be closely spaced, hence their coherence lengths are nearly the equal such that 

Ici -lc2 =lc3 =/c and therefore equation 8.17 simptifies to 

Iac(x) = Vxexp 
r2(x-xjY 
I 4 

{cos[4jc(x-Xo)/Xi] 

+C0S[27C(X - Xo) / A2] + cos[47t(x - Xo) / A,3]} (8.17a) 

8.7.3 Computer simulations 

Simulations have been done for a single grating FFPI using equation 8.14 and for both a dual 

FFPI-based sensor (2 optical sources) using equation 8.16 and for a triple FFPI-based sensor 

(3 optical sources) using equation 8.17a. The simulations for the dual grating FFP are based on 

combining me outputs of two sources with wavelengths of Xi~ 832 nm, Xz- 829 nm and 

source bandwidth ~ 1.2 nm (FWHM). Based on these parameters, the individual source 

coherence length (XVAX) ~ 577 Jim and the synthetised beat wavelength is about 230 [im. 

Simulations for a triple FFPI sensor assumed three sources of centte wavelengths of 828 nm, 

830 nm and 832 nm and a common bandwidth of ~ 1.2 nm. These assumptions are based on 
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tiie wavelength at which the phase mask writes the gratings (i-e. 832 nm) and on the tension 

that can be apptied safely to the fibre before fracture. To see the effect of source bandv^ddtii on 

the output interference pattem, additional computer simulations for the triple FFPI were done at 

wavelengtiis of 827, 829, and 831 nm and a bandwidtii of 0.6 nm. This gives an individual 

source coherence lengm of ~ 1154 ^un. 

Figure 8.5 shows a typical sknulated output of tiie system witii a smgle grating-based FFP 

sensor of reflection bandwidth ~ 1.2 nm (FWHM). Clearly, for a single FFPI sensor, the 

centt^ region of the interference fringe pattem is relatively flat and the fringe pattem extends 

over many hundreds of nm. In figure 8.6 the results of a sknulation when a dual grating-based 

FFPI is used are displayed. The dual FFPI sensor significantiy reduces the equivalent 

coherence length as can be seen from me sknulation. The effect of increasing the wavelength 

separation on the interference fringe pattem is shown in figure 8.7. Here a wavelength 

separation of 7 nm is assumed (i.e. X2-X\ = l nm). It can be seen that as the wavelength 

difference is increased the equivalent coherence length is reduced. The output of the system 

with a triple FFPI sensor is shown in figures 8.8a and 8.8b. With particular parameters 

assumed, the triple FFPI sensor does not give a significant reduction in equivalent coherence 

length in comparison with the dual FFP with same overaU wavelength separation. This is 

because the modulation wavelength depends mainly on the overaU wavelength separation. The 

overaU spatial extent of the pattem in figure 8.8b is greater than that in figure 8.8a because of 

the longer coherence length of the 0.6 nm wide reflections. 

The SLD used in this study has a rather narrow bandwidth (10 nm) and other SLDs are 

avaUable with bandwidths over 30 nm. With such sources it would be possible to obtain much 

narrower cenfral fringe packets whUe using a single optical source. This would greatiy simplify 

the identification of the cenfral fringe and lower the required signal-to-noise ratio for retiable 

identification of that fiinge. In order to demonsfrate this, figures 8.9 (a), (b) and (c) show the 

low coherence interferogram pattem obtained with a dual FFPI having reflection wavelengths 
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of 818 nm and 842 nm and an optical bandwidth (FWHM) for each reflection of 1.2 nm, 5 nm 

and 10 nm respectively. 

-0.S -
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-SOO -400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 

Receiver mirror movement (microns) 
300 400 SCO 

Hgure 8.5 Typical simulated output interference fringe pattem using a single grating-

based FFPI sensor of centre wavelength 832 nm, reflection bandwidth of 1.2 nm 

(FWHM). 
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Figure 8.6 Simulated output interference fringe pattem formed by a dual FFPI sensor 

element reflecting at centtie wavelengtiis of 831.7 nm and 828 nm, each having a 

reflection bandwidth of 1.2 nm (FWHM). 
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Figure 8.7 Simulated WLI mterference pattem for a dual FFPI sensor with a 

wavelength separation of 7 nm, reflection centre wavelengths of 824.7 nm and 

831.7 nm, each having a reflection bandwidth of 1.2 run (IWHM). 
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Figure 8.8a Sknulation of tiie WLI fiinge pattem formed by a tiiple FFPI (6 grating 

elements). Reflection centte wavelengtiis of 827 nm, 829 nm and 831 nm witii a 

common bandwidtii of 1.2 nm (FWHM). 
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Figure 8.8b Computer simulation of the mterference pattem obtained with a triple 

FFPI (6 grating elements), with reflection centre wavelengths of 827 nm, 829 nm, and 

831 nm and a common bandwidth of 0.6 nm (FWHM). 

The improvement (i.e. decrease) in width of the central fringe packet and ease of identification 

of die central fiinge is obvious. 

Very broad Bragg gratings are possible uskig holographicaUy-produced chirped gratings. This 

is the reason that larger bandwidths have been included in figure 8.9. In fact gratings with 

widths as large as 44 nm have been produced [Parries et al, 1994]. Gratings of this type can 

be produced at any desired wavelength and are very suitable for use with SLD sources or laser 

diodes operated below threshold. With the use of two or more such sources in a maimer 

sknilar to others [Wang et al., 1994; Rao and Jackson, 1995], even narrower central fringe 
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Figure 8.9 Sknulated low coherence mterferogram for Xi = 842 nm and X2 = 818 nm 

and FWHM reflection bandwidtii of (a) 1.2 nm, (b) 5 nm and (c) 10 nm. 
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Figure 8.10 Simulated low coherence interferogram for Xi = 830 nm and X2 = 785 nm 

and FWHM reflection bandwidth of 40 nm. 

-10 0 
Receiver minor movement (microos) 

Figure 8.11 Simulated low coherence interferogram for Xi = 830 nm and X2 = 680 nm 

and FWHM reflection bandwidth of 40 nm. 
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packets are achievable with appropriately designed multiple FFPI sensors. Figure 8.10 is an 

example of such an interferogram using grating wavelengths of 785 nm and 830 nm with a 

bandwidth for each reflection of 40 nm (coherence length of approximately 16 ^im). Figure 

8.11 is a simUar mterferogram for reflection wavelengths of 830 nm and 680 nm. This latter 

choice corresponds approximately to the optimum wavelength separation as defined by Wang et 

al [1994]. 

Clearly multiple grating-based FFPI sensors have the potential to combkie aU the advantages of 

uskig Bragg gratings as reflectors with the established advantages of using synthetic light 

sources. 

8.7.4 Experimental results 

The experimental artangement used to verify the above concepts with a dual FFPI sensor is 

shown in figure 8.4. Light at a centre wavelength of 832 nm from a superluminescent diode 

(Hamamatsu L3302), having a FWHM bandwidth of ~ 10 nm was launched into the sensor via 

a 2 X 2 single-mode dkectional coupler as discussed earlier. The temperamre sensitivity was 

measured for a dual FFPI sensor of grating spacing 20.00 ± 0.01 mm, centre wavelengths of ~ 

829 nm and ~ 832 nm, reflection bandwidth of ~ 1.2 nm (FWHM) witii each grating FFPI 

having a reflectivity of ~ 20% (see fransmission spectram, figure 8.3c). These reflectivities 

were a tittie high for low finesse sensors suitable for multiplexing but were adequate to verify 

the concepts and the higher reflectivity improved the signal-to-noise ratio. The receiving 

interferometer and detection arrangement was the same as in previous WLI measurements. The 

unused ports of the fibre couplers together with the distal end of the fibre containing the Bragg 

gratings were index matched to avoid spurious back reflections. Figure 8.12 shows the 

measured output signal obtained at the detector as the mirror of the receiver interferometer was 

scanned. It shows the sum of both outputs of wavelength X\ and X2, where a beat signal is 
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clearly evident The fringe pattem obtained experimentaUy agrees weU with the simulation in 

figure 8.6. The experimental beat interval was 96 îm compared to a simulated one of 93 \ua. 

The temperature of the dual FFP sensor was varied using the temperature confroUed oven and 

an AD590 temperature probe served as a reference. The centt^ mterference packet was tracked 

as the temperamre of the oven was varied. The central fringe and centre of this fringe were 

identified using the signal processing techniques described in sections 6.5.3 and 6.5.4. Figure 

8.13 shows a plot of the shift of the centre of the central fringe against temperature measured by 

the AD590 temperature probe. The graph is linear with a centtal fringe shift (in ak) per unit 

temperamre of 209 nm/K. This corresponds to a relative phase shift per unit temperature 

(A<(>/<|)AT) of 7.2 X 10-6/K. The equivalent coherence length is smaUer than would be obtained 

with a single FFPI sensor. The voltage signal-to-noise ratio obtained with this arrangement was 

15.64 dB witii a fringe visibUity of ~ 0.3. 
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Figure 8.12 Measured interference fringe pattem obtained with a dual FFPI sensor as 

the receiver interferometer is scanned. Sensor parameters are: wavelength separation 

3.7 nm (cendes ~ 828 nm and - 832 nm), FWHM reflection bandwidth ~ 1.2 nm, 

reflectivity - 20%. The source used was an SLD with FWHM bandwidth ~ 10 nm. 
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Figure 8.13 Shift of the centre of fringe pattem against temperature for the grating-based 

dual FFPI sensor. 

8.7.5 Results with triple FFPI sensor 

Following a simUar procedure described in section 8.7, a triple FFPI sensor was fabricated. 

The sensor was constracted using 3 FFPIs, each with a pair of gratings reflecting at a different 

wavelength. The centtal wavelengths were equally spaced over a 3.7 nm interval with centtes 

at approximately 831 nm, 829 nm and 827 nm. The grating spackig was 20.00 ± 0.01 mm with 

a reflectance for each grating of ~ 17% and a bandwidth of 0.6 nm (FWHM). Figure 8.14 
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shows the ttansmission spectram of a triple FFP based grating observed using an optical 

spectram analyser. 
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Figure 8.14 Transmission spectram of a triple fibre Fabry-Perot grating based sensor, 

reflectance ~ 17%, bandwidth ~ 0.6 nm (FWHM), total wavelength separation 

~ 3.7 nm. 

The triple FFPI sensor was characterised for its thermal sensitivity uskig the same arrangement 

shown as used in the previous section. Figure 8.15 shows the measured output fringe pattem 

for a triple FFP sensor. The results agree reasonably weti with the computer simulation in 

figure 8.8b although there are some shape differences which are possibly due to the visibitity 

being less than unity for the experimental measurements. In this case the experknental beat 

interval was 92 ,̂m and the simulated one was 84 p,m. The temperamre of the sensor was 

slowly raised in the range of 18 °C to about 54 ̂ C and tb^ central fringe packet fracked as the 

temperature was varied. The central fringe and centte of this fringe were identified as described 
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m sections 6.5.3. and 6.54. Figure 8.13 shows a graph of tiie shift of tiie centte of tiie centtal 

fringe versus temperamre read by an AD590 temperatiure ttransducer. The graph is tinear vdtii a 

cenfral fringe shift (ki ak) per unk temperamre of 211 nm/K for a 20 mm lengtii of sensmg 

cavity. The voltage signal-to-noise ratio was 13.3 dB ahd tiie fringe visibUity obtamed 

experimentaUy was 0.14. 
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Figure 8.15 Measmred mterference fringe pattem obtakied witii a ttiple FFPI sensor as 

me receivmg kiterfertimeter was scanned. The reflection centte wavelengtiis were ~ 827 

nm, 829 nm, and 831 nm witii a bandwidtii of ~ 0.6 mn (see figure 8.14). The source 

used was an SLD witii FWHM bandwidtii of ~ 10 nm. 
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Figure 8.16 Thermal sensitivity of a triple FFPI sensor, reflectivity ~ 17%, sensing 

lengm 20 mm, total wavelength separation 3.7 nm (centte wavelengths ~ 827, ~ 829, and 

~ 831 nm), bandwidtii ~ 0.6 nm (FWHM) (see figure 8.14). 

8.7.6 Mechanical strength of grating sensors 

The mechanical breaking sttength was investigated for both normal Coming Flexcore fibres 

which were chemically stripped at thek centres but without any gratings written in them and on 

simUar fibres into which gratings had been written. The number of such fibres was very 

limited (4 normal and 2 Bragg grating) and so the data can only be regarded as giving very 

approximate values for the breaking sttain. The fibres were sttained until fracmre and an 

average breaking sttain of about -t-35,(X)0 |i£ was obtained for the normal fibres compared to an 

average breaking sttain of about -i-12,000 [iz for fibres with Bragg gratings (the actual figures 

were 12,270 î£ and 12,007 |ie). The fibres which included Bragg grating both broke at the 

grating. The breaking sttengm of a grating-based FFPI appears to be a factor of about 3 higher 
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than that obtained with the fusion spliced FFPIs of -1-3500 ^e. This is a significant 

improvement in mechaiucal sttength and makes Bragg grating FFPIs suitable for apptications 

where larger sttesses are envisaged. The higher breaking sttength of the grating FFPIs may be 

in part attributed to the use of chemical stripping which was not done during fabrication of 

fusion spliced FFPIs. The difficulty of manufacmring fusion-spticed FFPIs was such that it 

was not considered worthwhUe to investigate the improvement which could be gained from 

chemical stripping of the jacket. 

8.7.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a totally new type of fibre Fabry-Perot sensor, which is suitable for use ki low 

coherence sensing, has been proposed, modeUed and experimentaUy verified. FFPI sensors 

which are based on a single pak of IFBGs written into the core of a single-mode fibre using 

normal writing techniques are not very suitable for low coherence systems. This is because the 

narrowband reflections have a long coherence length and thus very long WLI patterns are 

produced. By writing multiple kidependent Fabry-Perot interferometers, using grating paks at 

different wavelengths with me same grating spacing and occupying a lengm of fibre orUy 

stightiy longer than the grating spacing, it is possible to obtain WLI fringes having a central 

fringe pattem of much reduced spatial extent. The advantages offered by these sensors are 

completely analogous to those offered by systems which use multiple wavelengm sources 

together with broadband mkrors in a single FFPI. The grating-based multiple FFPI sensors 

may be taUored to use the maxknum bandwidth avaUable from a single broadband source or be 

designed for use with multiple broadband sources. 

Double and triple gratmg-based FFPI sensors which are designed to be used with a single SLD 

source of bandwidth 10 nm have been constracted and used to measure temperature. 
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These grating-based FFPI sensors appear to have significantiy improved mechanical sttength 

compared to those made using cleaving, coating and fusion spUcing techniques, even when the 

latter is combined with CO2 laser anneaUng. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

9.1 Conclusion 

The objectives of this mesis, outlined in chapter 1, of fabricating an optical fibre sensor suitable 

for the measurement of strain in stracmral materials, and evaluating its performance in an 

effective multiplexed arrangement, have been realised. The optical device developed was aU-

fibre, intrinsic and based on Fabry-Perot interferometry with gauge lengths in me range of 

4-20 mm. Demodulation was achieved by white Ught interferometry. Two approaches were 

used to fabricate the intemal ntirtors of the sensor elements; me first method used vacuum 

deposition on the cleaved fibre end foUowed by fasion spticing which resulted in reflectances in 

the range of 4%- 20%. These sensors were successfuUy fabricated and surface adhered onto a 

mUd steel cantilever for static sttaki monitoring. The second method was a new techitique of 

fabricating multiple FFPIs based on low reflectance Bragg gratings as Fabry-Perot mirrors. 

These were introduced into me cores of smgle-mode fibres by exposing me fibre to a UV beam 

through a diffraction phase mask. A smgle sensor was evaluated fkst and men a multiplexed 

artangement was assessed. Experimental measurements were carried out at wavelengths of 

810 nm and 1300 nm for the fusion spticed FFPIs and at approximately 832 nm for me grating 

FFPIs. 
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For the evaluation of the fusion spticed FFPI sensors which were fabricated in a 1300 nm 

single-mode communication fibre, a long coherence source of centre wavelength of 1300 nm 

was used. The sensor response was tinear in both tension and compression wim negtigible 

hysteresis. The relative phase sensitivity per unit strain A^/^e obtained experimentaUy was 

found to be 0.840 ± 0.004, >. = 1300 nm for a 4.5 mm FFP sensor. The sensors were also 

catibrated for temperamre during both heatkig and cooling cycle, and there was no observable 

hysteresis. The relative phase sensitivity per unit temperature, A<t>/<t)AT, was found to be 

7.0 X 10-6 /K for a 5 mm FFP cavity. 

Methods to retiably identify me centtal fringe of a WLI fringe pattem have been discussed and 

an intrafringe resolution of 1/200 of a fringe was shown to be possible. Using white tight 

interferometry, the central fringe shift (in ak) per unit sfrain for a ~ 1.7 cm FFPI sensor was 

found to be 23.4 ± 0.7 nm/|ie at X, = 810 nm. The thermal response for mese sensors was also 

investigated and a central fringe shift (in ak) per unit temperamre of 223 ± 3 nm/K (for a ~2 cm 

FFPI sensor) was obtained at a wavelengm of 810 nm . This corresponds to a relative phase 

shift per unit temperature of 7.7 x 10"6/K. Temperamre measurements with an estimated 

resolution of 0.01 ^C and sttain measurements wim a resolution of 0.07 H£ are possible wim 

this technique. 

The FFPI sensors were multiplexed both in a series and in a paraUel arrangement and their 

performance obtained for both static sfrain and temperature measurement, with no observable 

cross-talk. By adopting the serial arrangement and demodulation uskig WLI interferometry, it is 

possible to multiplex several FFP sensors of different free specttal ranges wimout any cross-

modulation. This arrangement has the potential to reatise a locatised and quasi-distributed 

sensor system for monkoring of most fields of practical and industrial interest over several 

sites with good sensitivity. The fibre Fabry-Perot sensor was demonsttated to be easily bonded 

to a stracture without any hysteresis problems being evident in the final bonded sensor. FFPI 

sensors which can withstand high mechanical strains are important in many of the potential 

apptications areas for these devices. In order to improve meir mechanical sttength, the sensors 
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were aimealed using a CW CO2 laser beam. This is the fkst report of such a technique and if 

more fuUy developed CO2 laser anneaUng may have great potential for producmg stronger 

fusion-spticed sensors. Fusion spticed sensors were fabricated by coating only a locatised 

region of the core with Ti02 in order to maximise glass to glass fusion of the cladding to give 

higher mechanical strength of the intemal mkror sptice. In this smdy with Ti02-coated fibres, 

it was found that fusion splice conditions for optimum sptices were very different from mose 

requked for an uncoated fibre. This conttasts wim the experience of Hogg et at., [1991] using 

alumiitium coatings. A major advantage of intrinsic FFPI sensors is meir smaU cross-sectional 

area which is no larger than me diameter of me fibre itself. This aUows meir consoUdation into 

stracmres with minimal dismrbance of the measurement envkonment. Omer advantz^es are 

their high sensitivity, small sensor size and lead insensitivity since tight is transntitted to me 

sensor and back through the same fibre. 

The WLI multiplexing arrangement is economical because it uses a single fibre, a single source 

and detector. The advantages offered by white tight interferometry are considerable smce with 

this memod absolute phase or pam imbalance measurements are possible. WLI measurements 

are also insensitive to intensity variations, support self initiatisation and capable of addressing 

several sensors with negligible cross-talk. One difficulty wim me use of intrinsic FFPI sensors 

wim dielectric intemal mirrors is that fabrication of these sensors is a difficuk process which 

requires particular attention to the uniformity of the deposited films. Other requkements for 

successful fabrication include properly cleaved end faces of the single-mode fibres and 

optimised fusion parameters so as to give good sptices wkh imnimal intemal ttansmission 

losses. The in-fibre Bragg grating does not require a fusion sptice and offers an advantage in 

this regard. However because fibre Bragg gratings normaUy have narrow bandwidth, a single 

FFPI based on a pair of such gratings is not suitable for WLI as the fringe pattem is too long 

for retiable determination of the central fringe. 

A new means of making intrinsic FFPI sensors based on intracore Bragg reflectors has been 

demonstrated. The technique was demonstrated in temperature sensor configuration and 
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operated in dual and triple wavelengm mode. The synthesising of low coherence reflections 

from multiple FFPIs at different wavelengms enables the white Ught interferometty technique to 

be apptied with a significant reduction in equivalent coherence lengm compared to a smgle 

grating pak. These grating-based multiple FFPI sensors may be purpose-designed to optimise 

thek performance in measuring a number of physical parameters including strain, temperature 

and pressure. In addition to bemg able to be multiplexed in me usual power sptitting way used 

in this thesis, they also have potential for spectral multiplexmg. Multiple gratmg-based FFPIs 

offer advantages of being fuUy intrinsic, having low loss and having superior mechanical 

sttengm compared to fusion spticed FFPIs. Aimough the multiple FFPIs constracted using this 

investigation are not optimum for low coherence sensing, mey nevertheless were demonsttated 

to perform weU as temperamre sensors. 

In conclusion, a serial array of reflectively-monitored FFPI sensors wkh intemal dielectric 

mirrors, addressed using white tight interferometry, has been demonstrated to be suitable for 

measuring strain in stractures. These sensors posses most of me desired quatities for practical 

sttain measurements. The inherent advantages of optical fibres coupled with the sensitivity of 

an intrinsic fibre Fabry-Perot sensor, make the FFPI gauge a viable altemative to the 

conventional resistive strain gauge. Demodulation and de-multiplexing using white tight 

interferometty has a number of advantages over conventional coherent fringe shift or fringe 

counting techniques. Aimough mechaiucal scanning of me receiver interferometer requires lugh 

mechanical stability, k offers a large measurement range and is practical in a number of 

measurement simations. 

9.2 Future work 

There are a number of fairly obvious improvements which can be made to the experimental 

system which would improve its performance. In addition, me study has opened up a number 
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of issues which could usefuUy be kivestigated further. These areas of investigation and further 

improvement include: 

(i) The efficiency of the receiver mterferometer could be readily knproved by me use of a 

suitable dielectric coating on me cleaved end of the fibre. 

(ti) When the WLI pattem is not too long, me time taken for a strain measurement could be 

considerably reduced by the inclusion of a PZT stretcher mto the receiver interferometer. In 

this way the Nanomover could be used for coarse mning foUowed by a rapid fine scan of the 

fringes using the PZT. 

(in) Compensation for thermaUy induced strain could be automaticaUy incorporated if a 

reference FFPI sensor was incorporated into the unused arm of me first directional coupler so 

mat temperamre could be monitored. 

(iv) There is a need for a morough evaluation of the performance of the grating-based FFPI 

sensors developed in the latter stages of this present project. The use of broader or multiple 

sources together with suitably designed multiple FFPIs should be quite straightforward. 

However longer chirped gratings wiU have some imptications for sensor design. FinaUy mere 

is a need to consider caremUy me effect of smaU differences in FFP cavity lengm when writing 

multiple sets of gratings. 

(v) Altemative multiplexing schemes which at least partiaUy use me spectral multiplexing 

capabUity of the grating-based FFPIs should be modeUed. 
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SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS 

a = Coeflicient of thermal expansion 

B s = Bonded sensor temperature sensitivity 

P = Propagation constant of guided mode 

A p = wave vector detuning from Bragg wavelengm 

Po = propagation constant of mode m the optical fibre 

D = Fibre diameter 

d = Diameter of rod 

E = eectt ic field 

FFP = Fibre Fabty-Perot 

FFPI = Fibre Fabty-Perot interferometer 

Eg = Youngs modulus 

Fg = Effective finesse 

F = Finesse 

F = Free sensor temperature sensitivity 

IFBG = til-fibre Bragg grating 

An = Refractive index modulation 

n 1 = Refractive mdex of core 

n2 = Recfractive mdex of claddkig 

iieff = Effective refractive index 

Ucav = Refractive uidex of laser cavity 

z = Distance along the fibre 

/ = FFP cavity lengtii 

Lg = Grating lengm 

X = wavelength in vacuum 

Kc = Amptimde coupling coefficient 

T] = Fraction of fundamental mode in fibre 

S2 = Kc2 - Ap2 

SI 



X-B = Bragg wavelength 

R B = Reflectivity at Bragg wavelengm 

P = Environmental parameter 

Pij = Sttain optic coefficients 

"& = Poisons' ratio 

4 = Thennooptic coefficient 

e = Axial strain 

AT = Temperature change 

/w = Lengm of wire 

G1,G2 = Gratmgs 

lout = Normatised output intensity 

m = Mode number 

Xo = Centtoid of Gaussian envelope 

X = Receiver path difference 

lo = Incident kitensity 

IR = Reflected intensity 

A(<j)) = Aity shape function 

flif = Free specttal mge 

V = Normatised frequency 

G = Bonded FFP sensor sttain sensitivity. 

\i£ = Microsttain 

AX = tinewidth of the source 

Af = Laser cavity mode spacing 

Al = Interferometer path imbalance 

Pout = Output optical power 

Ps = Optical power correspondkig to spontaneous emission 

V = VisibUity 

Vs = VisibUity fimction correspondkig to spontaneous emission 

m = Number of cavity modes 
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Pav = Average optical power (spontaneous and stimulated) 

Pose = Optical power associated wim me mtererence term 

/cm = Coherence lengm assoiciated wim modal Unewidm 

Y(O) = Degree of coherence 

p = Integer 

X^ =; Chi-squared 

Nf = Degrees of freedom 

Kj = Variable parameters for me function (model) 

f i = Expected measurement value of model 

n = Set of data points 

yi = Measured data points 

Xi = Position corresponding to yi 

A = Period of me fringes 

Dx =Widm of Gaussian envelope 

Xo = Centre of central fringe 

Pnorm = Normalised output power of WLI interference pattem 

N = Number of FFP sensors 

Ic = Coherence lengm of source 

In = Path imbalance m each interferometer 

/Q = Difference in path imbalance between adjacent sensors 

Eo = Incident electric field 

ra = Electiic field reflection coefficient at mkror A 

ta = AmpUmde transmission coefficient 

tb = Transmission amptimde coefficient for mirror B 

rb = Reflection amptimde coefficient for mirror B 

k = AmpUmde coupting coefficient 

X = Propagation tkne delay in sensing and receiving interferometer 

R = Intensity reflection coefficient 

T = Intensity ttansmission coeffient 
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LED 

SLD 

= (1-R)2+R2(1.R)2 

= 2R(1-R)2 

= R+R(1-R)2 

= 2R(1-R) 

= a.c signal intensity 

= Average wavelength 

= Moditiation (sythetic) wavelength 

= Original lengm of rod 

= Change in length 

= Stress 

= Order number 

= Volume density 

= Resisitivity 

= Light emittmg diode 

= Superluminescent diode 
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